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SUMMARY
Hydraulic m otors th a t are available on the m arket fall basically into the two principal 
categories of low speed, high torque (LSHI) and  high speed low torque [HSUD coupled 
with gear reducers. The constructional features of these types of m otors are d iscussed 
together with an  exam ination of some of their m ajor differences. As would be supposed, 
a  significant dem arcation between these categories is the ir m axim um  speed of 
operation. The lower speed of LSHT m otors has  allowed the creation of m any different 
designs which is mostly reflected in the reciprocating com ponents.
A m ajor aspect of the thesis concerns the modelling of a particu lar type of radial p iston  
m otor of the eccentric type with which the au thor has  been involved over a num ber of 
years. A com parison between the predictions from the model and m easured resu lts  
shows th a t changes in the level of friction in the sliding jo in ts  are principally a resu lt of 
changes in th e  internal geometry during the pressure cycle.
The resu lts  of an  exam ination of squeeze film effects suggests th a t these play a m ajor 
role in the performance of the m otor even when operating a t speeds of less th a n  5 
rev/m in. This exam ination includes an  investigation of the possibility of hydrodynamic 
lubrication from which it is concluded th a t its existence over a m ajor p art of the 
operating speed range is unlikely.
The level of com ponent distortion is shown to be of critical im portance to the m otor 
performance in its effect on the lubrication of the sliding faces. In some com ponents 
th is  could create the conditions necessary for hydrodynamic lubrication to occur b u t in 
o thers th is h a s  the opposite effect.
On the basis th a t the sliding faces at low speeds experience boundary lubrication, the 
model w as shown to predict the performance of the motor with reasonable accuracy. 
This incorporated a variation in  the friction coefficients with the changes in  the m otor 
geometry during a pressure cycle. The range of these variations w as found to agree 
substantially  w ith th a t obtained from the resu lts of experim ental work of other 
researchers in the field.
i i
The model is then  used to examine the effect of changes In various motor design 
param eters on the motor performance. A major conclusion of the work is th a t the 
mechanical efficiency a t low speed is principally affected by the type of spherical joint 
used in the motor. The thesis is concluded with the examination of the performance of 
a motor design tha t uses a pressure balanced bearing to avoid the problems of low 
mechanical efficiency at low speed. This design of the author is compared with some 
recent developments in high torque motors which have adopted sim ilar methods.
i i i
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a  - Con Rod Angle
Ap - P ressure Area
A q - P ressure Area
Ag - Slipper M ean Effective Area
B  - Tem perature Viscosity Coefficient
Cp - Specific Heat
D - Motor Displacement
Dp - Piston Diam eter
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d i - Slipper Pocket Diam eter
cLj - Outside D iam eter of the Slipper
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ec - Difference between the Slipper and Eccentric Radii
f c - Slipper Friction Coefficient
fp  - Piston Friction Coefficient
J b - Con Rod Bearing Friction Coefficient
F  - Piston Force
Fgi - Con Rod Contact Force
Fb2 - Con Rod Force
Fci - Slipper Contact Force for Contact Angle Pi
Fq2 - Slipper Contact Force for Contact Angle P2
Fi - Inner Piston Force
F2 - O uter Piston Force
Fp - Hydrostatic Slipper Pressure Force
Fn - Radial Force a t Con Rod Bearing Centre
Ft  - Normal Force a t Con Rod Bearing Centre
Fp - Total Squeeze Film Force
Fq - Hydrostatic Force
Fh - Con Rod Hydrostatic Force
Fj - Squeeze Film Force - Inner Region
x
FQ - Squeeze Film Force - O uter Region 
Fk - Spring Force 
Fs - Seal Force 
Fu - Hydrostatic Force
h  - Leakage Clearance between the Slipper and the Eccentric
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Hi - M inimum Film Thickness - Tapered Plate
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Kq - Viscosity Pressure Coefficient
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M - Motor M ass (Chapter 1)
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Si - O uter Cup Contact Force
T - Tem perature
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t - Time
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P i - Slipper Contact Angle - 0 < 9 < 90°
P2 - Slipper Contact Angle - 90° < 0 180°
pc - Angular Contact in Con Rod Bearing
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The au thor h a s  been Involved over a num ber of years with various aspects of the 
design and  perform ance of the radial piston eccentric type of m otor and its 
application. In  1969, w hilst working w ith a design consultancy organisation, he was 
engaged in  a  num ber of projects on behalf of Cham berlain Industries who, a t th a t 
time, m anufactured  a range of m otors u nder the  nam e of Staffa.
During 1975-1977, w hen the au thor w as a lecturer a t the University of Bath, he w as 
engaged on fu rther work including some practical te sts  on the Staffa m otor itself. 
Later, whilst working with the com pany as Technical Director during 1977-1981, 
th is  work continued in  order to develop more fully and improve the m otor design.
As is discussed in detail in  the thesis a m ajor problem related to difficulties in 
modelling the effect of friction in  the  various sliding com ponents and  the oil flow 
through the pressurised  hydrostatic slipper bearings.
Such a model w as required in order to obtain an  improved understanding  of the • 
m echanical losses and how these were related to the observed m otor performance. 
Modelling techniques would provide improved m ethods of predicting how the m otor 
behaves a t different conditions of speed and pressure. Their use could also indicate 
where com ponent m anufacture could be changed to improve the  performance 
a n d /o r reduce the  product cost.
The au thor w as subsequently involved with m otor design whilst working with 
Commercial Hydraulics who were contemplating producing a radial piston m otor for 
which the com pany had m anufacturing rights. This m otor employed a sim ilar 
principle of operation as  th a t used in the  Staffa m otor and as a  consequence of 
experiences with the m otor and  work on possible alternative designs the au thor 
completed a design using a different m ethod of operation.
This design, which w as related to ideas developed at Staffa and to a m otor type 
produced by an  Italian company, was intended to have improved operating 
characteristics particularly a t starting and a t low speed. It also provided an  
opportunity of reducing the cost of m anufacture.
1
Eventually the com pany discontinued its interest in th is type of m otor and  the 
au th o r subsequently  retu rned  to the University of Bath with the  Fluid Power Centre. 
Since th a t time the au thor h as  continued work on modelling techniques which has 
also included the use of the hydraulic sim ulation package developed a t the 
University. This package h as  been used  to examine the problem of m otor speed 
regulation a t low speeds on which topic the au thor presented a p ap er1 a t the  8th  
BHRA International Fluid Power Symposium.
The radial piston eccentric m otor as commonly produced is of the low speed high 
torque type. In the field of application these need to be com pared with high speed 
m otors th a t are derived from pum p designs. These have low^r displacem ents and 
are generally used  a t high speed, the lower torque, as a consequence, requiring a 
reduction gear box to m eet the sam e torque requirem ents of the  final drive. Such a 
com parison, which involves a num ber of param eters, was presented by the au th o r in 
a paper2 a t the 7 th  BHRA International Symposium in 1986 and  is discussed in  the 
thesis.
There is, then , a  sharp  distinction between high and low speed m otors which tends 
to be dom inated by product price. Because every type of hydraulic system  requires 
a pum p, their m anufacture is a significantly large proportion of the  total production 
of hydraulic units. As a  consequnce additional use of the sam e type of u n its  for 
m otors serves to improve the un it cost of m anufacture.
The development of the low speed m otor really s tarted  in the  1950’s for specific 
applications in  all the m arket sectors. The num bers produced did become 
significant where such  m otors were, in  the main, produced by m anufacturing 
com panies th a t were not Involved with other hydraulic products. This reflected an  
en treprenurial activity to satisfy a  perceived m arket need. However, the 
considerable dem and to improve the operating speed and pressure of the high speed 
units, particularly for pum p use, coupled with the growth of available low cost gear 
reducers, h as  resulted  in a  sizeable loss of m arket share for low speed motors.
2
The disparity in the relative positions of low and high speed m otors in  the m arket 
place and th e  difference in  commercial scale of the m anufacturing organisations 
involved is reflected in  the num ber of technical papers on aspects of pum p and 
m otor design and  their performance. There h a s  been, particularly in  recent years, a 
considerable am ount of university research mostly in Jap an , the  UK and 
W. Germ any involving specialised test rigs and  applications of FE m ethods to 
examine in  detail the lubrication m echanism  between all the sliding surfaces. In 
con trast to th is there is hardly any published work relating to such  investigations 
for low speed motors.
As was dem onstrated by the au thor2, the low speed m otor h a s  some significant 
advantages in  relation to high speed m otors and  there are areas of development th a t 
could m ake a  useful contribution to both the com ponent m anufacturers and the 
u ser industries.
2 .0  OBJECTIVES
A m ajor objective of th is thesis is, therefore, to collect together the accum ulated 
experience of the au tho r in respect of work on a particular type of radial piston 
m otor and m ethods for modelling to provide information on the design, performance 
and  use of the  motor. The resu lts  of tests  carried out both a t the University of Bath 
and  in  industry  a t various tim es are used  for com parision with the model. They are 
also used  in  conjunction with the model to investigate the m echanism s of friction 
th a t act in  the sliding com ponents.
The work also m akes a  comparative assessm ent of the different types of motors th a t 
are available together w ith a  detailed analysis of a m otor design m ethod proposed by 
the author.
3 .0  A COMPARISION OF THE AVAILABLE TYPES OF HYDRAULIC MOTORS
3.1 Introduction
The development of high pressure hydraulic w ater system s during the  19th Century 
saw m any innovations. One of these was a radial piston m otor3, m anufactured in 
1875, which is shown in  Fig 1. This w as used  for driving a rotary saw of 5m 
diam eter for cutting  steel rails. Hitherto the saw was driven directly from a steam  
engine. The m ajor advantage claimed by the inventor w as the reduction in shock 
damage afforded by the use of a hydraulic drive.
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However, aside from such isolated developments, hydraulic m otors generally 
speaking were essentially the same un its  as pum ps requiring, for the m ajority of 
applications, gear reducers to provide the requisite load torque. For piston u n its  the 
type m ostly used  are of the axial sw ash or bent axis design shown in Figs 2 and  3.
3 .2  Design considerations for the distribution valve in  low speed m otors
The development of low speed radial piston m otors allowed considerable freedom in 
the  m ethod used  for converting the linear movement of the piston to rotational 
movement of the shaft because of the  relatively low m axim um  speed, th e  m ain 
consideration being the achievement of high m echanical efficiency during starting  
and  low speed operation.
Pum ps are designed to ru n  a t high speed which in m ost applications is either 
constan t when driven by an  electric motor or over a sm all range of speeds w hen 
driven by, say, a  diesel engine. In the bent axis and sw ash u n its  it is norm al to 
allow the rotating cylinder block to be free in the axial direction so th a t a  proportion 
of the cylinder pressure force is used to force the block against the valve plate. This 
provides a seal against leakage as  the fluid is transferred from the stationary  casing 
containing the inlet and outlet ports to the rotating cylinders. The great m ajority of 
both  industrial and university research has  been directed a t gaining a  greater 
understanding  of the processes involved in  the valve seal operating interface in  order 
to allow increases in operating speeds and pressures. Notable work on th is  aspect 
w as th a t in the UK carried out by BHRA some results of which are sum m arised in 
the book by Turnbull4.
In m ost low speed radial piston m otors it is necessary to transfer the fluid from the 
stationary port casing through a shaft driven valve into the stationary  cylinder 
housing. Obviously the design requirem ents of th is type of valve are different to 
those in  the high speed u n its  and th is geometric constraint would appear to require 
the design to be of a more complex nature. However w hilst th is  is the case it does 
allow the diam eter of the valve to be kept small which is of considerable benefit as it 
m inim ises the frictional torque from th is component.
In the high speed un its  th is freedom does not apply and a t low speeds th is frictional 
loss can  be quite appreciable. On the other hand for high flow ra tes the valve size 
becom es im portant and it is often the case th a t the high speed lim itation in  low 
speed m otors arises as a consequence of the pressure loss in the d istributor valve 
a n d /o r  a limit of the surface rubbing speeds in the component.
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This difference in  design can  be seen by comparing the low speed axial sw ash type 
m otor shown in  Fig 4 with the high speed m otor of Fig 2. In the low speed m otor the 
valve is m ade integral with the shaft th u s  allowing it to be of m uch sm aller diameter. 
However there is an  additional reason  for the differences in  the design w hich relates 
to the  location of the  rotating cylinder block in the low speed motor.
As low speed m otors can  transm it torque directly to the driven un it it is necessary to 
m ake the shaft sufficiently strong to carry side loads on the shaft end. For example 
in  applications such  as w inches or vehicle drives the m otor bearings are often used  
to provide partial, or complete, struc tu ra l support for the driven load. This usually 
prevents using the cylinder block to provide a  seal with the d istributor valve a s  in 
high speed units.
3 .3  Types o f available low speed m otors
Various types of radial p iston  m otors are shown in Figs 5 to 11 all of which employ 
different m ethods for transferring the piston force to th e  ou tpu t shaft and 
distributing the fluid to the cylinders. The m otors shown are in two groups 
com prising those using eccentrics in Figs 5 to 9, and those using a  cam  in Figs 10 
and  11.
3.3.1 Eccentric m otors
The principal difference between the eccentric types lies in the m ethod used  to 
convert the reciprocating motion of the piston to rotary m otion of the shaft. In Fig 5 
th is  is facilitated by the use of a con rod th a t incorporates a  spherical bearing 
between the con rod and  the piston. The type shown in  Fig 8 u ses an  oscillating 
cylinder th a t is m ounted in trunn ion  bearings.
The slipper in th is  m otor bears against a sleeve th a t ro tates on the eccentric by 
m eans of needle roller bearings. T hus the slipper only h as  to move a sm all am ount 
relative to the sleeve during one rotation of the shaft. In the  u n it of Fig 5 the slipper 
contains a hydrostatic bearing to reduce the friction between th is  and  the eccentric. 
Here the  relative velocity between the slipper and  the eccentric is m uch higher th a n  
in  th a t of Fig 8 b u t th is  can be advantageous in  the  avoidance of stiction at low 
speeds.
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The d istributor valves In these m otors employ quite different principles. The m otor 
in  Fig 5 uses a rotating spool containing internal passages th a t direct the flows from 
the m otor ports to the  appropriate cylinder ports. That of Fig 8 h as a plate valve 
having equal p ressure areas to m ain tain  a force on the valve regardless of which 
supply port is a t high pressure.
The m otor of Fig 7 h as  a cylinder body th a t rotates on the eccentric. This is located 
radially by an  O ldham s’ Coupling th a t is shown by dotted lines behind the shaft at 
the bearing on the drive shaft end. The p istons slide against the flat pad inside the 
ou ter casing. D istribution of the flow is m ade by the grooves on the eccentric which 
are connected by drillings in the shaft from slip ring conne ctions a t the supply ports.
The m otors in Figs 6  and 9 are sim ilar to th a t of Fig 8 except th a t they each use 
different m ethods for obtaining the oscillatory m otion of the cylinders. Fig 6 u ses  a 
spherical jo in t w hich also acts as the seal for the piston. The m otor in  Fig 9 uses 
telescopic cylinders to transfer the pressure force to  the eccentric. These are both  
m ounted  a t the ir ends in  spherical bearings th a t employ hydrostatic bearings.
3.3.2 Cam m otors
Both th e  m otors of Figs 10 and 11 convert the piston force into torque by m eans of 
cam s. T hat of Fig 10 h as  a fixed cylinder body with a rotating case w hereas th a t of 
Fig 11 h as  a rotating cylinder th a t is connected to the  output shaft. The m otor in 
Fig 11 employs a  single roller between the piston and the cam  b u t th a t in Fig 10 
u ses  rotating element bearings for th is purpose.
These m otors have an  advantage over the eccentric types in  th a t they can  be 
designed to produce zero torque ripple with no hydraulic loads on the shaft 
bearings. However their m axim um  operating speed tends to be limited by the cam  
roller bearing. It is not possible to obtain variable displacem ent from these m otors 
as in  th e  eccentric type.
4 .0  DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE RECIPROCATING COMPONENTS
The conversion of the  piston movement to rotational movement of the shaft requires 
an  oscillating jo in t which, because of the relatively low sliding velocities, is a m ajor 
source of friction losses particularly a t low operating speeds. This frictional loss is 
likely to increase w hen the  velocity falls to zero during the pressure cycle.
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For bo th  types of high speed un its  th is  jo in t is effected by a  ball and  spherical cup 
b u t there  is an  im portant difference in the ir mode of operation. In the ben t axis un it 
of Fig 3 the cup com ponent on the ou tpu t shaft ro tates which creates sliding 
between the cup and  the ball, the am ount of which depending on w hether or not the 
p iston ro tates in the  cylinder. Rotation of the piston in the cylinder will depend on 
the relative values of the  friction coefficients and  the exact position a t which the 
resu ltan t force from the piston can  be said to act in  relation to the ball centre. 
W hether or not such  rotation occurs, some form of sliding motion will take place in 
the ball joint.
For the  sw ash plate un it it is possible for, say, the vertical axis of the  slipper pad to 
m ain tain  itself parallel to the vertical axis of the sw ashplate in  w hich case it, and the 
piston, can  act as  a solid body with the piston rotating in its  cylinder once per 
revolution of the cylinder block; if th is  were the case there would be no movement in 
the ball joint. At the other extreme if the  piston is irrotational with respect to the 
cylinder it will ro tate with respect to the  sw ash plate and  as a  consequence sliding 
m otion in  the  ball jo in t will take place.
Such aspects have been investigated by Hooke5 together with work on m easurem ent 
of the film th ickness between the  slipper face and  the  sw ash plate. Ikeya with Ezato 
and  Kobayashi6-7 have investigated variously the levels of friction and leakage 
between the piston and  the cylinder and the effects of distortion between the slipper 
and  sw ash plate.
During starting  and  low speed w hen frictional forces are at the ir maxim um  it is 
probable th a t localised contact will occur between the slipper and  the sw ash plate in 
order to provide sufficient force to overcome the frictional forces th a t are acting in 
the various sliding faces. As is described in Chapter 2 the model derived for a 
particu lar type of radial piston eccentric m otor considers th is  force and  the effect of 
slipper leakage on the slipper hydrostatic bearing pressure.
For the axial p iston  un its  th is  is a  very complex 3 dim ensional problem  with a large 
num ber of possible relative movem ents between the various com ponents which are 
dependent on the am ount of friction present.
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In the  radial piston eccentric m otors there is no possibility of rotation of the slipper 
w hich consequently elim inates possible alternative movements. A fu rther significant 
difference is th a t th e  engagement of the slipper with the eccentric provides, a t worst, 
line contact as com pared to th a t for the sw ash plate un it described previously. 
Here the  localised contact could be considered to act at a  point between the slipper 
and  the  sw ashplate which probably creates higher frictional losses during starting  
and a t low speeds.
In bo th  types of the  axial u n its  the reaction force th a t acts through the centre of the 
ball jo in t creates a  bending m om ent on the piston. This action causes reaction 
forces between the  piston and the cylinder which increase as the piston moves out 
to its  m axim um  position. These forces give rise to friction which h a s  been m easured  
by Ezato and Ikeya6 a t different p ressures and speeds using a special purpose te st 
rig.
In m ost of the radial piston m otors such  overhang is avoided with a  consequent 
reduction in  the piston to cylinder friction. The friction in the ball jo in t itself creates 
reaction forces in  both  the piston and the slipper and  the differing geometry in  all of 
the various types of m otors will be affected by th is to varying extents.
5 .0  OTHER PARAMETERS AS A BASIS OF COMPARING MOTORS
U sers of hydraulic m otors obviously need to be aware of how the ir application affects 
the performance of the m otor which m ay predeterm ine, to a  degree, the type of 
m otor th a t is selected for the  drive. However, of prime consideration in  the  selection 
process are the overall dim ensions of the m otor including its  installed weight and  
the need or desirability of using a gear reducer.
The com parision m ade by the au thor in a  paper2 is d iscussed in the  next section.
5.1  A Performance Comparision o f Hydrostatic Piston Motors
The operating speeds obtained from an  exam ination of the da ta  for a selection of 
m ajor European, American and E astern  m otor m anufacturers are shown in  relation 
to their displacem ent in Fig 12. In th is  and subsequent figures th e  types of m otor 
indicated by num ber are shown in Table 1. Any point on a graph of speed against 
displacem ent represents a flow, th is being the product of speed and displacem ent. 
T hus a  line of constan t flow is given by:
Speed x  Displacement = C onstant
I
or N  = C onstan t/D
On logarithmic scales th is  becomes:
Log N  = C onstant - Log D
For a  given operating pressure th is line represents one of constan t power. Fig 12 
shows lines for power levels of 105 and 255 kW at a pressure of 210 bar.
It can  be seen from Fig 12 th a t in general low speed m achines produce a  given 
power a t displacem ents in  the range six to ten  tim es greater th a n  those of th e  high 
speed m achines. If a range of m otors having different displacem ents for m achines 
employing identical design principles are obtained by dim ensional scaling, for a 
given sliding velocity in the motor, the  corresponding m otor speed will vary inversely 
with the linear size. For th is  situation and taking m otor displacem ent to vary as the 
cube of the  linear size, the relationship of speed with displacem ent is represented 
by:
N  ( D ) 1/3 = C onstant (1)
This relationship is shown in Fig 12. For each type of m otor the  position of the  line 
m ay be located to correspond to a particu lar m achine size selected as  a datum . The 
Importance of the relationship lies in its slope and  it can  be seen th a t, in  general 
term s, the  different types of m achine follow th is relationship quite closely. A typical 
value of N  D1/ 3 for an  aero outward radial pum p is shown on Fig 12 for com parision.
5 .2  Machine Size
The size of the various m achines, bearing In m ind the different shapes of each type, 
is best represented by their m ass.
The m asses of the m otor types shown In Fig 12 are presented in  Fig 13 as  a function 
of displacement. It can  be seen th a t for a  given displacem ent there is a wide 
variation in  m ass between the different types considered.
For a family of sim ilar m achines the  m ass, M, would be proportional to the 
displacem ent, D. From Fig 13, it can  be seen th a t the  high speed m achines 
generally follow th is  relationship quite well w hereas the m ass of the low speed radial 
m achines increases a t the lower rate  th a t is approximately proportional w ith D2/ 3.
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5 .3  Specific Performance
Considering the varying shapes of the different types of m otors a  very effective way
of m aking a  perform ance com parison is to present the torque and  power to m ass
ratios (ie specific torque and  power) as a  function of the m achine displacem ent. For 
the  m achine types identified by num ber on Figs 14 and 15 these param eters are 
show n for an  operating p ressure of 210  bar.
This inform ation p resen ts quite a  different picture from th a t previously show n in 
Figs 12 and  13. It can  be seen th a t the low speed m otors have specific torque 
values of between four and  fifteen tim es greater th a n  those of the high speed m otors 
and  a t low displacem ents some of the high speed m achines have values of specific 
power which are betw een one and four tim es greater th a n  th a t of the  low speed 
m achines.
For a  family of sim ilar m achines having the sam e m axim um  sliding velocity as 
described by equation 1, the ratios of the torque, Qm. and power, PQ, to the  m ass at 
a  given pressure would be given as follows:
Qm / M  = C onstant (2)
and  (PQ D i/3)/ M  = C onstant (3)
It can  be seen from Fig 14 th a t for each of the m achines the specific torque tends to 
a  constan t value. The trend  of specific power variation with displacem ent for the 
different m achines generally follows the relationship of equation 3 even though the 
m achines employ distinctly different design principles. Many of the  m achines can  
be operated a t p ressures m uch greater th a n  210  b a r  and where such  pressu res are 
used  the m achines will show higher performance values.
5 .4  Constructional Features
The da ta  presented in Figs 12 to 15 dem onstrates tha t, to a large extent, the 
different types of m otors considered have clearly defined characteristics in  term s of 
their m ass and perform ance param eters. The high speed m achines have, in  general, 
sim ilar operating speeds b u t there is a  significant distinction between the m ass 
values of the sw ash and  ben t axis types of motors. There is also a  m arked difference 
in  the relationship of the specific performance param eters with displacem ent which 
m u st be considered as  a  reflection on the principles of construction.
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The variation in  m ass  of the low speed m otors for a given displacem ent is very m uch 
less th a n  th a t of the high speed m achines and their speeds tend to have the sam e 
trend  with displacem ent. The specific performance characteristics of the eccentric 
and  cam  m otors show a  distinctly different trend  in  th a t the cam  m otor peaks a t a 
m uch  higher value of displacem ent th a n  does the eccentric motor.
5 .5  Scale Factors
It is interesting to note th a t w hilst the high speed m achines have, for a given 
displacem ent, operating speeds of the order of four to five tim es greater th a n  those 
of th e  low speed m achines, the relatively light weight of the  low speed m achines 
resu lts  in the values of specific power of both types being similar. Also, the fact th a t 
all th e  types considered tend  to follow the sam e scale relationship for specific power 
in  respect to displacem ent could be taken  to indicate th a t there is a n a tu ra l limit for 
th is  param eter. However, it is more th a n  likely th a t m achines employing different 
design principles will have different constrain ts on the ir m axim um  performance, and 
such  conformity to the  scale relationship of specific power for all th e  types of 
m achines would not necessarily be expected.
The fact th a t different types of aero pum ps8 achieve m uch higher values of specific 
power indicates th a t the apparent performance similarity between the various 
m otors is to some extent coincidental. The reason for the sim ilarity is more likely to 
lie in  the aims of m anufacturers to m eet the sam e performance specifications. The 
fact th a t the  levels of development effort expended have varied enorm ously between 
m anufactu rers shows th a t im provements in  the performance of some m achines can  
be still be made.
Linear scaling m ay be used  to increase m otor displacem ent b u t the technique 
cannot be applied universally since consideration m u st be given to particu lar design 
principles. For example, where there are bending m om ents arising from pressure 
forces the deflections will increase proportionally with the linear scaling factor. 
Such deflections m ay be unacceptable In instances where shape is im portant, as for 
example a t the faces of p ressure supported bearings and sealing lands. These limits 
to linear scaling together with the use of common com ponents in m achines of 
different capacity are probably the significant factors in the  deviation of m achine 
performance from the various scale relationships used  in the analysis.
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5 .6  G e a red  D rives
The use  of m ulti ratio gearboxes provides a very attractive m ethod of increasing the 
effective displacem ent, since, by selection of the appropriate gear ratio, a range of 
torque and  speed requirem ents can  be covered by a  given m otor frame size. It was 
observed previously in  relation to Fig 12, th a t high speed m otors produce a  given 
power a t displacem ents between one ten th  and one sixth of the values in  low speed 
m otors. In general term s, the  effect of adding a  gearbox will be to increase the value 
of specific torque and  to reduce the  value of specific power.
The epicyclic gearboxes commonly used  are, in practical term s, limited to a 
m axim um  ratio of around 7:1 per stage. As can  be seen from Table 2, which has 
incorporated typical gearbox m ass values, the use of the sam e gearbox frame size to 
cover a  range of gear ratios can resu lt in  the overall m ass of the combined drive not 
being as favourable as it otherwise might be. The values of specific torque and  
power for the  combined drive are as follows:
(Qq /M )com = fa 0M) /  (Afg + Af) = n (^M /  ■MJmotor) /  (1 + Afg /  Af) (4)
(Po /  Aflcom = Po /  (Mg + Afl = (PQ /  Aflmotor /  (1 + Afg /  1W) (5)
n  = reduction ratio, Mg = gearbox m ass
T hus in term s of torque, power and m ass for the sam e operating pressure, the high 
speed combined drive can  be roughly equivalent to the  best low speed m otor for gear 
ratios up to about 10:1.
However, th is  does depend on the way th a t the param eter n /  (1 + Mg /  M) varies 
with the gear ratio and  ou tpu t torque level. Therefore, the values will depend on the 
particular m achines and  gearboxes in question. The inform ation of Table 2  is shown 
by the dotted lines on Figs 12 to 15 for com parision with the values obtained for the 
low speed motors.
6 .0  CONCLUDING REMARKS
As described in  the  opening section, the purpose of the work is to present a model of 
a particu lar type of low speed m otor to allow an  evaluation of the  sensitivity of the 
m otor performance to:
a) Various design param eters in order to provide inform ation for optimising the 
performance.
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b) V alues of friction coefficients which m ay be either static or dynamic (stiction, 
coulomb, velocity dependent etc) or variable with time due to squeeze film effects.
The com parison of the different m otors shows th a t the low speed types, w hilst of 
lower m ass and  weight, are limited in term s of their m axim um  speed capability in 
relation to  th a t of high speed motors. The reasons for th is disparity will be explored 
together with an  investigation of the various factors th a t affect the lubrication of the 
contacts where relative sliding takes place.
For low speed m otors high efficiency a t low speed is obviously of param ount 
im portance b u t it would be advantageous to examine areas in  which im provements 
can  be obtained to increase the ir m axim um  operating speed.
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T A ftL E  1
Identification of motors types used in the Figures.
1. Variable displacement axial swash plate
2. Fixed displacement axial piston swash plate
3. Variable displacement bent axis 
4.5 Fixed displacement bent axis 
6. Axial piston swash plate LSHT
7.8 Radial piston eccentric LSHT 
9. Radial piston cam LSHT
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Fig 1 EARLY WATER POWERED HYDRAULIC MOTOR
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Fig.2 COMMERCIAL AXIAL PISTON MOTOR
Fig .3 REXROTH BENT AXIS MOTORS
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Fig.4 TOSHIBA AXIAL PISTON MOTOR
Fig.5 STAFFA RADIAL PISTON ECCENTRIC MOTOR
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Figs € TO 9 RADIAL PISTON ECCENTRIC MOTORS
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Fig. 10 HAGGLUND RADIAL PISTON CAM MOTOR
Fig.lt RENOLD RADIAL PISTON CAM MOTOR
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CHAPTER 2
MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF THE HYDRAULIC MOTOR
1.0 INTRODUCTION
As described in C hapter 1 radial piston eccentric m otors are m anufactured  in  forms 
th a t embody m any different principles of operation. In th is  s tudy  a m athem atical 
model of the m otor type shown in Fig 1, is developed in which it is assum ed th a t the 
com ponents are inelastic. This analysis is aim ed principally  to  es tab lish  the 
geom etrical relationships for the  forces acting including those due to friction which 
are assum ed to be represented by friction coefficients.
2.0 FORCE TRANSFER TO THE ECCENTRIC
In the  m otor the  force from the p iston  is transferred  to the  eccentric through the 
spherical jo in t in the  p iston  to the  connecting rod and the  slipper. The slipper is 
hydrostatically  balanced by feeding high p ressu re  fluid from  the  cylinder to the  
slipper pocket through a restrictor. The effective projected area of the slipper face is 
greater th a n  th a t of the piston and consequently the slipper lifts off from the  surface 
of the eccentric until the oil leakage through the clearance space h as  reduced the 
pocket pressure to a level such  th a t the  slipper force ju s t  equals th a t of the piston. 
This is an  ideal situation and  assum es th a t there is no tilting of the slipper face. If 
the  problem  is fu rther simplified to a flat bearing, th e  pocket p ressu re  can  be 
obtained by equating the flow through the restrictor and the slipper lands.
ECCENTRIC
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For a  flat bearing assum ing lam inar flow:
-  P p ) Pp h \
128 fiLp 12 fico 2^ i)
w here do = restric tor diam eter
Ll  = total m ean  length of the slipper lands 
(o = width of the slipper lands 
Lp = restric tor length
The height of the leakage space (h) is the lift or clearance between the slipper and 
eccentric faces and  th is  is taken  to be constan t at all points around the slipper. The 
effects of the  com ers of the rectangu lar slipper are assum ed  to have a negligible 
effect on the  flow and  pressure d istribution across the lands. The flow through the 
clearance space will th u s  produce a pressure th a t varies linearly across the  slipper 
lands as shown thus:
The p ressu re  force on the slipper lands will therefore be equal to the  land area  x 
Pp/2. T hus the total slipper pressure force Fp = PpAs, w here A s is the m ean effective 
slipper area. For th is  force to balance th a t from the piston  [PAp] we get:
Pp = P A p / A s [2.2)
Hence from equation (2.1) assum ing th a t the dynam ic viscosity is the  sam e in the 
restrictor and  the slipper leakage path.
Taking the dim ensions for the m otor from the data  in Table 1 we get
(2.4)
And h = 0.016 m m
For the  case of a circu lar slipper and eccentric having the sam e radii, h  will be a 
rad ia l clearance the  value of w hich will reduce w ith th e  d istance from the centre 
line th a t is com mon to both  of these com ponents. T h u s the  m axim um  bearing lift 
will be slightly greater th a n  0 .016 mm.
The slipper force is directed along the centre line of the  eccentric and, in the  absence 
of any o ther forces acting on the connecting rod and changes to the viscosity in the 
slipper clearance space, the clearance would be su sta in ed  during ro tation of the 
m otor shaft.
aO THE EFFECT OF FRICTION IN THE SLIDING COMPONENTS
The spherical jo in t being of a sm aller d iam eter th a n  th e  p iston  provides only a 
limited am ount of hydrostatic balance against the force from the piston. The design 
of the piston cup is such  th a t in the unpressurised state  there is line contact between 
the  surfaces a t an  angle of 45°. As a consequence there  will be distortion of the 
spherical faces and high pressures in the region of contact.
D uring rotation of the  shaft sufficient torque needs to be provided to* overcome the 
frictional m om ent created  by th is  bearing. T hus for m ovem ents from Top Dead 
Centre (T.D.C.) w hen the con rod angle is increasing (O<0<9O°) there needs to be a 
force d istribu tion  around  the slipper face to provide a  torque abou t the spherical 




For the analysis it is assum ed th a t a single force acts at a n  angle p i  to th e  vertical 
cen tre  line O1O2 . This force would be the re su ltan t of the  force d istribu tion  th a t 
arises from contact between the slipper and eccentric faces.
In the absence of a  frictional torque in the con rod bearing the slipper would be able 
to lift away from the eccentric surface so th a t the hydrostatic force is equal to th a t 
of the  p iston  as described in  Section 2.0. Referring to the  d iagram  if the slipper 
m akes con tact w ith th e  eccentric along the  line O1O2 (ie p i  = 0), the  hydrostatic  
p ressu re  (Pp) will increase because of the  reduced leakage area between the  slipper 
and  the eccentric. If Pi is th en  increased, there will be an  increase in  th is  leakage 
area  th u s  causing the  hydrostatic pressure to reduce because of the increased flow 
th rough the restrictor.
For a given value of P i, the leakage area will depend on the difference betw een the 
slipper and eccentric radii (ec) (not shown on the diagram). T hus for a given value of 
ec, w hen pi increases beyond a certain  value, the hydrostatic p ressu re  force will fall 
below th a t required for equilibrium  with the piston force. This will resu lt in a force 
(Fci) a t the contact point and as p i is increased further, F c i will also increase.
Referring to the diagram  it can  be seen th a t as p i increases the length of the torque 
arm  betw een the line of action of F c i  and  the  con rod bearing  cen tre  O2 also 
increases. The value of F c i  th a t is required to overcome the  con rod bearing 
frictional torque is th u s  reduced. As a consequence of these variations with Pi, the
CYLINDER CROSS-SECTION!
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operating value of F c i will be th a t which satisfies both radial equilibrium and the 
con rod bearing frictional torque.
4.0 THE CONDITIONS FOR CONTACT
As s ta ted  the so-called 'contact' force occurs a t a position  which satisfies 
equilibrium but, as a consequence, creates frictional resistance between the slipper 
and rotating eccentric. For static and low speed conditions (0<N<5 rev/m in) it is 
likely th a t the fluid film in the 'contact region' will be extremely th in  w hen the 
frictional process will pertain to tha t of boundary lubrication.
The objective of the analytical m ethod that is developed in Section 5 is to establish 
how the motor torque varies with the shaft angle 6. This involves the determination 
of p i in the way described in Section 3.0. Before this method can be effected it is 
therefore necessary to determine the m agnitude of the shaft movements th a t are 
associated with changes in the value of
The curvature of the slipper will be a function of m anufacturing tolerances and the 
level of distortion created by the imposed forces. Experience has shown this to have 
a radius in the region of ±75 micron in the unloaded condition relative to tha t of the 
eccentric. The slipper leakage flow analysis contained in Appendix II deals with the 
effect of such variations in this curvature. In the following analysis the slipper is 
assum ed to have a slightly larger curvature than  tha t of the eccentric the geometry 
of which is shown exaggerated in the following diagram.
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For changes In the angle (5\ from zero, movement of the  contact point from B to C is 
achieved by th e  slipper rolling a round  th e  eccentric. This cau ses  a vertical 
m ovem ent of the con rod bearing centre O2  by the d istance 'h' and  a  ro tational 
movement to O'2  away from the cylinder axis by the angle <P where ec «  Rd-
The slipper rad ius centre Oe will ro tate around 0 \  by the angle and  in order to 
cancel the  movement of O2  the m otor casing including the  shaft centre will have to 
be ro tated  by the angle 0 about the centre 0 \ .  T hus by geom etry the angular shaft 
m ovem ent 0 can be determined.
From the diagram  we have:
Rd 01 -  ( R n  + e c ) A
, .A  = P'R °
R d + ec
For AO^OjB
A  + y  + 180 -  f31 = 180 
r  = P1 -  A
For AB020 '2 and A0 20'2 0 e
LR r  ~ ( r d +
. . _ ________ ^R fi\ec______
( r d + ^ r ) ( Rd + ^ r ) ( Rd + ec)
... 0  m l r  ^
R d (Rd + L’r ) (2.5)
Take ec -  75 fjm  and = 10° 
and for Lr = 63.5mm 
r d  = 79.4mm
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gives <t> = 4. 2 x 10 3(deg)
and 7  = 9.4 x 10"3 (deg)
Note tha t h * ec ( l  -  cos( pY + PM )) at the extreme edge 
For pm = 28°
h = 1 2  x 1 0 ~3mm
Thus it is shown th a t to establish a value of /?i = 10° incurs negligibly sm all 
movements of the shaft and the con rod axes.
5 THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE MOTOR
5.1 In troduction
Equations are developed in Appendices I to V for the forces in the motor components 
and the output torque in term s of the angular position of the motor shaft and the 
contact angle P\. The analysis assum es quasi steady state conditions for low motor 
speeds when dynamic effects can be neglected. The equations are sum m arised in 
th is section together with a description of the m ethods used in the software 
developed for their solution.
5.2 Piston displacem ent and con rod angle
O
<x*
Q -  O
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The p iston  displacem ent and  con rod angle are related to the shaft angle by the 
following equations:
s l n “ = T 1 s i n 0 (26)
and  X  = L  (1 -  cos a )  + F e(l -  cos 0) (2.7)
These relationships are shown in Fig.2 for the m otor dim ensions given in  Table 1.
The dim ension L\ is the distance between the  con rod bearing centre and  the  inner 
edge of the piston. The initial distance (TDC w hen 0 = 0). between the con rod bearing 
centre and the inner edge of the cylinder is denoted by I4 .
W hen X  > L4  - L \ , the inner piston edge emerges from the cylinder and the d istance 
between the con rod centre and the cylinder edge is denoted by Lq where L q - L ^ - X
The significance of the dim ension L\ or Lq relates to the p iston  forces which are 
d iscussed  in  Section 5.5. In th is  particu la r m otor th e  con rod bearing  cen tre  
eventually emerges from the cylinder and  L q  becom es negative.
5.3 Slipper forces
As described in Section 3.0 and 4.0 the slipper is considered to contact the eccentric 
a t an  angle fa  to the line connecting the eccentric and con rod bearing centres (O1O2). 
The analysis in Appendix I is concerned with the  resolution of the slipper forces 
parallel (Fjv) and  norm al (F7) to the centre line of the cylinder axis passing through 
the shaft centre.
The equations for these forces (Equations 9 and 12 Appendix I) are:
Fn  = F P cos a + KFc l  + J 2Fc 2 ,2 8 ,
and  Ft  = F p s l n a  + JF C1+ J 3FC 2  (2.9)
where Fp = slipper hydrostatic bearing pressure force
F ci and Fq2 are the slipper contact forces where Fq2  = 0 for 0  < 0 < 90c 
with the contact angle = (3\
and F ci -  0  for 90° < 0 < 180° with the contact angle = f a ­
ll
iThe coefficients K and J 2  are functions of a, and f c  and the coefficients J  and J 3  
are functions of a, fa  and Jq .
5.4 Forces acting on the con rod bearing
0 < © < r q o °
M
R E S I S T I N G
M o M E M T  K
The con rod bearing is subjected to the forces exerted on the slipper which, together 
with the frictional forces thus created in the bearing, determine the normal forces 
between the spherical bearing and the piston cup as described in Appendix III.
The shape of the cup is such that contact with the sphere is over a narrow band at a 
nominal angle Oq- The pressures acting around the contact band would have to be 
integrated over the line of contact in order to equate for vertical and horizontal 
equilibrium  and obtain  the frictional m om ent about the  spherical jo in t axis 
through O2  and parallel to tha t of the motor shaft. Here the bearing is treated as 
cylindrical and inelastic in order to simplify the analysis. As a consequence it is 
assum ed tha t there are two forces Fb i  and Fb 2 acting at an  angle 6c to the cylinder 
axis. The analysis in Appendix III is concerned with establishing the m agnitude of 
FBI + FB2 as th is determ ines the friction in the bearing. These are given by 
equations (45) and (49) Appendix III which are:
1 + ^ B 2 BqF m + BqFt
for 0 < 6 < 90°
(2 . 10)
and Fb i + F B2 = V m  + V t  
for 90° < 6 < 180°
(2.11)
Here F = F -  FM 1 N H
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where F #  = Hydrostatic force on the con rod bearing
and f h = Ptt(R b s in  Qc ) 2 (2 -12)
The coefficients B q , B q , Eq,Eq are functions of Jb  and Qc
5.5 Forces acting on the piston
As a result of the frictional forces in the con rod bearing the piston will experience a 
torque about the con rod bearing centre which will be resisted by the piston forces 
F\ and F2  shown in the diagram. When the con rod angle a reaches its maximum 
value at 0 = 90°, the direction of this torque will reverse thus changing the direction 
of the forces F\ and F2 .
The magnitude and direction of F\ and F2  will however be dependent on the con rod 
bearing friction coefficient Jb  and to a lesser extent the slipper friction coefficient 
f c . Both of these affect the magnitude of the contact force Fq and the contact angle /3.
The m agnitudes of F\ and F2  are also affected by the distance from the con rod 
bearing centre to the outer and inner edges of the piston. As described in 5.2 the 
inner piston length L \  changes to Lq as the piston emerges from the cylinder when
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L8 = L4 -  X  . As a consequence the  action  of the  p is ton  forces n eed s to be 
considered in  regions th a t are related to the shaft angle.
The p iston  forces are derived in appendix IV and are as  follows:
F o r  0  < 9 < 90°
(2.13)
and  F2 = Fj + FT (2.14)
w here th e  coefficients D \ and  D2 are dependent on Jb- For X  > L4  - L \,  these  
coefficients are also dependent on Lq (which is a function of 6).
F o r  90° < 6  < 180°
Here Gi and G2 are dependent on Jb  and L q .  In this region the con rod centre emerges 
from the cylinder w hen L q  becom es negative.
5.6 Equilibrium o f th e radial forces
There h a s  to be equilibrium  of the forces acting at the con rod bearing. In Appendix 
IV th is  condition is satisfied by equation 54 which applies in  the region 0 < 8  < 90° . 
Restating th is equation and  dividing by the piston force F  we get.




The coefficients D3  and D4  are dependent on D\ , D2  and Jp bu t D4  is additionally 
dependent on /ft, 9 and Jq.
For the region 90° < 9 < 180° , Fc2  Is given by:-
The coefficients H3 , H4  and Gi are related to the m otor geometry and friction 
coefficients in a similar way as D\, D3  and D4 . H4  is also dependent on fa , 0 and Jp.
Thus, a t a given shaft angle and for given values of the friction coefficients, 
the contact force Fq will vary with (3 and Fp/F.
5.7 Hydrostatic bearing pressure and force
The pressure in the hydrostatic bearing is dependent on the leakage flow across the 
slipper lands. This creates a pressure drop in the bearing restric tor which is 
supplied from the cylinder pressure.
F (2.18)
S l i  P P e P .
E C C & k l T £ \ C
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For the slipper contact angle fa , shown in the diagram, the leakage area between the 
slipper and  th e  eccentric will depend on the  difference betw een the  slipper and  
eccentric radii [Rs and  J?d) which is denoted by ec ■
The analysis of the  leakage flow in  Appendix II therefore considers th ree conditions 
w hich are as follows:
(a) .Rs > r D w ith tangential contact a t fa<pM  where is the  m axim um  angle
subtended by the  slipper around the eccentric as shown in the diagram.
(b) R s  > R d  t>u t w ith non-tangentia l contact w hen fa - P m  • In  th is  situa tion
sm all ro tations of the  eccentric will be associated with contact of the slipper a t its 
edge against th e  eccentric. The geom etrical re la tionships required to obta in  the 
area are different from those used  for (a).
(c) R s  < Rd  w ith non tangential contact between the slipper and  the eccentric.
This condition is deliberately contrived in an  attem pt to m inim ise the  effects of 
d istortion of the  slipper face. The geom etrical relationships required to obtain  the 
leakage area are different, and  more complex, th a n  those required for (a) and (b).
Taking condition (a) by way of example, the relationships in Appendix II obtained 
for the  hydrostatic bearing p ressu re  Pp as a function of the contact angle fa  can  be 
sum m arised  as follows:
f i t  i
p  i + v ( / y  (2.i9)
128 e?L„
K6 = ------ 2- j -
12 7t(odQ
Lp is the  length of the feed orifice 
(o is the w idth of the slipper lands 
do is the feed orifice diam eter
/  ( A) -  2Ro (IR + h )  + ; r (  + h 3L)  (2.20)
Lq) is the m ean  peripheral length of the slipper lands 
Ip and II, are the values of the integral I given by equation 19 Appendix II. 





T hus knowing Pp the hydrostatic bearing p ressure force is given by:
(2.21)
w here A s  is the  effective slipper area
(2 .22 )
F  P A p 
F
The variation of with j3\ can now be established by equations 2.19 and 2.22. As F
a consequence, the variation of the contact force with ft can  be obtained from 
equations 2.17 for 0  < 9 < 90° . In the region 90° < G < 180°. Fc2 is obtained from 
equation 2.18.
5.8 Con rod bearing frictional torque
(a) 0  < 9 < 90°
As described in  3 .0  the m agnitude of Fq i th a t is required to rotate the  con rod will be 
dependent on the contact angle The relationship between F c i and  fii derived in 
Appendix V is given by:
w here D5 is dependent onJb  and a  
and  Dq is dependent on fc ,  Jb , «  and f3\ .
At a  given value of we th u s  have the  value of F c i from equation 2.17 th a t will 
resu lt from radial equilibrium  of the forces and  the value of F c i from equation 2.23 
th a t is required to overcome the frictional m om ent in  the con rod bearing.
For th e  sake of clarity th e  force F c i  in  equation 2.23 will be referred  to  as F c 3 
because it h as  a different functional relationship with fii th a n  th e  value given by 
F c i In equation 2.17. Equilibrium  conditions are obtained when F c3 = Fci-
Denoting the force F c i 111 equation 2.23 th a t is required to rotate the con rod by Fc3 , 
the  angle a t which equilibrium  conditions will be achieved is th a t w hich m akes 
the quantity Fc3 - F ci = 0 .
F C 1 -^ 5  F P P f h
F ~ Dg F  ~ D6 F (2.23)
This is achieved in the software by calculating F c i and  F c3 a t two arb itrary  values
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of f i i . These are then used to estimate the value of p\ tha t gives Fc3  - F'ci = 0 using a 
straight line approxim ation (see diagram).
If the actual value of Fq3  - Fci (point 3) is not zero then its value is used to estimate a 
further value of Pi tha t gives Fc3  - Fci = 0 by taking a straight line from point 2. The 
procedure, which is a modification of Newtons method, is repeated until Fc3  - F ci 
has approached zero within the desired limits of accuracy.
For cases when ec  is less than  a certain value, Pi will lie outside the m axim um  
available range (Pud- The possibility of this situation is tested in the software by 
initially setting p 1 = pm. If Fc3  - Fci is positive then pi does not lie in the available 
range.
The physical in terpretation of this situation is tha t as ec  is reduced the slipper 
bearing pressure increases as does the bearing pressure force (Fp). At a given value of 
Pl this produces a lower value of F c i f°r  radial equilibrium of the forces. The value 
of Fc3  does, in fact, increase slightly at a given value of Pi because of the effect of the 
increased hydrostatic bearing force acting at the con rod bearing centre. The net 
result of this is that Pi has to increase as ec  reduces in order to obtain Fc3  - Fci = 0.
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W hen Pi does lie outside the available range, the slipper edge will be in contact with 
the eccentric. The procedure for th is situation is to solve the equations of (b) 
Appendix II using a similar iterative method as that ju s t  described.
Having determined the value of P\ tha t satisfies the equality of equations 2.17 and 
2.23 (ie Fq3  - F ci = 0) f°r F ci the values of the remaining variables for the cylinder 
under consideration can then be calculated.
(b) F o r 90° < 9 < 180°
As 9 increases beyond 90° the con rod angle a reduces which reverses the direction of 
the con rod bearing frictional moment. The slipper contact point now moves to the 
o ther side of the cylinder centreline and F c i becomes Fq2- This force can be 
determined by using the same iterative method for the angle P2  as was used for p \ .
However at 0 = 90°, when the con rod changes direction, the effect of clearance 




As a  is increasing for 9 < 90° the effect of the con rod bearing frictional moment will 
be to cause the piston to tilt in the bore. Such tilting will happen if the con rod 
bearing frictional moment M > Fj Lq, (see diagram). If M kFtLq, then the force Fp will 
be sufficient to m aintain the piston against the wall of the cylinder.
At 90°, when M reverses direction, if Af > Fj-I^, the con rod and the piston will 
behave as a solid body. The prevailing tilt of the piston will then  reduce as a 
reduces. Here contact is at P\ with Fq2  zero. In this situation Fi will be zero until the 
piston is flat against the cylinder wall. Now if M> Fj Lq, the con rod and piston will
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continue to act as  a  solid body, F2 becoming zero and  the slipper contact moving to 
($2 w ith F c i n ow zero.
If, following from the  condition M < F jL2, M < FjLg, th e  p iston  will be m ain tained  
against the cylinder wall during the whole of the piston stroke.
These changes a t 90° were included in the software as a series of IF statem ents. The 
presence of th is  tilting condition and  the various com binations of its  action are 
found to be mostly dependent on the value of Jb -
5.9 Motor torque
The torque output a t the m otor shaft is obtained by sum m ing the torque values for 
all the  cylinders th a t are u nder p ressure. For a five cylinder m achine the  torque 
ou tpu t is obtained by calculating the respective torques a t shaft angles of 9, 0 + 72° 
and  9 + 144°. In th e  software each set value of 6  is increm ented by 72° and  the 
individual torques a t each angle are added to give the m otor shaft torque. W hen the 
shaft angle for a given cylinder exceeds 180° relative to its  own TDC position, the 
o u tpu t torque for th a t cylinder is set to zero. Thus referring to the  diagram  below 
showing con rod angle against 6 , the torque from cylinder 3 becomes zero w hen a  = 0. 
S tarting the  m otor shaft angle from zero when cylinder 1 is a t TDC, 180° shaft angle 
in cylinder 3 occurs a t a  m otor shaft angle of 36°.
The shaft torque is given by equation 15 Appendix I in  w hich the values of F c i or 
F c 2 will be zero depending on the  value of 9. T hus, for example, in the  range 
0 < 9 < 90° , when Fc2 = 0, the non-dim ensional shaft torque is:
COkJ IJB VT\ W<2r
O t----------------------     l__ _^. ___._______ 1----------- -
0 10 20 50 40  50 GO • 1 0
CVUM&ER.1 s h a f t  AvMGle
(2.24)
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Therefore the m otor torque (Qm) is given by:
n
i (2.25)
Now the  ideal cylinder torque (Qj) is given by:
Qj i _ s in ( 9 + a)
FR e cos a  (2.26)
n
Ideal Motor Torque (Qm ) = (2.27)
i
w here n  denotes the  num ber of cylinders under pressure which is 3 for 0 < 6  < 36° 
and 2 for 36 < Q < 72°.
Q
The m ean  m echanical efficiency ( 7 7 m) = — (2.28)
M
5 x A . x  2 R e
w here d u = ------- £ ----------and  F  = PA_m 2 n  p
SO PD„  = —rFR
a n d  . (229)
_
The in stan taneous m echanical efficiency (^/) “  q  (2.30)
and the m echanical losses are given by LQ = 1 -  77f (2.31)
A com parison of equations 2.24 with equation 2.26 indicates the way in  which the 
m echanical losses arise. In the ideal m otor F c i=  0 and F/Fp  = cos a. For the m otor 
w ith friction F /F p  < cos a. The angle of action for F c i  is su ch  th a t th e  torque 
com ponent from th is  force does not m ake up the torque loss due to the reduction in 
Fp. As Fc 1 increases so does the  frictional loss, b u t the effect of th is  reduces w ith 6  
because of the reducing radial distance from the  shaft centre of the slipper contact 
point.
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6  RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE MODEL
6.1 Introduction
The m otor is designed to operate under a wide range of pressure and speed conditions 
which resu lt in th e  frictional m echanism s varying between boundary lubrication to 
hydrodynam ic lubrication together with the effects of squeeze films. The frictional 
m echanism  in the  con rod bearing probably contains aspects of all of these  effects 
due to the  oscillatory na tu re  of its  rotation. As a consequence of th is, a t any given 
operating condition the  frictional resistance cannot be precisely obtained. As will 
be show n, w hen operating a t speeds as  low as 5 to  10 rev /m in  hydrodynam ic 
lubrication would seem  unlikely to exist. However the bearing shape and  the effect 
of local elastic d isto rtions m ake it im possible to predict the exact n a tu re  of the 
lubricating  m echanism .
In order to gauge the  effects of the three m ain sliding jo in ts and assess the  validity of 
the  model, the com putational analysis w as initially performed using fixed values of 
the respective coefficients of friction. For the particu lar m otor used  in th is work the 
dim ensional data  is given in  Table 1.
6 2  Model results for fixed values o f the friction coefficients
As described in 5.9 w hen one p iston is a t its top dead centre position (TDC) th ree 
p istons are u n d e r p ressu re  for the  first 36°. At th is angle a p iston  reaches its 
innerm ost bottom  dead centre position (BDC) and is subsequently  connected to the 
low pressure (return  line) connection a t the motor. T hus for subsequen t ro tation of 
the shaft to 72° only two pistons are under pressure and following on from 72° the 
cycle repea ts  itself. T hus there are a to tal of nine frictional coefficients having 
effect from 0° to 36° and six coefficients between 36° and 72°.
As discussed in 5.7, the hydrostatic force from the slipper bearing is sensitive to the 
values of and ec* For a value for ec  of 127 micron, the sensitivity of the m otor 
losses to  changes in  the friction coefficients fp , f c  and  Jb  w as investigated. The 
results of th is  analysis are shown in Fig 3 at a shaft angle of 35.9° from which it can  
be seen th a t changes in f c  and  fB  have approximately equal effects on the losses. On 
the other hand  changes in f p  affect the losses by around 25% of those arising from 
either f c  o r fB.
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In order to select values of the friction coefficients for assessm en t w ith the  model 
values of the  m echanical efficiencies obtained from the te sts  described in  C hapter 3 
are used  for th e  pu rposes of com parison. The m easured  variation  of m echanical 
efficiency with 9 is shown in Fig 4 for a  m otor speed of 3 .4  rev/m in. Also show n are 
the  model resu lts  for values of f c  and  f p  of 0.1 and  Jb  of 0.13. Using the  m ethods 
described in  5.9 the m echanical losses for both  the m easured  and  model data  are 
shown in  Fig 5. Clearly there are im portant differences between the  m easured  and 
m odel re su lts  w hich are probably due to variations in the  levels of friction during 
the  rotational cycle of the  motor.
However, the  model loss values do agree with the  m easured  resu lts  a t a level to 
suggest th a t  the values selected for the  friction coefficients provide a reasonable 
basis for sensitivity or com parative analysis to be carried out.
6.2.1 The effect of the friction coefficients on m otor perform ance
The sensitivity of the model to changes in the friction coefficients is shown in Fig 3 
at 8  = 35.9°. From Fig. 3 it can  be seen th a t there are m any com binations of the 
coefficient values th a t produce the sam e value of Iq  a t th is  angle.
The relationship betw een f c  and  J b  for the values of f p  of 0 .10 and  0.15 th a t give a 
loss value of 0 .114 are show n in Fig. 6 . Point A corresponds to the values used for 
th e  m odel re su lts  in  Fig 5. The m odel re su lts  ob ta ined  from  th e  values 
corresponding to point B on Fig 6 are also shown on Fig 5. It can  be seen  th a t the 
m axim um  difference in th e  losses obtained from the two m odels is 0 .005 (or 0.5%). 
T hus th e  resu lts  from B are approxim ately a m axim um  of 5% greater th a n  those 
from A.
This difference betw een the  resu lts  from the  fixed coefficient m odels is sm all in 
com parison to the  difference between the  model and  m easured resu lts. The way in 
w hich the  losses vary w ith 9 m u s t therefore be cau sed  by o the r p aram ete r 
variations. W hilst not accurately  predicting the  shape of the loss variation  the  
general accuracy of the fixed coefficient model is sufficiently encouraging to allow 
its  u se  for sensitiv ity  analysis  and  a n  exam ination of th e  behav iour of o ther 
param eters in the motor.
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6.2.2 The effect of en on m otor performance
As h a s  been  described  in  5.7, the  value of e c  is  likely to  affect th e  m otor 
perform ance. The model resu lts  previously described were based  on e c  se t a t 127 
micron, a value th a t experience shows to be not unrealistic.
Fig. 5 also shows the  resu lts  from the model w ith a value for ec  of 25 micron. The 
effect of this change can be seen to reduce the losses in the range 0.015 to 0.025 with a 
m uch  reduced torque step a t 18°. This represen ts a considerable im provem ent on 
the m otor performance resulting in a 25% reduction in  the losses.
However in general term s the  change h a s  not significantly altered the shape of the 
loss variation. The value of e c  is sensitive to the  operating  p re ssu re  due to 
d istortion  of the slipper. A lthough th is  d istortion will cau se  th ree  dim ensional 
changes in  the slipper face curvature, the effect of such  distortion will be sim ilar to 
th a t obtained by changes in ec- U nder given operating conditions a t low speed it is 
possible th a t changes in the  contact force m ay also change the  d isto rtion  of the 
slipper. This is, however, not likely to be a t the level of difference observed between 
the fixed coefficient model and  the m easured resu lts in  Fig 5.
The predicted effect of ec  on the m otor performance is sum m arised  in  Fig 7(a) where 
it can be seen that, over the range considered, at a shaft angle of 35.9° improvements 
in  the  m echanical efficiency of nearly 3% can be achieved. The value of the contact 
force F c i, shown in  Fig 7(b), also reduces considerably with a reduction of ec-
The variation in the  contact angle Pi, also shown in  Fig 7(b), is seen  to reach its 
m axim um  possible value of 28° w hen ec  is 58 micron. For lower values of ec  the 
slipper contact changes to the mode (b) described in  5.7. It is appropria te  at th is 
ju n c tu re  to exam ine how conditions in the m otor affect the  slipper con tac t angle 
and the effect th a t th is  has on the m otor performance.
6.2.3 Slipper contact angle
As described in 5.8 the leakage through the slipper will increase as P increases due to 
the reduced flow resistance presented in  the clearance space. T hus equation  2.17 
shows th a t for equilibrium  of the forces F c i m u st increase with p  w hereas the force 
required to overcome th e  con rod bearing friction obta ined  from  equation  2.23
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reduces with ft as  a  resu lt of the increased rad ius of application about the con rod 
centre.
The re la tionsh ip  betw een, th e  values of F c i / F  and F c 3 /F w i th  f3 from  th e se  
equations is shown in Fig 8 (b) for two different values of ec- The value of fi\ for 
equality of the forces is seen to reduce with ec  and the value of F c i to increase. The 
effect on the ratio of the hydrostatic bearing pocket pressure to supply pressure Pr is 
show n in Fig 8 (a) which indicates the increase in th is  param eter th a t is obtained 
w ith reduced radial clearance ec  and  the reduction in  F c i. As described in  5.8 the 
iterative process used in the software derives the crossover points shown in Fig 8 by 
using the modified Newton's method.
The value of j3 will also vary with the  friction coefficients and  in situa tions where 
the  predicted value of ft exceeds the  circum ferential length of the slipper (ie w hen 
P > Pm) fu rther increases in  the slipper flow path  area are obtained by the slipper 
tilting abou t its edge as described in  5.8. The analytical m ethod used  for th is  
condition is described in Appendix II part (b) which is based on the in tersection of 
the two circles formed by the slipper and the eccentric.
As d iscussed  in  6 .2 .2  the  variation  of with e c  as  show n in Fig 7 reaches its 
m axim um  value for the  given condition at e c  = 58 micron. For values of e c  less 
th a n  58 micron the equilibrium  condition for F c i is obtained using the m ethod ju s t  
described. Reducing e c  below 58 micron has  a relatively small effect on Tjm  and F c i, 
because the angle of action of Fc3 rem ains unchanged at {3m.
The value of ec  is therefore seen to have an  im portant influence on the m otor as  a 
reduction in th is  param eter increases the efficiency and reduces the slipper contact 
force. The slipper con tact force is an  im portan t param eter as  it h a s  a strong 
influence on the life of the slipper face. The tem perature rise in the fluid leaking 
th rough  th e  slipper will be increased by th e  friction associated  w ith F c i  w hich , 
together with the tem perature rise associated with the pressure loss in  the flow path , 
could re su lt in  the dynam ic viscosity being reduced in  the  slipper space w ith a 
resulting reduction in  the pocket pressure.
The variation  in the con tact angle j5 w ith 6  obtained from the  model during the 
p ressu re  cycle of 180° is shown in  Fig 9. The variation in the hydrostatic slipper 
bearing p ressure ratio is also shown in Fig 9 which simply reflects the changes in p.
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The associated  changes in Fq with 9 are shown in Fig 10 which as can  be seen, 
generally increases w hen 9 increases beyond 90°. Following reversal of the con rod 
a t 90°, the contact force changes from F c i to Fc2 in order to reverse the direction of 
the m om ent th a t it creates about the con rod bearing centre. However, the direction 
of the m om ent created by the slipper friction rem ains in  the sam e direction w hen 9 
increases beyond 90°. T hus w hen 9 > 90° th is  m om ent is now additional to th a t 
created by the con rod bearing friction which resu lts  in Fc2 being greater th a n  F c i •
At 9 = 90° the variables /3, Fq and  Pr show discontinuities as the  slipper con tact 
position moves from /5i to fc .  However, as described in  5.8, the presence of clearance 
betw een the p iston  and  cylinder can  create tilting of the p iston  in  th is  clearance 
space during reversal of the con rod at 9= 90°. The effect of th is  on fc ,  Fc  and Pr is 
show n in  Figs 9 and  10 for a d iam etral p iston  clearance of 75 m icron. The 
conditions which cause tilting of the piston depend to a large extent on the level of 
friction in the con rod bearing. This will be discussed in the next section.
6.2.4 Piston forces
As described in 5.5, the p iston  forces derived in Appendix IV are generally affected 
by the level of friction in the con rod bearing and the position of the inner edge of the 
piston in relation to the cylinder.
For the  values of the  friction coefficients used  in the model the  alignm ent of the 
piston in  the cylinder varies th roughout the pressure cycle. As described in 5.8(b) 
the p iston  can be m aintained against the cylinder wall if the norm al force a t the con 
rod bearing centre FT > ——. This condition w as found to occur for shaft angles
greater th an  60°.
However w hen 9 = 90° for the piston to be m aintained against the cylinder M m ust be 
< FjLq . For the given conditions, M >FjLq and as a consequence the con rod and 
the p iston  rotate together until the ou ter edge of the piston con tacts the cylinder. 
During th is period F2 = 0. After th is point is reached, there is rotation of the  con rod 
bearing under the action of Fq2 which is resisted by the piston forces F\ and F2. For 
a diam etral clearance of 75 m icron the angular tilt of the p iston is 0.12°. At 90° 
shaft angle, the  shaft h a s  to  ro tate a fu rth er 8° before the con rod h a s  ro tated  
sufficiently to take up the piston diam etral clearance.
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D uring rotation of the piston the equations for F c i and  Fc2 developed in appendices 
IV and  V do not apply. The equations for th is action are discussed in 6.2.5.
The p iston  forces obtained from the model for shaft angles either side of the piston 
clearance region can be seen in  Fig 11. The sign convention used  here is th a t forces 
acting from right to left (see diagram s in  5.8(b)) are tak en  as  positive. T hus as the 
p iston is forced against the cylinder at 9 -  60°, the force F\ changes from negative to 
positive.
At 62° shaft angle the piston s ta rts  to emerge from the cylinder w hen X  > L4 -  as 
it moves inw ards. This does not have an  im m ediate effect as  F2 is providing the 
resistance to the friction m om ent in the con rod bearing.
Following the com pletion of the piston ro tation  in its clearance with th e  cylinder, 
F i and  F2 bo th  increase to react against the  con rod friction m om ent w hich h as  
reversed direction and  F2 h a s  changed sign which reflects th is  reversal. As the 
length L q  is reducing, the consequent reduction in  the p iston  m om ent arm  causes 
both  Fi and F2 to increase particularly after Lq becomes negative at 6 =  122°. It can 
be seen from Fig 11 th a t the values of F i /F a n d  F2/ F  reach a m axim um  of 0 .34 and 
0.25 and at the end of the stroke these are 0.26 and 0:24 respectively.
The model assum es th a t the friction coefficient fp  h as  the sam e value a t bo th  points
of application of F\ and F2 . The net friction associated w ith the p iston is therefore
dependent on the sum  of the magnitudes of F\ and F2. Thus, for a value of 0.1 for fp ,
F* + Fand  a m axim um  value of _ j 2 of 0 .56, th is  rep resen ts  a loss of the  available
F
piston force of 5.6%.
The norm al force Fp at the con rod bearing centre increases a t 0 -  90° as a  resu lt of 
the shift in  the slipper contact force from F c i and Fc2- This causes F i to increase 
in the  m anner shown in Fig 11.
The effect of p iston  friction is to reduce the force in the  con rod. The effect of the 
increase in the p iston forces on the con rod force w hen 6  > 90° can  be seen in  Fig 12. 
This reduction is also reflected in th a t of Fq2  In Fig 10.
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For the situation shown in the diagram during rotation of the piston in its clearance 
space we have:
F 1 =  f t  + FC2(Sin( 02 + “ ) -  Sc cos( 02+ “ )) = (2.32)
and Fc 2 (^o ~ fc ^r ')  = F iFs (2.33)
putting Lq -  Jc Lr = A 5 (as in Appendix V)
Now Fr  = J 3Fc 2 + F p s in  a  from equation 12 Appendix I, because Fci=  0 (2.34)
Thus substitution of F\ into equation 2.33 gives:
FC2=
LQFp s in  a
A 5 -  (J 3 + S l l l ( 0 2 + « ) - / c COS( 0 2 + (2.35)
For equilibrium of the radial forces along the cylinder axis we have: 
f  = f « + / p f , (2.36)
Substituting for F\ and F^from  equation 9 appendix I into equation 2.36 gives: 
F = F pcos a  + J 2Fc 2 + J p (JSFC + s in  a  + 2)
F -  F p (cos a + f p s in  a )
F C2 =
J 2  +  -fp(J 3 + Sl" (  02 + ° 0  -  Sc C°S( 02 + “ ) )
(2.37)
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Now denoting Fq2  in  equation 2.35 by Fq4  the value of a t which Fq4  - Fq2  -  0 can 
be established by using the modified Newton's method as described in  5.8.
To illu stra te  the process th a t arises during rotation of the piston, the way in which 
F c4  an d  Fq2  vary w ith f3 from equations 2.35 and 2.37 is shown in  Fig 13. Also 
show n are the relationships for F c i an d ^C3 immediately prior to Q - 90°.
Referring to Fig 13, F c i changes from point 1 to Fc2 a t point 2. As the shaft ro tates 
the piston ro tates to point 3 w hen nearly all the piston diam etral clearance h as  been 
taken up. Because the length L q  is reducing Fc2 reduces between 2 and 3. At point 4, 
F c2 h a s  increased to provide the necessary torque on the con rod to rotate the con 
rod bearing. The changes in  Fc2 . P, and  Pr th a t arise in the piston clearance region 
are shown in Figs 9 and 10.
In Fig 11 th e  p iston  force F<i is zero during  th is  m ovem ent of the p is ton  in its 
clearance space. Fi rem ains relatively constant in th is region because the change in 
F c2 is small.
The effect of the p iston  ro tation  on the m otor m echanical losses is show n in  Fig 5 
w here it is seen to cause a reduction of around 0.011  (1.1%) at a shaft angle of 26° 
when the piston h as ceased to rotate. The reduction in the losses between 18 and 26° 
generally coincides with th a t of the m easured results.
7.0 THE VARIATION OF THE MOTOR MECHANICAL LOSSES WITH SHAFT 
ANGLE
7.1 Introduction
The m echanical losses resu lting  from the  p iston  and  slipper friction forces are 
directly affected by th e  level of friction in  th e  con rod bearing. The hydrostatic  
p ressu re  in the slipper bearing varies as a resu lt of changes in (3. This provides a 
level of contact force such  th a t equilibrium  of the forces occurs w hilst overcoming 
the frictional m om ent in the con rod bearing. As w as shown in section 4 .0  changes 
in p  incu r negligible m ovement of both the eccentric and  the con rod.
The way in  w hich the equilibrium  value of ft arises can  be examined by considering 
w hat happens if (3 is, say, less th a n  the equilibrium value. F c i will be less th a n  the 
value required for rotation of the con rod (Fc3 in Fig 8). Providing there is sufficient
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to rque a t the  m otor shaft to allow rotation, the eccentric will ro tate  a fractional 
am oun t w ithout causing  rotation of the con rod b u t allowing it to move inw ards a 
fractional am ount. W hen the eccentric has rotated such th a t fi h as  increased to the  
equilibrium  value, the con rod will be rotated under the action of F c i ( or Fq2 )•
D uring starting, th is  process can  occur as the shaft and transm ission  system  twist 
p rior to ro tation of the  load. The influence of transm ission  stiffness and  p ressu re  
rise  ra te  on s ta r t to rque h a s  been  exam ined by various research  w orkers as  is 
d iscussed  in C hapter 3. W hen the m otor is stationary and unpressurised  the piston 
and  con rod can  be positioned anywhere in the respective clearance b an d s  and  the 
disposition will vary betw een cylinders. T hus the prevailing value of f3 will likewise 
vary prior to s ta rt up.
D uring veiy slow ro tation  stick-slip occurs between the sliding com ponents. This 
can  be con tribu ted  to by the  occurrence of sm all ro ta tional m ovem ents of the  
eccentric w ithout ro tation of the con rod. W hen the radial clearance e c  is less th a n  
50 m icron, the slipper tilts  slightly about an  edge to generate a sufficient leakage 
p a th  in order to provide the requisite value of Pp. The value of ec  will have a direct 
effect on the  con tact conditions betw een the  slipper and  th e  eccentric. As e c  is 
reduced the contact force will be distributed over a greater length th u s  reducing the 
peak  stress. It is likely th a t th is  situation will be more favourable for lubrication of 
the  contact area which should reduce the onset of the stick-slip process.
For th e  model conditions Fig 8 shows th a t varies betw een 13° and  17° for one 
p iston w ork cycle. An exam ination of slipper faces often shows w itness m ark s  a t 
angles of th is  order. In in stances w here low m echanical efficiency occurs these  
m arks are often m ore pronounced a t sm aller angles from the  slipper face centre. 
Conversely in special te s ts  w ith con rods having increased th ickness of the slipper 
lands (reported in  C hap ter 3), no w itness m arks were p resen t and the  m echanical 
efficiency w as high. The improved performance in th is  case w as a resu lt of reduced 
distortion of the slipper face particularly a t the outer four com ers and  possibly also 
b ecause  th e  face w as m anu fac tu red  to produce a sm aller clearance w ith  th e  
eccentric.
M easurem ent of slipper cu rvatu re , w ithin the levels of to lerance required  w as 
found to be virtually impossible because the variations around the arc length with 
the distance from the centre are less th a n  the accuracy of metrology equipm ent. For 
example, the variation in rad ius over the  arc length of 28°, m easured  from a  point
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25 m icron displaced from the tru e  centre, would be 3 micron. This dim ension is of 
th e  sam e order a s  the  lim its of ro u n d n ess . T h u s the  lim it of accu racy  for 
m easurem ent of the rad ius would be in the region of 100 micron.
7.2 The variation o f m echanical losses during the pressure cycle for one 
cylinder
The w ay in  w hich th e  m echanical losses vary w ith shaft angle reflects all the  
changes th a t have been described. Fig 14 shows the ideal and actual torques divided 
by FRe and  the m echanical losses, being the difference between these two values, are 
AQshown in Fig 15 as -=77- .  The m ean  m echanical efficiency T]m from equation 2.29 inI4 Ag
5.9 reflects the changes in the in stan taneous displacem ent of the  motor. T hus, for 
the ideal motor, T\m  varies with 0, as shown in Fig 4, with a  m ean value of unity.
Fig 15 also show s the  individual cylinder m echanical losses as a fraction of the
ideal torque from the cylinder a t the given angle and  it can  be seen  th a t the 
Qi
fractional loss tends to infinity as  Qi tends to zero at low and high shaft angles.
From Appendix I th e  generalised torque equation gives:
Q F P n F n  f r F r i ( R n— s in ( 0 + « ) + —  s in ( 0  + a -  0 ) ----- —  _ + c o s (0  + a -  0 )
e \  e '
s in (0  + a + 0 ) ------- - —  —— + cos( 0  + a + 0 )R. (2.38)
Fc j = 0 fo r 0 > 90°
FC2 = 0 f o r  0 < 90°
Ideal torque given by
F  P pA A
F ~ -  P A p ~
Qi s in ( 0 + a)
FRe cos a
The difference betw een the  ideal and  actual torque is dependent on the  relative 
values of Fp and  Fq, the  angle 0  and the value of the friction coefficient f c .  As h as  
been shown the m agnitudes of Fc and  0  are very dependent on the slipper clearance 
ec . However they are also dependent to a  lesser degree on the m agnitude of f c  which
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I
affects the vector sum  of Fp and Fc and, hence, the equilibrium  of the  forces parallel 
to the  cylinder axis.
The m echanical loss Qt -  Q will therefore depend on the m agnitude of Fp and  Fq . 
the  angle of action ft of Fc  and  the frictional loss associated  with the contact force 
Fc- These losses are shown separately in Fig 15 as  A Qc and AQp where A Qc will be 
referred to as a geometric loss component.
At 0 = 0 and 180° w hen Q i- 0  the losses obtained from equation 2.38 are:
0 =  0
Q j - Q
FR„
^C 1 o . c ^ C lf^D    ap, s i n f t  + / c R  + cos f t
\  e
and a  = 0 .
Q. -  Q F  .
0 = 1 8 0 °  s in  f t  + J. c 2FR t
F.
'2  '  p \
-  cos f t
and a -  0
For these two shaft positions it is seen from Figs 9 and 10 th a t Fc2  and  #2 are both 
greater th a n  F c i and  f t  which resu lts  in the geometric torque loss being g reater a t 
180°. However the  reduction in  the slipper friction loss between these two positions 
is such  th a t the overall loss a t 180° is slightly less than  th a t a t 0 = 0 . Piston friction 
ac ts  to  reduce the load on the  con rod and  as the torque is negative a t these two 
positions increased piston friction causes the losses to be reduced.
At 0 = 90° the reversal of the con rod and  the bearing frictional m om ent generally 
resu lt in increased losses because of the increased p iston  forces, the increase in  p 
and the reduction in  the slipper bearing pressure, as discussed in 6 .2 .6 .
During the period of reverse tilting of the piston, Fc2 reduces because of the reduced 
m om ent on the p iston  arising from the reducing piston length Lq. This resu lts  in the 
geom etric to rque  loss com ponent rem ain ing  approxim ately  c o n s ta n t w ith  a 
reduction in the friction loss. Once the piston has become fully tilted a t 0 = 98° the 
effect of the  con rod bearing frictional m om ent and  the  increasing p iston  forces 
cause an  increase in  both loss com ponents. The geometric loss com ponent continues 
to rise because of the  effect of increasing piston  friction which affects th e  slipper 
bearing by reducing both  P r  (and a s  a consequence Fp) and  Fq2 • The reduction  in 
F c2 and  the reducing rad iu s of action o f /c F c 2 about the  shaft centre causes the  
frictional loss to gradually reduce until 180°.
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7.3 Motor m echanical losses
The m otor m echanical losses, L0, are the cum ulative losses J a Q , divided by the 
to ta l ideal m otor torque Qm i• The variation of AQ with 0, show n in  Fig 15, can be 
used to obtain the value of X a  Q a t any given shaft angle by sum m ing values at 72° 
intervals (eg a t TDC from 0°, 72° and  144°). The to tal ideal m otor torque, Qm i, 
obtained from equations 2.26 and  2.27, varies with shaft angle in  the way shown in 
Fig.4.
For th e  particu la r motor, the  m axim um  torque from one cylinder occurs a t 80° 
(Fig. 14) (when the other cylinders are at 8° and  152° respectively). In the region 0° to 
2 ^ 018° the variation of —  produces the gradual reduction in the m otor m echanical
losses show n in Fig.5.
At 0 = 18° there is a small increase in loss due to increased piston and  slipper losses 
following reversal of the con rod. However the piston clearance effect lim its the loss 
at th is  position because there is no rotation in the con rod bearing. As 0 increases 
from 18° the length L q  is reducing and  there is a consequent reduction in  the losses 
because of the reduced m om ent on the piston about the con rod centre.
From 26° to 36°, the cum ulative losses reduce but, because th is reduction is slightly 
less th a n  the reduction in Qm i, the m otor m echanical losses increase slightly in this 
region. At 36°, the m otor m echanical loss (corresponding to 36°, 108°, and  180°) 
reduces due to the depressuriation of the cylinder at 180°. Subsequently, for shaft 
angles in  the region 36° to 72° w hen only two cylinders are pressurised, despite the 
variations of AQ for these cylinders, the value of I© rem ains alm ost constant.
As a sum m ary, it is seen th a t the cyclic variations of the cylinder and m otor losses 
are of a totally different na tu re . D espite th is difference, changes in the values of 
param eters, such  as ec and  the friction coefficients, have little effect on the shape of 
the m otor loss variation (Fig.5.)
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ao THE EFFECT OF CHANGES IN THE FRICTION COEFFICIENTS
8.1 Introduction
As d iscussed  in  6.2, th e  sensitivity of th e  m otor perform ance to  changes in th e  
friction coefficients w as obtained from the  model. T his analy sis  produced  th e  
relationship in  fig. 6 between the friction coefficients for a given level of m echanical 
losses a t 0 -  35.9°. The two different se ts  of values for the  coefficients from Fig.6 
showed a sim ilar variation in the losses with shaft angle (Fig.4).
The coefficient values of 0 . 1, 0.1 and  0.13 for fc * fp  and  Jb  u sed  in  the  model were 
selected so as to m atch the m easured results a t 0 -  18° and  36°. As can  be seen from 
Fig 5 the divergence between the  theoretical and m easured  resu lts  is a t a m axim um  
a t sh aft angles of 0, 36 and  60°. This probably re su lts  from  varia tions in the  
coefficients during the p ressure cycle.
At th is  point it is useful to determ ine how different com binations of the  friction 
coefficients taken  from Fig 6 affect the variation of the m otor param eters w ith shaft 
angle and, in particular, the effect on the way in which the losses are d istributed in 
the motor.
8.2 Motor losses
R esults from the model are shown in Fig 16 for extreme values for f c ,  and  Jb  w here 
it is seen th a t reducing J b  and increasing f c ,  increases the  m agnitude of the positive 
torque step a t 18° shaft angle. Conversely, reducing f c ,  and  increasing Jb  reduces 
th e  m agnitude of the  torque step  w hich for Jb  > 0 .147, becom es negative. For 
JB > 0.147 it is seen from Fig 16 th a t shaft angle m ovem ents in  the  p iston clearance 
region are extended from 8° to 12° following 0 -  18°. It is also seen  th a t there is an  
increase in losses a t around 26° shaft angle followed by a  reduction  before finally 
increasing w hen ro tation  of the  con rod begins at a round  31°. This change h as  
resulted  from the increased level of con rod bearing friction w hich causes the  piston 
to be inclined in its clearance space with the cylinder th roughou t the piston stroke.
Thus, a t 18° shaft angle, for the cylinder a t 90°, M>FtLq and  the  p iston  rem ains 
inclined in the  cylinder clearance space. W hen the  con rod angle a  h as  reduced 
sufficiently to bring the piston against the cylinder wall it will tilt abou t its lower 
edge w hen M>FtLq .
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The tren d s  obtained  from  the  model for th e  h igher values of J b  give im proved 
agreem ent with the m easured  resu lts  for shaft angles in the region of 15° to 30°. A 
reduction  in  the  diam etra l clearance from 75 to 50 m icron provides a fu rth e r  
im provem ent to th is  com parison.
9.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chap ter h as  been  concerned with an  evaluation of the m athem atical model in 
w hich constan t values of the th ree friction coefficients have been used. In general 
te rm s th e  model provides a  reasonable estim ate of the m echanical losses in  the  
m otor as com pared to m easured resu lts  a t 3.2 rev/m in. However, approxim ately the 
sam e resu lts  can  be obtained from the  m odel with different com binations of the  
coefficients although som e com binations seem  to provide m ore realistic  re su lts  
th a n  others in  particu lar ranges of the shaft rotational cycle.
It is clear from the  analysis presen ted  in th is  chap ter th a t because of th e  m otor 
geometry, the  frictional coefficients will not be constan t b u t will vary individually 
for a  num ber of reasons. The sim ulation resu lts  shown in Fig 5 dem onstrate th a t the 
deviation from the m easured resu lts  can be associated with events in the cycle where 
changing conditions in  the sliding faces will produce significant changes in the ir 
frictional characteristics.
The na tu re  of the frictional m echanism s needs to be exam ined in  order to gain an  
u n d e rs tan d in g  of th e se  fric tional lo sses and  how they  are  to  be expressed  
m athem atically . As the  speed of th e  m otor Is increased  the  sliding faces will 
experience Improved lubrication . For th e  con rod bearing  th is  is particu la rly  
im p o rtan t becau se  hydrodynam ic lu b rica tion  will cau se  a  red u c tio n  in  th e  
frictional losses w hen com pared to those u nder conditions of boundary  lubrication. 
This will have a significant effect on the forces imposed on the  p iston  and  slipper, 
and hence, on the m otor performance.
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TABLE 1
Eccentric R adius RD
D istance betw een Eccentric and  Shaft Centres Re 
Piston D iam eter Dp
Hydrostatic Slipper Feed Restrictor Length Lp 
Restrictor D iam eter do 
Piston Area Ap
Projected M ean Effective Slipper Area As 
Mean W idth of Slipper (straight side)
Length of Slipper Lands w
Maximum sub tended  Angle between the Con Rod Centre 
and  the Slipper Edge pm
Length betw een Con Rod Centre and  outer edge 
of Piston L2
Length between Con Rod Centre and inner edge 
of Piston Li
Length betw een Con Rod Centre and  inner edge 
of cylinder at TDC (0=0) L4
Con Rod Bearing R adius Re
Con Rod to Eccentric Centre distance L
Con Rod Centre to Slipper Face Length Lr
=79.4 m m  
=27.4 m m  
=79.4 mm 
=12.7 mm 
= 0.533 mm 
=4948 m m 2 
=5352 m m 2 






=29.2 m m  
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A ppendix I ^
Equations for the  slipper and eccentric forces and m otor torque
Resolving the forces parallel and perpendicular to the connecting rod axis as show n 
in Fig 1 produces:
Fl  = Fp + Fc 1 cos /lj -  J c Fc j s in  Pl + f c Fc 2 s in  fi2 + Fc 2 cos fi2  ^^ j
and  FR = f c l s i n ^  + / c Fc l c o s ^  + / c Fc 2c o s ^ - F c 2s ln/ J2 (2)
Rearranging equations (1) and (2) as  follows:
f l  = f p + f c  i(cos Pi - f c  s l n  Pi) + F c  2(cos Pz + f c  sln Pz) 
o r Fl  = Fp + A F C j + BFC 2 (3)
where A  = cos p1 -  f c s in  (4)
B = cos P2 + f c s in  (5)
and  Fr = Fc ,( /c cos /3, + s ln  j3{) + F c J J C cos p2 -  s ln  j)2)
o r  f r  = C F c i + D F c z  ,6)
where C = f c cos + s in  /J (7)
D -  f c cos ^  -  s in  fi2 (8)
Finally resolving the forces Fl  and  Fr  parallel and  perpend icu lar to  th e  cylinder 
axis:
Fn = F L cos a + F r s in  a
= F p cos a  + FC1(A cos a + C s in  a)  + FC2(B  cos a + D s in  a )
= F p cos a  + KFC1 + J 2 Fc 2 (9)
where K  = A  cos a  + C s in  a  (10)
and J 2 = B  cos a + D s in  a  (11)
also  Ft  = F l s in  a -  F R cos a
= Fp s in  a  + Fc X(A s in  a -  C cos a) + Fc 2(B s in  a  -  D cos a)
= F p s i n a  + J F C1 + J 3FC2 (12)
where J  = A  s in  a -  C cos a  (13)
and  J 3 = B  s in  a -  D cos a  (14)
The forces acting on the eccentric in relation to the shaft centre which are shown in 
Fig.2 produce torque from the m otor shaft as  the following:
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T orque f t  = F p R es in ( 6  + a) + Fc l R es i n ( 8  + a  -  ^ )  + Fc 2R es in (G  + a + fi2)
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A ppendix II
S'
The effect of the slipper contact angle 8 on the slipper bearing force Fp.
The p ressu re  generated  in the  hydrostatic  slipper is derived from the  m otor inlet 
p ressu re  from which flow is supplied to the bearing through a restrictor. This flow then  
p asses  to low pressure in  the m otor casing through the clearance betw een the  slipper 
face and  the surface of the eccentric.
The net leakage area in the clearance space will depend upon the shape of the slipper 
face in  rela tion  to the  surface of the eccentric and  the  angu lar d isposition  of the 
connecting rod centre in relation to the line between the eccentric and  connecting rod 
bearing centres.
Fig. 3 depicts th is  situation for a slipper face th a t is circular and whose rad ius is greater 
th a n  th a t of the eccentric. Contact between the slipper and  the eccentric occurs a t the 
angle P which can be between zero and pm .
Leakage flow through the slipper clearance
(a) Tangential contact between the slipper and eccentric faces
For sm all clearances and low values of Reynolds Number the fluid flow (£>s) across the 
slipper side lands will be given by:
w here dl = R Ddfi. h = f  {ft) and the integration ranges will be betw een Px + Pm and  
Pm ~ Pi and zero on either side of the contact angle Pi.
Referring to Fig.3 the clearance h  is given by:
(16)
Rs = ( R D + h )2 + ec ~ 2(Kd + h )e ccos(l80  -  P)
For ec  and  h  small in relation to Rd and Rs this can be reduced to:
R S  = ( R D + 2 R D h )  + 2 R D e C C 0S P
, h  R s - R p 2RDec c o s p
(Rg + Rd)(Rs Rp) 2RDec cos P
2 R o ec 2 R uec cos P
h = ec ( 1 -  cos P) (17)
T hus the leakage flow of Equation (16) will be given by:-
(18)
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. P  3 e p
Consider J = J ( 1 - cosy3) <#* = J ( l -  3cos/3 + 3 cos2 p -  cos3 p)dp  
o o
w here cos3 /3d/3 = cos /?(l -  s in 2 p)dp  = cos pdp -  s in 2 p d  (s in  p )
f  ^ o sin3 pJ cos3 pd p = sin /? ------^—
P a
J cos2 pdp = [y s in  p  cos P ] +
.-.J = fj3  -  4 s in  ft + •§ s in  p  cos P + }
The values of f for the two integration ranges on the  left and  right h an d  sides of the 
contact line are denoted by:
tr  = 1 fo r (Pm + f t)  
and  IL = I fo r ( j8m -
The clearances a t each end of the slipper face are given by: 
hR = ec( l  - c o s ( P 1 + p m))
and h L = ec( l  -  cos( pm -  ^ ) )
The total slipper leakage will therefore be given by
9 r  =
(20 )
(b) N on-tangential C ontact
Non-tangential contact will occur if the clearance h as  to be increased fu rther w hen pi  
h as increased to pm. This situation is shown in Fig.4 where the eccentricity e is greater 
th a n  the difference between the slipper face and eccentric radii.
.-.For e  = ec + e1
-  R* -  2R n e cos P 
h = - £  P- D -
D
2 R Dec -  2R Qe cos p
2 r d
/. h = ec -  (ec + e j c o s  p
= ec l l - 1 + -2- bos p
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e land putting a  = 1 + - -
gives h = ec(l -  a c o s  0)  (21)
hence h 3 = ec 3( l - 3 a c o s / 3  + 3 a 2cos2 /? -  a 3 cos3 {i) (22)
Referring to Fig.4 fis is the angle a t which h  = 0  corresponding to the contact point and  
th is  is obtained from equation (21) as:
Ps = cos-'a /o) (23 )
T hus the side leakage will be given by:
a  =
P e 3I r  pcc 1
s 12 f i (o
where I = J ( l  -  3 a  cos f3 + 3 a2 cos2 -  a 3 cos3 )dj5
and  I = (2 )3 m - ^ s ) ( l  + | - a 2)  -  a ( s i n 2 ^ m - s i n ^ s )(3  + or2)
+ f  a 2( s in  2 Pm cos 2 j)m -  s in  ps cos fis ) -  - | - (  sin3 /3S -  s in 3 2 /3m) (24) 
The total leakage flow will be given by:
^ = +  m 1 -  “ cos ( 2 ^ + ^ ) > 3}  lag
(c) The case of Rs <
From Fig. 5 the clearance 'h' from AO 1BOe is given by 
Rs2 = (Rd + h )2 + e2 -  2 (Rd + h ) e  cos A (26)
w here A = b + /3m -  /3
Neglecting sm all term s gives:-
R2 = R2 + 2hRD -  2RDe cos X
u (^D + ^ s)(^ D  * s )  1.-. h  = ------------------  + e cos A
D
and for RD -  Rs h  = e cos A -  eR (27)
where here eR = r d ~ Rs = ~ as used for case (a) and (b)
Similarly for A01A 0C and h = 0
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cos p m (28)
Also from Fig.5 for triangle OcA O e (for h -  0) we have:-
Rl  = Rl  + e l - 2 Rs eDc o s Pm 
e p = 2RS cos p m (29)
and for . Pm ~ 90° (30)
Also for < < R D, 7 a Pm~ Pm 
y * 90 -  p m (32)
(31)
Now for A010 c 0 e we have:-
e s in  b = eD s in  7 = eD s in (90  -  j3m)  
e s in  b = ep cos Pm (33)
A lso e1 + eD cos 7 = e  cos b
e1 + e p s in  (5m = e  cos b (34)
Now cos A = cos(b  + p m -  J3)
= cos /3 (cos b cos (}m -  s in  b s in  ^ m) + s in  p  ( s in  b cos p m + cos b s in  p m) jggj
su b s titu tin g  E quation  (33) for sin  b and  E quation  (34) for cos b into 
Equation (35) we have:
= e1 cos p  cos p m + s in  p  (eD + el s in  p m )
And substitu ting for e i from Equation (28) gives:-
h = e cos X -  eR = eR (cos p -  1 + s in  p  ( ta n  p m + a ) ) (36)
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when (3 = 0 
h  = 0
and when p  = 2  p m
f  s in  '
h  = e J  c o s 2 p m + s i n 2 p   ------ 1
R{ c o s p m J
Now: cos 2 p m = cos2 p m -  s in 2 p m
s in  2 p m = 2 s in  pm cos p m
h  = 0 
Far a >  1 
w hen B =0  
h = 0  
and when p = 2/3™
h = eR(co s2 p m + s i n 2 /3m(ta n /3 m + a )  -  l)
= 2eR a  s in  ftmcos p m
2 P 
f 3The leakage flow will be dependent on the term  h dfi w here h is given by
o
Equation (36). Writing th is as: 
h = eR(x + ay + b )
where
X  =  COS /3 
y  = sin/3 
a  = ta n  ftm + a  
b = -  1
h3 will therefore be given by:- 
e3 ( x 3 + 2a x 2y  + 3bx 2 + 3a 2 y 2x  + 6 abyx  + 2b 2x  + a 3y 3 + 3a 2b y 2 + 3ab2 y  + b 3) (37)
The leakage is obtained from integrating th is equation for 'h3' as a function of p. 
In tegra tion
20,
2a J cos2 x  s in  x d x  = -  cos3 2 /3m -  l)
20,
3b J cos2 x d x  = -  —s in  2 /?rncos2/3m -  3/?r
2 0,» ■ m
3a2J s in 2 x  cos x d x  = a 2 s in 3 2 /3r
2 0,» • m
6ab J sin x cos x d x  = -  3 a sin2 2 pr
2 0
2b2 J cos xdx = 2 s in  2 f$r
r2 "^1 f cos3 2 )3_ o
a3] sin3 x d x  = -  a3      cos 2  (3m + —
o r m o of s i n 2 /?r3a2b j----- s in 2 x d x  = -  3 a 2l (3m  ---------- -—
o v 4
209 f
3ab J s in  xdx = 3a(cos 2 fim -  l)
20,
b3J d x  = - 2  p r
20r 3Denoting the integral J (x + cty + b )  dfi as the above term s by I, the to tal leakage
o
flow will be:
P  er  P CR
Q l - U m v I™ * 1 + 8 Lw ( a S i n PmC°SPrn) (38)
(d) The hydrostatic bearing pressure
The value of the bearing pressure (Pp) is determined by a restrictor th a t is placed in  the 
bearing supply drilling in the connecting rod. The size of the restric tor (do) in relation 
to the m agnitude of the leakage flow [Q[) is such th a t the flow through the restrictor will 
be lam inar.
Consequently the relationship between the restric to r p ressu re  drop and  the leakage 
flow will be given by:
xdQ(P - P p ) 
yL  128 fiLp (39)
where Ql  is given by equations (20), (25) or (38) depending upon the conditions between 
the slipper and  the eccentric surfaces.
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T hus
J  (5 )P e^
Denoting these equations by QL = — 1 2 ^  °
where Jig) is a function of either /J or a  depending upon w hether the contact mode is th a t 
of the type in case (a) or cases (b) and (c) above. Equation (39) then  gives:
*do(p  -  p p) P pe3cf i g )
128 gLp 12 geo
128e iL _ / (3 ) p
 c 4 ° v h i 4 - i
12^© d0 ^ p
o r  —  = -------    (40)
P 1 + K f  (g )
Here it is assum ed th a t the dynamic viscosity (g) h as  the sam e value in the restric tor 
and  In the leakage space between the slipper and eccentric.
(d) The hydrostatic bearing force
For the rectangular type of slipper used in the motor, if the clearance space between the 
slipper and the eccentric is assum ed to be parallel and equal everywhere, the p ressure 
varies proportionally with distance across the slipper lands.
T hus taking the m ean projected area of the slipper as  A s the p ressu re  force(Fp) on the 
slipper acting in the direction along the connecting rod centre line will be given by:
Fp — P pA s
Taking a force balance ratio Kj based on the piston force F  which is given by PAp, where 
Ap  is the piston area one obtains:
Fp = KjF = KjPAp
Thu* K, = (41)
Hence using the value of P p /P  from equation (40) the value of Fp and  Ki  can  be obtained 
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Appendix III
Forces acting at the connecting rod bearing
In  the  particu la r hydraulic m otor u n d er investigation the  connecting rod bearing is 
spherical b u t in  th is  analysis it is taken  as cylindrical. The effect of sphericity will be 
to modify the frictional forces which will be d iscussed elsewhere. Here the coefficient of 
friction is taken  as  a m ean value acting a t the full rad iu s of the bearing as  show n in 
Fig.6 . The forces Fpj and Ft  acting at the bearing centre are parallel and perpendicular 
to the  cylinder axis as derived in  Appendix I.
(a) For 0 < 6  < 90° w hen the connecting rod angle a  is increasing.
Resolving Horizontally
Resolving the forces horizontally one obtains:-
( ^ B  1 ~  ^ B 2 ) S *n  "  J'b C0S ^ c ( ^ B  1 +  ^ B o ) ~ ~
. F f b i j s i n  ec + f B c o s  8c ) -  Ft
B 1  ( s in  6 C - / B cos 0C) (42)
Resolving Vertically
( ^ B . l  +  ^ B 2 ) C 0 S  ^C + S b  S ^n  ® c ( ^ B  1 “  ^ B 2 )  =  ^ M
Here Fm  is given by Fpj - Fh
2
where Fh  = Hydrostatic Force = tt(R b s in  Qc ) P
f b i ( c o s  ec  +  / b  s l n  sc ) =  f m  +  f b  2( /b  s i n  °c -  c o s  ec)
Substituting for Fb i  from equation (42) gives:
(Fb 2( s ln  ec + f B cos ec ) ~  f t  ) ( cos ec + SB Sin 0C)
= (F m + F B2 (/b S l n  9C -  C0S ®c)(Sln e C - S B COS 6 c ) )
F Fu  ( s in  ec - J B cos ec ) + Ft  ( cos 8c + f B s in  8 C)
2(1  + / f l ) s in  0 C cos 6 C (43)
Substituting Fb2  into equation (42) gives
FU ( s i n 2  6 C - /b  cos2 ec ) + f t ( f g -  cos ec s in  ec ( i  + f l ) )
2 0  + / f l ) s l n  S C cos ®c(s in  Bc - S B cos 8 c )  (44)
^B 1
The coefficients in Equations 43 and 44 are replaced by the following: 
B2 = s in  8C -  f B cos 6C 
B3 = cos Bc + JB s in  ec
B4 = 2 ( l  + / | ) s i n  0C cos 8C
B 5 = s in 2 6 C - f g C o s 2 8 C
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B6 = /fl -  C0S eC Sln ec ( l + f D
S 7 -  ( B A )
c, ^  ( ‘®2'®7 + ^ 5 “® 4 )^Af + (^ 3 ^ 7  +
•■ F b i + F B2 = ----------------------- B~b I
4 7
= ^ 8E m + (45)
b 2b 7 + b 5b 4
Where g 8 = — B4B7 •4 7
B B A ^ BA
a n d  9 "  B 4B ?
(b) For 90° < 9 < 180° when the connecting rod angle a  is decreasing as shown in Fig.6 . 
Resolving horizontally
(^ B  2 “  E B l ) S n^  GC ~  ^B  C0S Gc ( F B 1 + F B 2 )  =  F T
F  F B2(s m  ec -  f B cos ec ) -  f t  
0 1  ( s i n  Oq + J B c o s e c )  (46)
Resolving vertically
( F B 1 +  F B 2 ) C 0S  GC +  ^B  S*n  Gc ( F B 2 “  F f l l )  = F M
F b  i ( c o s  Sc  -  f B s l n  Bc )  = F m -  F b  2( c o s  e c f B s l n  Bc )
Substitu ting for Fb i  from Equation (46) gives:
( F b  2( s l n  e c  -  J B c o s  8c )  -  f t  ) ( c o s  ec  -  f B s i n  ® c) =
( f m -  F b  2( c o s  e c  + / B s i n  ec ) ) ( s l n  e c  + / B c o s  « c )
F = FT (COS 9C -  /b  Sln ®C) + FM (Sln flC + S B COS ec ) (47)
2 s in  ec cos 0C (1  + / b )
P  _ F «  ( sln2 9c -  /fl cos2 ec )  -  f t  O b + cos ®c s in  ®c ( 1 + 4 ) )
B1 /  2 \
2 s in  0c cos 0c (s in  9cf B + cos 0c ) ( l  + f B )
The coefficients in Equations (34) and  (35) are replaced by the following:- 
E 2 = s i n  e c  + f B c o s  Gc
E 3 = cos dc -  f B s in  6C 
E 4 = 2(1  + / J ) s i n  ec cos ec 
E5 = s in 2 0c - f l c o s Q c
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E6 = f B + C0S 6 cSln ° c ( l + / b )
E? = 2 ( l  + / g )  s in  0c cos 0c E 2
„  „  ( E 2E 7 +  E 5E 4 ) E M +  ( E 3E 4 +  E 6E 4 ) F T
•'* F B 1 + FB 2 = -------------------------------------------------------
=  E 8E Af +  E 9E T (49)
^  E 2E 7 + E 5E 4
Where Es = — e - F —
4 7 
E qE 7  — EfE*and  Eq = - 2 - 2 ------s_4
E 4E 7
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Appendix IV
Forces acting on the piston
The piston  transfers the pressure force to the connecting rod and also h as  to resist the 
frictional torque from the connecting rod bearing. As shown in Fig.7, the resu ltan t side 
forces between the piston and cylinder are assum ed to act at the top and  bottom  of the 
piston and the sum  of these forces produce friction between the piston and  the cylinder.
(a) For the case of 0 < 9 < 90°
Bearing friction torque
^ 1^ 1 + ^ 2^2 = (^B 1 + ^ B 2 ) (50)
Horizontal forces 
F -  F  = F2 1 T
Combining these two equations and  substitu ting  for (F fil + F B2) from E quation  (45) 
yields:
F ^L i + L2) + Ft L 2 = J b Rq (F b j + Fb 2) = f b ^ b  (-®8 + )
. p  _ Jb^b^& ^m  p  W b ^ B ^  ~ ^2)
1 (Ll + L z) T (Ll + L 2 ) (51)
"  ^1 = + ^ 2^T (52)
and F2 = Fj + Ft  (53)
•fB^B^awhere D, =
1 (Ll + L 2)
j  i-v ^ B B 9 2
2 =  + L2)
Vertical Forces
F = F N +M F! + F 2)
= F „ + M 2 F ! + Ft )  “ + / p ( 2D A ,  + ( 2 D 2 + W
Now F m = Fn -  F h where Ffj = Hydrostatic force on the piston.
'*•F  = M 1 + 2D / p )  + Fr f p ( 2 D 2 + ! )  -  2 D / p F h  
Expressions for Fjv and Fp have been derived in Appendix I. Equations (9) and (12). For 
th is analysis Fq2  Is taken  as zero for 0 < 9 < 90° and Fqi  as zero for 90° < 0  < 180° .
Thus substituting equations (9) and (12) into the above equation for F  gives:
F  = (F p cos a  + KFC1)( 1+ 2D j/p ) + (F p s in  a  + J F C 1) fp (2D 2 + 1) -  2D / p F H 
This, after rearrangem ent, resu lts  in:
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F,c 1
F  -  Fp ( c o s a ( l + 2 D / p ) + s i n a / p (2D 2 + l ) )  + 2 D / p FH 
K ( l + 2 D / p ) + J f p (2D2 + 1)
o r (54)
w here D3 = cos a ( l  + 2D / p ) + s in  a /p (2D 2 + 1) 
and  D 4 = K  (1 + 2 D / p ) + J / p (2D 2 + 1)
As the piston moves down the cylinder from the top dead centre position it eventually 
emerges from the cylinder so th a t the position of the force F j is a t a distance less th a n  
L'i from th e  bearing centre. Referring to th is  d istance as  Lq equation  (50) for the 
bearing friction torque becomes:
This condition will occur when X  > L4 - Li  and Lg =L,4 - X
(b) For the case of 90° < 6  < 180°
At 90°shaft angle the  bearing friction torque changes direction (see Fig.8 .) and  so the 
horizontal forces give:
F  -  F  = F  M 2 r T
Bearing Friction Torque
Substituting for F j from the above and (F fl 1 + F fl2) from Equation (49) into Equation
(56) produces:
and now
^ 1^ 8 + ^ 2^2 Jb ^ b (f b 1 + F B2)
p  _-fB ^B ^a^M  +  ( /b ^ b ^ 9  ~ ^ 2 )
v 1 (^2 + ^a)
(55)
where: D
F 1L8 + ^2^2 -^B^b (^B 1 + ^B2) (56)
17 _ B^B ^VC^B^B^9 ^a)




J r  f B R B E  9 ^ 8  
2 ( L8 + L2)
For the case when Lg < 0 as In FIg.8 put La = X  -  L4
E2E 2 ~ F 1E8 = ^BF b {FB 1 + E B2 )
Substituting, as before, for F j and (F 0 x + F B2 ) gives
~  B F B F 8F M { ^ B E B E 9 + E 8 ) f t
2= ( L2 - L8) (*S -  M
.. F 2 = GjFm + G2Ft  (58)
f  R E
w h er e  G>= ( ^ 4
p  f B E B E  9 +  ^ 8  
2 _  ( * *“ **)
Vertical Forces
F  =  + f P ( F  l + F 2 ) = F N + M 2 F 2 + F t )
= F w + f p (^ 2 GlFM + 2 G2Ft  + Fr )
Now F m = Fn -  F h as before
and  F  = Fn (1 + 2 G /p ) + FTJ p (1 + 2 G2) -  2 G /p FH (59)
Assum ing for th is  case FC1 = 0, F N and  FT are obtained from E quations (9) and  (12) 
which substitu ting into Equation (59) produces:
F  = (F p cos a  + J 2Fc 2)(1 + 2 G /p ) + (F p s in  a  + J 3FC 2)(1 + 2 G2 ) f p -  2 G /p F H
After rearrangem ent th is resu lts  in:-
F -  Fp (cos a ( l  + 2 G /p ) + s in  a / p (1 + 2G2))  + 2G / p FH
F  = c 2 J 2( l + 2 G / p ) + J 3(1 + 2G2) / P
F  - F „ H 3 + 2 G /pF h 
o r  F c2  ------------- - ---------------  (60)
4
where H3 = cos a ( l  + 2G / p ) + s i n / p (1 + 2G2) 
H 4= J 2(1 + 2 G /p ) + J 3(1+2C52) /p
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FIG"?. P lS T O M  F O R C E S FOR Q < 3 0 ‘
FIGS. PlSTOM F O R C E S  F O F  a > 3 o '
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Appendix V
The effect of bearing friction on the slipper forces
Referring to Fig.9. the  effect of a  changing direction can  be seen  to change the contact 
force from Fqi  to Fq2  •
(a) For 0  < 6  < 90° (referring to Fig. 10)
The length LQ = L s in  
and  Lj. = L cos J3 -  RD
Here it is assum ed th a t for small differences between the slipper face and  eccentric radii 
movement of the contact point through the angle (5 will not alter the centre distance L.
Taking m om ents about the bearing centre gives:-
Fc i ( Lo + = f b r b ( f b i + f b 2) (61)
Putting A 4 = Lq + f c Lp and  substitu ting  for (F fll + F B2) f rom E quation (45) and  Fjv 
and  F t  from Equations (9) and (12) for Fq2  -  0 gives:
f c iA 4 = / b r b (B8( f p c o s “  + KFc i ) + Ba{Fp s l n a +  JFCI) - B 8F H)
S b r b ( b a c o s  “  +  S 9 s l n  a ) F p  ~  b J b R b f h• F  = , , r c i
( A 4 - / b r b ( S sK + B 9J ) )
D .  B J b R b Fh
° r  F c  1 =  ~  D  (“ I
6 6
w here D5 = f BR B(BQcos a  + Bgs in  a )  
and D6 = A 4 - / b J?b (B 8K + B9J )
(b) F o r 90° < 9 5  180°
Taking m om ents about the bearing centre (see Fig. 10)
^ C 2 ( ^ o  ~  =  F c  2A5 ~ f b F b ( F b  1 +  f b  2 )
w here A 5 = (L Q - J c Lr )
Substituting for (FBl + F B2) from Equation (49) and F #  and F t  from Equations (9) and 
(12) with Fc j = 0 gives:-
F C 2 ^ 5  ~ ^ B F b ( F 8 { F P C 0S a  +  ^ 2F C 2 )  +  S *n  U + ^ 3FC 2 )  “  F 8FH )
. _ / b R b ( E 8 C 0S “  +  F 9 S l n  “ ) F P -  EJ b RBFH
AB - / BRb(F8J2 + V J
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^5 _
* 8  P « 6  (63)
w here H5 = f g R g (Egcos a  + Egs in  a )  
anc  ^ ^6 = ^5  ~ ^B ^ B  (^8^2 + ^ 9^ 3)
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In 1975 the au th o r was requested by Cham berlain Industries Ltd, m anufacturers of the 
Staffa radial piston eccentric hydraulic motor, to evaluate the possibility of testing a 
new variable displacem ent m otor in the laboratories a t Bath University.
At th a t particu lar time there w as considerable research activity into the starting 
characteristics of hydraulic m otors and their performance a t low speeds. A programme 
of work a t Bath University under Bowns was concerned with the  factors th a t affect the 
starting torque of hydraulic motors. This w as reported in a paper9 a t the 5th BHRA 
International Symposium and  in the PhD thesis by Rolfe10. A m ajor feature of th is 
work w as to dem onstrate the im portance of pressure rise rate  and transm ission 
stiffness. These were shown to have a significant influence on the values of m echanical 
efficiency obtained from a particular type of radial piston m otor w hen tested  with a 
locked shaft.
O ther research w orkers11-12 were also concerned with the m ost effective m ethods of 
testing m otors for starting torque and appropriate test configurations for operating 
m otors at low speed. The results of these activities have recently been incorporated into 
International s tandards ( ISO 4392-1 and  -2 ) which are still under active consideration 
by the respective ISO committee of which the au thor is a member.
The curren t standards are based on:
* A startability te st which employs a force loaded beam , slight movement of which is 
used to indicate when starting h as  taken  place.
* A low speed test in which the m otor shaft is constrained to rotate a t constan t speed 
w hen under constan t inlet pressure.
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* A th ird  m ethod, proposed by CETIM of France and now accepted by the ISO 
committee, involves operating the m otor u nder conditions of constan t inlet flow with the 
torque being m aintained a t a constant level. This would be as an  alternative to ISO 
4392-2 for low speed testing.
In order to fulfill the original test requirem ents a rig frame was built to facilitate 'h ack  
to back" testing of a  Staffa VB80 dual displacem ent type m otor (maximum displacem ent 
1.34 L/rev,  m inim um  displacem ent 0.44 L/rev) wherein the  motor was used  to drive a 
sim ilar un it acting as a  pum p. The two un its  were rigidly connected together by an  
inductive type of torquem eter of 20,000 Nm  capacity and the speed of rotation 
controlled by m eans of either a  variable restrictor or a p ressure relief valve in the outlet 
flow from the pum p unit. The te st rig is shown in the photograph of Fig 1 and the 
circuit in Fig 2.
2 .0  MOTOR TESTS AT MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENT AND LOW SPEED
The ISO te st s tandards are based on m aintaining two param eters constan t these being 
either p ressure and speed or flow and  torque with the static test designed to give the 
m echanical efficiency and  leakage as a function of shaft angle. These tests  require 
specialised control system s for m aintaining constan t speed or torque for the low speed 
test. In the te st rig used for th is  work it w as found th a t the m otor speed could be 
m aintained a t a sufficiently steady level by controlling the flow from the pum p unit. A 
m inim um  speed of around 1 rev/min  a t 100 bar could be obtained by shutting  off the 
outlet flow completely when the pum p unit displaced all of its flow through internal 
leakage.
The movements between the sliding faces in the m otor vary with shaft angle in an  
alm ost sinusoidal m anner and as the purpose of these te sts  w as to provide information 
for the modelling of the motor small variations in  speed were not considered of 
significant im portance.
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3 .0  LOW SPEED TEST RESULTS
The resu lts  of the low speed test in Figs 3 and 4 are photographs taken  from a storage 
oscilloscope w hich show the motor torque against time a t m ean speeds of 3.4 and  9.2 
rev/min  for an  inlet p ressure of 97.5 bar. The m ean torque w as 1850 Nm  and 1960 Nm  
a t these two speeds and the variation in the torque about these values reflects the 
changes in the  instan taneous displacem ent and friction with shaft angle.
The resu lts  in  Figs 3 and 4 dem onstrate a significant increase in m echanical efficiency 
a t the  higher speed and a noticeable difference in the shape of the torque ripple, 
particularly a t 36° shaft angle when the cylinder a t BDC is depressurised. At the lower 
speed stick slip motion occurred which can be seen as  a ripple a t a frequency of around 
30 Hz. This frequency was the approxim ate value of the na tu ra l frequency associated 
with the transm ission inertia and  the pum p un it displacement. At 9.2 rev/min  the 
sudden changes in torque at 0° and  particularly a t 36° produce a torque ripple which is 
also associated with the natu ra l frequency of the load system.
Stick slip could have occurred in both or either of the m otor and  pum p un its  b u t it is 
interesting to see th a t the oscillations disappear between 18 and 36° which coincides 
with the shaft angle of a cylinder passing through 90°. As w as discussed in  C hapter 2 
the condition of the piston tilting a t 90° shaft angle when reversal of the con rod occurs 
causes a considerable change in  the frictional forces and a consequent reduction in  the 
losses at th is position.
There is no ro tation in  the con rod bearing during th is condition and the elim ination of 
the effects of reversal of the con rod particularly at the position where m axim um  torque 
is obtained m ay provide sufficient relaxation to prevent from stick slip occurring. The 
recommended m inim um  operating speed for th is m otor is 5 rev/min  and, consequently 
in practice, the stick slip condition is normally avoided.
Because the rotational speed was found to be substantially  constan t during the tests  
the time scale was sufficiently accurate to provide direct indication of the shaft angle. 
One piston cycle takes 72° of shaft rotation and the reduced scale photographs of Figs 5 
and 6 show how the torque fluctuations are repeated every 72° Deg. The pressure in  a 
cylinder is also shown in these figures and its relation with the cyclic position can  be 
clearly seen.
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For th is  size of m otor a t a pressure drop of 97.5 bar the m ean theoretical torque, QMT> 
is 2080 Nm  which provides the m ean m echanical efficiency from the resu lts  of Figs 3 
and  4.
T hus
Tim = Qm /  Qmt 
w here Qm is the m otor torque.
The instan taneous m echanical efficiency is given by:
Tli = Qm /  QmI
where Qmi is the theoretical instan taneous torque at the given angle 0.
T hus t|i = T|m Qmt /  Qmi
where Qj^r /  Qmi is obtained from the ideal values of Fig 1 C hapter 2.
The m echanical losses are therefore given by:
Lq = 1 - qi = 1 - T|m Qmt /  Qmi
The values of T|m and Lq for the two speed conditions obtained in  th is way are shown in 
Figs 7 and  8 where the torque is the m ean value from the recordings in  Figs 3 and 4 at 
a given shaft angle.
4 .0  PRESSURE RISE RATE TESTS
As w as m entioned in  section 1.0 work by Rolfe9 a t Bath University w as carried out on 
aspects of testing and  modelling of hydraulic m otors which had  shown th a t for static 
te sts  with a locked shaft the rate  at which pressure w as adm itted to the m otor had  a 
considerable effect on m echanical efficiency.
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A sim ilar test was performed on the Staffa m otor with a locked shaft by controlling the 
ra te  of opening of the inlet valve, the resu lts  from which are shown in Fig 9. The 
resu lts  obtained by Rolfe for a  different type of radial piston motor, which are shown in 
Fig 10, covered a m uch wider range of pressure rise rates, T|m reaching its m axim um  
value for ra tes  above 200 bar/s .  Although not shown in Fig 9, T)m did not increase for 
ra te s  above a value of 11 bar/s.
These resu lts  show th a t m otor torque during starting is extremely sensitive to the way 
in  which p ressure is initially introduced to the motor. The effect of pressure rise ra te  is 
also influenced by the stiffness of the transm ission system  th a t is connected to the  
m otor shaft. The com bination of these two param eters determ ines the  am ount of tw ist 
in the  motor shaft and, consequently the movement of the motor com ponents.
Both of these figures originally appeared in the paper9. There will be fu rther 
discussion on the resu lts  of th is  and the previous section in section 7.0.
5 .0  TESTS AT LOW SPEED AND MINIMUM DISPLACEMENT
The m otor un it was tested a t low speed with its displacem ent set to the m inim um  value 
(0.44 L/rad) which corresponds to one third of the m axim um  displacement. The resu lts  
are shown in Fig 11 for a p ressure difference of 147 bar.
With the restrictor on the pum p un it outlet closed off completely the m otor speed was 
very low ( < 0.3 rev/m in) and at the m inim um  efficiency the m otor appeared to stop 
rotating m om entarily as the shaft angle approached 36°.. The large increase in 
efficiency after 36° shaft angle indicates th a t the low value of efficiency a t 36° is caused 
by the cylinder th a t reaches its  BDC position at th is  angle.
At th is low speed the cylinder had  been pressurised for several m inutes with the 
consequence th a t the friction had  risen to a level such th a t the m otor had  ceased to 
operate. This situation does not normally apply during starting because, during 
starting, squeeze film effects will m aintain  the clearances between the sliding 
com ponents un less the pressure had been adm itted very slowly in the m anner 
described in  section 4.0.
The mechanical efficiency for the larger displacement a t a pressure of 147 bar is also 
shown for comparison. Thus a t approximately similar speeds, the effect of reducing the 
displacement is to reduce T|m by around 10 to 12%.
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6 .0  INDUSTRIAL TESTING
6 .1  Background
D uring 1977 the  au thor became responsible for engineering of the  Staffa m otor a t 
C ham berlain Industries when he w as appointed Technical Director. Despite their 
position of world m arket leader for low speed m otors the com pany did not have a 
product development programme and as a consequence w as involved in a  minim al level 
of engineering testing  of any kind.
A program m e w as institu ted  to investigate the possibility of developing an  autom atic 
control to provide constan t power from the dual displacem ent motor, so th a t for a fixed 
inpu t flow the m otor speed would vaiy with changes in  the load conditions. The resu lts  
of th is  w ork were presented in  a p aper13 by the au thor a t the  5 th  BHRA International 
Fluid Power Sym posium  in  1981.
At th is  time the  com pany w as concerned with a m ajor change to the product th a t 
involved replacing the  white metal facing to the slipper with a bronze m aterial which 
could be brazed in  the  com pany’s m anufacturing plant. This m aterial change had the 
benefit of h igher p ressure capability and  reduced cost b u t a disadvantage in  no t having 
the good bearing properties of white metal.
To avoid the  problem  of reduced bearing capability the m otor had  to be ru n  in  very 
carefully after assem bly and to improve th is a th in  layer of tin  w as applied to the slipper 
face. The bronze was less tolerant th a n  white m etal to the surface finish of the 
eccentric and  to the effects of distortion of the slipper component.
There w as considerable p ressure on the company to increase the pressure and power 
rating of its m otors and allow the ir use with different fluids. This, coupled with the 
slipper face problem , generated a need to develop a more fundem ental understanding  of 
the param eters th a t affect the performance of the slipper bearing. This required a 
com bination of analytical and  te st work to establish the im portant param eters involved 
which led to an  initial exam ination of the problem using the approach described in 
C hapter 2. The w ork w as not fully completed a t the time b u t sufficient insight was 
gained to identify some of the problems.
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The engineering development laboratory had  a single "back to back" te st rig of 50 kW  
m axim um  power capability. Using a  particular m ethod of power regeneration allowed 
the  test power to be increased by around 2.5:1. Eventually a second te st rig, hydraulic 
power pack  and  control consul were installed which can  be seen in  the  photograph of 
Fig 12 which shows the general layout of the laboratory test facility.
A proper evaluation of the  m otor com ponents dem anded specialised test rigs for 
investigating the performance of individual com ponents. At the  time no references in  
the  English language were found th a t related to such work. Any available referenced 
work usually  concerned axial piston swash or ben t axis type m achines and  th a t of 
T u rn b u ll*  on plate valves gave some insight for analysing the likely performance of 
slippers a t high rotational speeds.
The work of C ausem ann14 and  more recently th a t of Ezato6 on piston friction are 
examples of special purpose te st rigs which, in these instances, were used to m easure 
piston friction. K obayashii5 also used  a  special purpose test rig to m easure the friction 
in  the spherical jo in t of an  axial piston sw ash type pum p. Boinghoff16 h as  examined 
theoretically the  effect of friction in the spherical jo in t of a bent axis pum p.
As w as shown in C hapter 2, the m otor performance is very sensitive to the rad ius of the 
slipper in  relation to th a t of the eccentric. As described in  C hapter 2, there is a 
difficulty in obtaining an  accurate m easurem ent of the slipper face. Being m achined 
from a forging the  th ickness of the slipper had, a t th a t time, a wide tolerance limit. As a 
consequence of such com ponent variations, the level of distortion of the slipper face 
would vary considerably, particularly a t the four outer com ers.
There was, therefore, a considerable area of uncertainty as to the proportion of the 
m echanical losses attributable to each of the three sliding faces, the extent to which 
these could be influenced by the m aterials, m anufacturing process and  the range of 
variability th a t w as likely to occur.
Real development work was hindered by lack of resources and  pressure from both 
within and outside the com pany on m atters w hich were often of some urgency. The test 
work th a t w as done w as carried out in a piecemeal fashion, as  time allowed, on the 
basis of the prognostications th a t resulted from analytical work. This was a good 
example of the British industrial problem; insufficient resources causing a  lack of 
knowledge of a product th a t had  been m anufactured for years.
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The rem ainder of th is  chapter is therefore concerned with a description of the various 
te s ts  and  th e  resu lts  obtained which will be used in subsequen t chap ters to provide 
inform ation for the improvement of the model and a discussion of how the design itself 
could be modified.
6 .2  Average Running Torque
A typical perform ance test result for the m otor having bronze faced slippers is shown in 
Fig 13 where the  effect of speed on m echanical efficiency can  be seen for the two motor 
displacem ents. The m echanical efficiency is also affected by m otor inlet pressure; the 
resu lts  for the m inim um  displacem ent in Fig 13 showing th is to be reduced by 6 .8% at 
40 rev /m in  for the p ressure increased from 207 bar to 276 bar.
Following the  change to the bronze slipper facing m aterial it w as found th a t operation of 
the m otor a t full rating in the first few m inutes could resu lt in a  serious loss of torque 
to the  extent th a t the m otor would sometimes stop rotating. Exam ination of the  slipper 
faces showed little, if any, signs of w ear or pick up  and  following reassem bly and 20  
m inutes running  in the  m otor would operate normally. This problem  w as difficult to 
quantify bu t, according to inform ation contained in  a research report17 on bronze 
bearings, th is  phenom ena can  occur and  if found early enough would not resu lt in any 
consequential damage.
The problem highlighted doubts about the m ethod of m achining the slipper faces and 
the accuracy of th is radius. There were also problem s at the time in achieving the 
desired surface finish on the eccentric of dual displacem ent motors. This type of motor 
operates a t m uch higher speeds th a n  the version having fixed displacem ent which 
increases the probability of seizure. These difficulties brought into sharp  focus the lack 
of knowledge of the param eters th a t affect the performance of slippers.
To obviate th is  problem the running  in procedure for production m otors was changed 
and  the tim e extended bu t, despite these m easures, occasional problem s persisted. 
White m etal is a veiy tolerant m aterial and in m any circum stances had  been able to 
accommodate production variances w ithout serious loss of performance or reliability. 
However, as  a  resu lt of the lack of fundam ental knowledge, th is fact had  not been fully 
appreciated.
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Extensive te sts  on a  motor having a thicker edge to the  slipper dem onstrated the 
Im portant effect of distortion In th is  com ponent as  it showed none of the u sual visual 
signs of contact on the slipper face. The m otor design did not allow th is  increased 
th ickness at m axim um  displacem ent and  consequently such  a modification could not 
be effected on production units.
The tin  coating applied to the  slipper face allows its shape to conform to th a t of the 
eccentric and th u s  accommodates differences in their radii. The am ount of tin  removed 
during running in  would therefore depend on the level of th is  difference in the  radii. 
Differences in the am ount of tin  removed reflected the  variation in the  m anufacturing 
tolerances. White m etal is a softer substra te  and  it was felt th a t th is  was a  major 
factor for the more consistent performance obtained with th is m aterial because of its 
ability to accommodate m anufacturing tolerances and distortion.
An additional test on four m otors w as performed by restricting the outlet flow. This 
creates a back  p ressure such  tha t, in  the absence of torque loading on the m otor shaft, 
those pistons th a t are acting as a  m otor drive those th a t are acting as a pump.
Two of the m otors tested  in th is  way had  slippers of the bronze m aterial and  the other 
two of white metal. Assuming th a t the m echanical efficiency for those cylinders acting 
as a  m otor w as the sam e as  for those acting as a  pum p enables the m ean m echanical 
efficiency to be calculated as follows:
T hus T|m Pm D = Pp D /  T]m or T|m = ( Pp /  Pm P /^
This is not the true m ean m echanical efficiency for norm al operation because the 
frictional losses from the shaft bearings and the distributor valve will be alm ost zero for 
the test condition. The resu lts th u s  obtained in Fig 14 show the white m etal slippers to 
have an  efficiency th a t is about 1-2% greater th a n  those with bronze slippers. The 
model resu lts  in C hapter 2 indicate th a t an  increase in fc of 0.1 to 0.12 would resu lt in 
a 1% reduction in qm. Fig 14 also shows the variation of m echanical efficiency with oil 
viscosity for a speed of 25 rev/m in.
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6 .3  T e s ts  w ith  H igh  W ater B ased  F lu id s
The Staffa m otor had  originally been developed in conjunction with the National Coal 
Board in the late 50’s and, since th a t time, used extensively with 6 0 /4 0  w ater in  oil 
em ulsion fluid for mining applications. However, on m aking the change to the bronze 
slipper material, it was necesSaiy to subm it the modified m otor for the standard  life test 
a t MRDE Bretby. This was not completed due to the unexpected failure of the con rod 
bearing in the piston.
The Coal Board was also asked to consider using the  m otors with 9 5 /5  oil in  w ater 
em ulsion and  consequently carried out te sts  using a s tandard  m otor which had  bronze 
slippers. The m otor type was of dual displacem ent having m axim um  and m inim um  
displacem ents of 3.08 and 1.48 L/rev respectively. The resu lts  obtained for the 
m echanical efficiency with both fluids were as follows:
Test conditions - 138 b ar pressure drop: 10.4 b a r  outlet pressure
Displacement [L/rev)
1.48 3.08
Fluid 6 0 /4 0  9 5 /5  6 0 /4 0  9 5 /5
Efficiency
variation a t 67-85% 57-75% 76-89% 63-82%
1 rev /m in
Efficiency a t 86% 75%
80 rev /m in
Efficiency a t 86% 70%
150rev/m in
Lowest obtainable 33% 60%
efficiency
The use of the 9 5 /5  fluid reduces the m echanical efficiency obtained with 6 0 /4 0  fluid 
by up  to 17% at 1 rev/m in. In the worst case the m echanical efficiency fell to 33% at 
m inim um  displacem ent with the 9 5 /5  fluid.
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9 5 /5  fluid h as  a viscocity of lcS t as com pared to 60 cSt for 6 0 /4 0  fluid which will 
considerably increase the leakage and could cause the flow in  the hydrostatic slipper 
supply restric tor to become tu rbu len t th u s  reducing the available bearing pressure. 
However increasing the size of the restrictor had no discernible effect and th u s  it was 
felt th a t the reduced m echanical efficiency (for both fluids in relation to oil) resulted  
m ainly from higher levels of friction in  the sliding contacts. Certainly for the 9 5 /5  fluid 
squeeze film effects would be negligible which coupled with an  increase in the static 
coefficient of friction would be expected to cause a reduction in efficiency. The life 
problem of the con rod bearing even with 6 0 /4 0  fluid gives a lie to w hat is already 
expected - th a t the con rod bearing is the m ajor cause of poor efficiency.
It is of interest to note tha t, at the time, a series of te sts  using a phospor bronze cup 
insert in the con rod bearing were performed by running  a m otor continuously with 
6 0 /4 0  fluid against back pressure at low speed (3-5 rev/m in). The use of th is m aterial 
in th e  bearing eliminated the failure problem with w ater based fluids.
6 .4  Static T ests on a Piston and Con Rod Assembly
A num ber of con rod and piston assem blies were tested on a special rig having two 
cylinders in opposition th a t were both pressurised onto an  eccentric. The purpose of 
th is  test was to m easure the slipper hydrostatic bearing pressure and the leakage flow 
from the slipper. Rotation of the eccentric was not possible and because of the 
arrangem ent there w as zero eccentricity and  hence zero torque. The con rod axes were 
therefore in line with th a t of the cylinder.
Because there was no rotation of the con rod, there would have been no frictional 
torque from the con rod bearing. T hus the slipper contact force, Fc, would, as a  result, 
have been zero. This allowed the slipper to lift off from the eccentric surface, the 
leakage through the bearing supply restrictor reducing the bearing p ressure un til the 
bearing force was equal to the net force from the piston.
For the particular type of slipper used the area of the face w as such th a t for balance the 
ideal ratio between the pocket and supply p ressures is 0 .9 .
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Two different shapes of hydrostatic slipper pocket were used  as shown in Fig 15 and the 
variation of pocket p ressure ratio with the supply pressure is show n In Fig 16 at two 
different oil supply tem peratures. The tem perature of the eccentric w as also m easured 
and  found to be substantially  the sam e as th a t of the supplied fluid during steady state 
operation. The tem perature h as  the effect of reducing the operating pocket pressure 
ratio  by around 0.02. The slippers having square com ers show a  reduction In the 
p ressu re  ratio as the  supply pressure increases beyond 150 bar w hich w as considered 
to  be due to Increased leakage from the com ers as a resu lt of distortion which Increased 
with pressure. This Is confirmed by the leakage flows shown In Fig 17 where the flow 
for the  square cornered pocket Increases a t a greater rate  a t higher p ressures.
7 .0  DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
7.1  Low Speed Performance at Maximum D isplacem ent
The variation in the losses with shaft angle a t the two speeds In Fig 8 show m arked 
differences which reflect the changing friction conditions as the speed is Increased. 
These have resulted  In Increasing the  m echanical efficiency and a noticeable change in  
the shape of the  ripple.
The application of the m athem atical model in C hapter 2 m ade a  com parison between 
the model incorporating constant values of the  friction coefficients and  the  practical 
resu lts  shown in Fig 8 . This dem onstrated th a t variations in the friction coefficients at 
low speed were related to the cyclic events in the m otor geometry.
The stick slip observed a t 3.4 rev/m in  does not occur a t the 9.2 rev/m in  condition. This 
is considered to be an  indication th a t the conditions in the con rod bearing have 
changed from alm ost dry contact to those of boundary lubrication.
For the lower speed condition the increase in  the losses (Fig 8) beyond 0° (TDC) is 
possibly due to the reduction in  film thickness in  the sliding com ponents in  th a t 
particu lar cylinder. As was discussed in  C hapter 2 there is an  indication of the con rod 
bearing reversal causing the piston to reverse its  tilt in  the clearance region with the 
cylinder. This could explain the reduction in losses after 18° shaft angle. The con rod 
angle will rem ain unaltered during th is period of tilting resulting in  th e  con rod bearing 
oil film being squeezed to a level such  th a t the frictional conditions approach those for 
dry surfaces.
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The slight ripple at 27.5° following the piston tilt reversal Is considered to be a resu lt of 
stiction In the con rod bearing when the losses m om entarily reduce a t 28° shaft angle. 
The friction losses increase fu rther beyond 28° due, possibly, to fu rther reductions in 
the film th ickness because even a t th is  angle the con rod angle h a s  only changed a 
sm all am ount from th a t a t the 90° position.
As the con rod bearing reversal progresses the interface will become wetted from fresh 
fluid which would resu lt in the friction eventually reducing. Fig 18, gives the 
relationship between the ratio of the  angular velocity of the con rod to its m axim um  
value and  shaft angle. This shows tha t, a s  the velocity of the bearing for the No.2 
cylinder increases from zero a t 18° shaft angle, th a t for the N o.l cylinder is reducing; 
the  two velocities being equal a t an  angle of around 540. Now a t 3.4 rev/m in , the 
m axim um  value of the angular velocity, (da/df)m, is only 0.05 rad /s . Around the dwell 
point a t 90°, the oil film will become extremely th in  with the potential of becoming 
alm ost dry. It is likely, therefore, th a t a considerable am ount of shaft ro tation is 
required before lubrication of the bearing creates conditions for the friction level to fall. 
As th is  is happening, however, the velocity in  the No. 1 cylinder is reducing to a low 
value. This could explain why the losses tend to increase following the sharp  reduction 
a t 36° w hen cylinder No.3 is depressurised.
From Fig 8 it is seen th a t the losses for the 9.2 rev /m in  speed condition show a m uch 
m ore gradual increase from the 0° to 36° shaft positions. The higher velocities in the 
con rod bearings have caused a sufficient reduction in  their friction coeffic ien t,^ , such  
th a t tilting of the p iston  in the  cylinder does not occur. The higher velocities, and  the 
effect of squeeze films, have resulted in lower friction and, as a consequence, a reduced 
level of the losses. As is shown in C hapter 4, the rate of collapse of a  squeeze film is 
strongly dependent on the degree of taper in  the bearing clearance. For the  con rod 
bearing the distortion of the piston cup is likely to be sufficient to eliminate some of the 
taper th a t prevails in  the clearance either side of the contact point w hen the 
com ponents are unloaded. The friction in the con rod bearing will th u s  be affected by 
the squeeze film effect and the  lubricity of the fluid.
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I7 .2  P re ssu re  R ise  R a te  E ffec t
The effect of pressure rise rate in Fig 9 shows th a t for 100 bar a t 0° shaft angle the 
m echanical efficiency varies between 80% and 87% for p ressure rise ra tes  between 2 
and  11 bar/s .  Thus a t the highest rise rate the p ressure took 9 .1s to reach 100 bar. 
For the m otor at 0° [TDC), when operating at 3.4 rev/m in , the m echanical efficiency was 
85%. For the Nos.2 and  3 cylinders the pistons had  been under pressure for a time of
3.5 and  7.1 s  respectively. It is interesting to see tha t, even though these tim es were 
less th a n  th a t required for the locked shaft test to reach 100 bar, with a p ressure rise 
rate of 11 bar/s, a lower efficiency w as obtained.
The torques obtained from the locked shaft test apply only to those values th a t were 
m easured as the pressure w as being increased. Following the cessation of the  pressure 
increase, w hen twisting of the shaft had  ceased, it is possible th a t th is  was followed by 
a reduction in  m otor torque as the squeeze film process was completed.
However, th is would not be associated by a reversal of the  shaft because, with the 
m otor th en  acting as a pum p, the torque in the shaft would be insufficient to cause 
this. T hus the torque in  the locked shaft does not represent the value u nder which the 
m otor could s ta rt rotation.
The stiffness of the m otor shaft together with th a t of the transm ission is im portant in 
term s of the am ount of shaft rotation th u s  created. If the rotation angle is greater th an  
a  certain  am ount the slipper contact angle, (3, will reach the value required for causing 
rotation of the con rod. The motor torque can  then  be determ ined using the method 
described in C hapter 2. However if the rotation angle is less th a n  th is  value, th u s  
giving a lower value of p, the torque output obtained from the m otor shaft will be greater 
th a n  th a t which is obtained w hen the con rod is being rotated.
This effect can-be obtained from the theoretical model using values of p th a t are less 
th an  those required for the equilibrium condition described in  C hapter 2. In other 
words, there can  be equilibrium of the radial forces b u t insufficient slipper contact force 
to cause rotation of the con rod. This situation will produce a torque on the m otor shaft 
b u t will not allow it to rotate. For the given set of frictional conditions the variation in 
Tim with p is shown in Fig 19.
Thus, Fig 19 shows that, for values of p less th a n  15.0°, there is more torque available 
at the shaft th an  in norm al operation.
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The am ount of shaft rotation th a t is required to achieve a  given value of (3 is given by 
equation 2.5 of section 4.0, C hapter 2.
T hus (J jsL R ecp /i^ D fK D  + i-R)
w here for ec = 75 pm; p = 10°; <j> = 0.0042°
The stiffness of the m otor shaft and the torque transducer was approxim ately 106 
N m /°. T hus for a nom inal torque of 1900 Nm  the shaft ro tates through an  angle of 
0.00190.
Now 1900 Nm  represents a motor m echanical efficiency of 0.914 and  the tw ist in the 
shaft for th is  torque will create a  change in the contact angle of;
0.0017x10 /0 .0042  = 4.05°
The equilibrium  value of p of 15.2° is larger th an  th a t caused by the am ount of tw ist in 
the shaft. Thus, during the locked shaft te sts  there h a s  been insufficient shaft rotation 
to create an  equilibrium condition in  the motor. The test therefore produces more 
torque th a n  the m otor is capable of sustaining which explains why the  m easured 
rotating efficiency w as less th a n  th a t obtained from the locked shaft test.
It can  be seen from Fig 19 th a t for p changing from 6° to the value of 15.1° the 
indicated change in efficiency is - 11%.
7 .3  Low Speed Performance at Minimum Displacem ent
The low speed te st resu lts  in Fig 11 dem onstrate the extreme sensitivity of the motor 
m echanical efficiency a t m inim um  displacem ent w hen operating a t different speeds. 
Even a t the relatively high speed of 20 rev/m in  there is a reduction in  efficiency of 
around 10% w hen com pared to operating a t 17 rev/m in  with the m otor at maxim um  
displacement. As the speed w as reduced the frictional losses increased to a point where 
rotation eventually stopped. Predictions from the  model indicates th a t the value of the 
con rod and  slipper bearing friction coefficients would need to rise to around 0.4 to 0.5 
for such  low values of efficiency a t 36° shaft angle.
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7 .4  A verage  R u n n in g  E ffic ien c ie s
The resu lts  in Fig 13 show the effect of operating speed a t different m otor displacem ents 
and  p ressures for a m otor in  which the slippers were bronzed faced. It can  be seen tha t 
the efficiency reaches its m axim um  value, for the m otor a t m inim um  displacem ent, at a 
speed of 140 rev/m in. The reduction in  efficiency a t speeds greater th a n  th is value is 
considered to be largely the result of flow pressure losses which vary with N2. At the 
m axim um  displacem ent, which Is 3.6 tim es greater th a n  the  m inim um  value, the 
corresponding speed would be 39 rev/m in. From Fig 13 at m axim um  displacem ent the 
efficiency is seen to level off and rem ain approximately constan t for speeds above 45 
rev/m in.
The da ta  for 200 b a r is used in Fig 20 to show the variation of the actual, torque loss 
with speed for the two displacements. It can  be seen that, for both  displacem ents, 
these are the sam e a t a speed of 30 rev/m in. This is interesting because individually 
the torque losses from each of the three interfaces could be expected to be different as 
the m axim um  velocities of the piston and the con rod bearing will reduce as 
displacem ent is reduced. The effect of the reduced velocity in the con rod bearing is 
likely to have caused  an  increase in  its friction. The effect of th is will be to increase 
both the piston and slipper contact forces and their frictional losses.
Fig 13 also shows the effect of increasing the pressure to 276 bar which reduces the 
efficiency by between 3 and 8% over the  speed range of 20 to 200 rev/m in. As was 
shown in Fig 16 the slipper pressure ratio is subject to variations as a resu lt of 
distortion and possibly tem perature changes in the leakage path  which will be affected 
by the m otor speed. These serve to increase the contact force and hence the slipper 
frictional loss.
8 .0  CONCLUDING REMARKS
The resu lts  from the tests  have shown th a t the m otor m echanical efficiency is sensitive 
to the operating pressure due to the effects of:
(a) Distortion of the slipper which causes a loss of hydrostatic p ressure
(b) Changes in  the frictional conditions in the con rod bearing. This is particularly 
noticeable w hen operating a t speeds lower th a n  9 rev/min.
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These effects have a strong Influence on the efficiency w hen operating the m otor at 
reduced displacem ent. The frictional m echanism s are also seriously affected by th e  use 
of w ater based  fluids. It is considered th a t im provements to the existing design could 
reduce these problems.
These aspects are d iscussed in  the  next C hapter together with an  exam ination of 
m ethods to incorporate the effect of the varying frictional conditions in  the model 
developed in  C hapter 2.
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Fig 2 Circuit for low speed test rig
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Fig -3 Measured torque at 3.4 rev/m in  for one cycle
0 .2 s
Fig 4 Measured torque at 9.2 rev/m in  for one cycle
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Fig 5 Measured torque and cylinder pressure
at 3.4 rev/m in  for one half of a shaft revolution
Fig 6  Measured torque and cylinder pressure
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Fig 11 Measured mechanical efficiency at maximum and minimum displacement for 
speeds up to 2 0  rev/min
FIG 12 LAYOUT OF TH E  LABORATORY TEST FACILITY
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TYPE 1
Fig 15 Shape of the slipper pockets
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under static conditions
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CHAPTER 4
REGIMES OF LUBRICATION AND THEIR EFFECT ON FRICTION
1 .0  INTRODUCTION
The m athem atical analysis developed in C hapter 2 for the m otor used fixed values for 
the  th ree coefficients of friction. However com parisions with the m easured m otor 
performance showed th a t these coefficients are likely to vary during the p ressure cycle. 
The test resu lts  a t the higher speed indicate tha t, as might be expected, the  coefficients 
would need to vaiy in  a  somewhat different m anner th a n  those a t the  lower speed.
The basis of a  friction coefficient relates to operation of the sliding surfaces under dry 
conditions or those of boundary lubrication. These conditions m ay exist a t low speeds 
b u t clearly, it is necessary to examine the various load carrying bearings in order to 
establish the likely lubricating processes and how these might change over the 
operating envelope of the motor.
The three bearing surfaces experience sliding velocities th a t vary during the pressure 
cycle. That of the slipper varies about a m ean value b u t for the con rod bearing and the 
piston to cylinder interface the  velocity fluctuates about zero. In particu lar the surface 
velocity of the con rod bearing is zero w hen the shaft is a t 90° whilst th a t for the piston 
is zero a t the outer and innerm ost positions .
The performance of the bearings will therefore, to a greater or lesser extent, depend 
upon;
a) The effects of squeeze films on the rate a t which the bearing clearance closes 
following the com mencement of the pressure cycle. For the con rod bearing the squeeze 
process m ay also have an  effect w hen the rotational velocity is zero.
b) The level of distortion in the jo in t
c) Hydrodynamic effects which reduce with reducing speed
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I2 .0  SQUEEZE FILM EFFECTS
W hen two adjacent surfaces are pu t under compressive load, the surfaces will approach 
each other a t a  rate dependent on the oil leakage from the clearance space. The m ass of 
th e  com ponents in question is small in  relation to the applied p ressure force. 
Consequently the oil p ressure th a t arises will be th a t which creates sufficient 
separating  force in opposition to th a t which is applied. This m eans tha t, because of the 
sm all m ass of the moving parts, for instan taneous changes in the  applied force there 
will be in stan taneous changes in  the  separating pressure.
T hus for a  given applied force the larger the area of the separating faces, the lower will 
be the required separating p ressure and hence the rate  of closure of the faces. In the 
m otor, the con rod bearing h as  the largest ratio of applied force to bearing area of the 
three sliding faces. Consequently the level of friction during conditions of boundary 
lubrication is likely to be critically dependent on the clearance in the bearing. This 
bearing is spherical (Fig 1) except th a t the cup is formed by m achining the spherical 
surface about a point th a t is to one side of the centreline, the appropriate choice of 
which distance determ ines the  angle of contact.
An analysis of the pressure generated in  the squeeze film between these two surfaces is 
given In Appendix I. The solution of th is problem requires the num erical integration of 
equation 7 in  Appendix I for the radially inward flow in  the inner region where r<rm. 
The rad ius rm is th a t a t which the m axim um  film pressure Pm occurs. Thus (dhi/df) 
can  be obtained in  term s of the m axim um  pressure Pm a t the given rad ius rm and the 
clearance hi.
Similar integration for flow in the outer region for r>rm enables Pm to be obtained as  a 
function of h i and  d h i / d t  By equating the equations for Pm th u s  obtained, the 
variation of (dhi/df) with rm and hi can  be determined. This analysis only applies to the 
ideal situation  of perfect sphericity of the com ponents. There will be, in  fact, 
considerable distortion of the surfaces and the solution of th is problem  would require 
Finite Element and  Computational Fluid Dynamics Programs in  which interactive 
capabilities are available.
The com ponents are in  contact on a line a t 45° to the bearing axis and when 
pressurised the contact zone will produce surfaces which are parallel. On either side of 
th is zone the film th ickness will be divergent and  to simplify the analysis of th is 
situation the effect of squeeze films is considered for.
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a) A flat annu lar ring and  a flat face
b) An an n u lar ring th a t h as  a convex surface and a flat face
2.1 .0  Flat A nnular Ring
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The squeeze film effect for the annu lar ring Is analysed Initially In Appendix II for the 
general case of convergent clearance In the outward radial direction which is then  
simplified for the special case of parallel clearance.
Using the dim ensions for the  spherical bearing (ref Fig 1) where r©= 14.26mm, 
rc~20.16mm and  ri=24.7mm, it is useful to first consider the case of parallel clearance 
for plates having these inner and outer radii. Here it is a question of selecting a value 
for rm in order to obtain a  value of (3\i /h 3 )d h /d t  (hereafter referred to by Sp) from 
equation 12 Appendix II th a t produces a force th a t is equal to the applied force. Taking 
the applied force, F t, as th a t acting on the piston for a  supply pressure (Ps) of 200  b ar 
produces the following values:
rm = 18.99 mm
(3|i/h 3)d h /d t=  - 1.91x1012 Nm-4 
Pm = 1130 b a r 
Ft=99000 N
The pressure distribution for th is constant viscosity situation, shown by graph (a) in 
Fig 2, would be sustained  for all values of the clearance h  as it dim inishes. The change 
of clearance with time can  be established by integration of (1 / h 3 )d h /d t
T hus d h /h 3 = - 1.91x10i2t/3ji
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( l / h 2 - 1 /h i2) = 2x1.91x1012t/3 p  
Taking a value of n=0.05 Nsm-2 and for hi=10-5m, we obtain:
t  = 3.9x10-14x( 1012/ h 22 - 1012/100)
t  = 3 .93x l0 -2x ( l / h 22 - 1/ 100)
Here h2 is In micron. Typical values for the time t for the clearance to reduce are given 







It is of in terest to determine how the value of the rad ius rm affects the value of the 
param eter Sp. Exam ination of equation 12 Appendix n  shows th a t Sp is negative ( ie h  
decreases with time ) for rm less th a n  the critical value of:
«ri2-r02)/21og(ri/r0))i/2
For rm greater th a n  the critical value, the value of Sp th a t satisfies the flow equations 
becom es positive. For th is  zone Pm is negative, which represents a physically 
unrealisable situation. There are therefore two flow zones either side of the critical 
rad ius a t w hich the m agnitude of the values of Sp and Pm tend to infinity.
For the given conditions the critical rad ius occurs a t rm = 19.24 m m  The variation of
Pm with rm is shown in  Fig 3 from which can be seen the value th a t corresponds to tha t
of the  pressure distribution of graph (a) in Fig 2. Fig 3 also shows the variation of the 
squeeze force with Sp which gives the  value of Sp w hen the squeeze force is equal to the 
available piston force.
2.1.1 The effect of Pressure on Viscosity
At the high levels of pressure th a t are generated between the faces of th e  bearing it is 
pertinent to examine the influence of pressure dependent viscosity ( piezo viscous fluid ) 
on the squeeze film effect. As shown by Cam eron18, the viscosity variation can  be 
modelled quite accurately for p ressures in the range up to 1500 bar by:
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li=\ioexp(Kop) (1)
where po is the datum  viscosity for the fluid at the supply tem perature. Equation 1 can 
be included in  the  flow equations in Appendix II from which Pm can  be obtained as 
follows:
expi-KoPnd = exp(-KoPs) - Ko(SP)Ii (2)
and  expi-XoPm) -  1 - Ko(Sp)I0 (3)
Here lb = rm2(2Zn(ri/rm) - (ri/rnJ2 + 1) 
and  I\ = rm2(2 ^1(r0/ r m) - (r0/ r m)2 + i)
Equations 2 and  3 give:
SP = (1 - exp(-KoPs))/Ko[I0 - Jtf (4)
where Iq - I\ = 2 rm2In( n / r 0) - (n 2 - r02)
Now for constan t viscosity, w hen Kq = 0, we have from equation 12 Appendix II:
Sp0 = Ps/tfo - fi)
For a given value of rm, the ratio of the Sp values for the constan t and variable viscosity 
cases are:
Sp/Spo = (1 - exp(-KoPs))/KoPs (5)
From the BP literature for their range of oils a typical value of K q is 2 x l0 -8 AH m2. This 
causes the viscosity to increase by a factor of 7.38 for a change in p ressure from 1 to 
1000 bar. This value will depend on the type of oil used and takes no account of 
tem perature changes in the fluid resulting from the energy dissipated in the viscous 
flow.
For th is value of K q  the ratio of Sp values obtained from equation 5 is 0.83. Taking a 
value of rm = 18.72 mm  the value of Pm is 2422 b a r com pared with 600 b a r for K q  = 0. 
Thus a given value of Pm will occur a t a sm aller value of rm th a n  th a t for K q  = 0.
The pressure distribution obtained from the boundary conditions and a given value of 
rm is given by:
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expi-Kop) = expi-KoPm) + SpKbrm2(2ln(r/rrn) - (r/fm)2 + l) (6)
For Ko = 2 x l0 -8, the  value of rm was chosen th a t gave the sam e value of Pm as th a t 
w hich provided balance with the piston force w hen Ko = 0 ( ie 1130 bar ). This 
produces the pressure distribution shown by graph (b) in Fig 2 which will give a very 
sim ilar separating force as th a t obtained for Ko-0  b u t with rm = 18.6 mm  ra th e r th a n  
18.99 mm. However the value of Sp has reduced to -6.7X1011 w hich increases the time 
for the  clearance to close by a factor of 2.85.
2.1.2 The Effect of Viscous Heating on Viscosity
In the  paper by T hom a19 on sealing gaps which included the effect of viscous heating of 
the fluid, the separating force w as shown to be less th a n  th a t obtained for a constan t 
viscosity fluid. The am ount of the reduction w as shown to be dependent on the 
p ressure level. The analysis w as for the fluid flow across a clearance which took no 
account of hea t transfer between the  fluid and the  surfaces of the com ponents.
This approach can  be applied to the squeeze film effect by assum ing th a t the  fluid 
viscosity varies exponentially w ith tem perature.
T hus p = piexp(-B (T-T0)) (7)
w here To is the supply tem perature and T the tem perature a t any point in the flow. If it 
is assum ed th a t the value of B does not vaiy with p ressure then  p i can  be represented 
as a function of p ressure as in equation 1.
T hus p = poexp(Kop)exp(-B (T-T0)) (8)
w here po is the  viscosity a t the inlet tem perature and atm ospheric pressure.
The increase in  fluid tem perature is caused by the  dissipation of pressure due to 
viscous effects.
T hus pCP(T - T0) = (Pm - p)
so T - T0 = (Pm - p)/pC P = C[Pm -p) (9)
Equation 9 into equation 8 gives:
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\l = \ioexp(Kop)exp(-BC (Pm - p)) where C =1 /  (pCP)
\i = \ioexp({Ko + BQp)expi-BCPm) (10)
S ubstitu tion  for |i Into the flow equations In Appendix II yields two equations for Pm 
w hich are given by:
eapf-KiPm) = exp(-KiPs) - SP/iKiexp(-BCPm) (11)
where K\ -  Ko + BC
and
expi-KiPnJ = 1 - SpKiIoexpi-BCPm) (12)
These equations then  give: 
expf-KiPm) = f t - f0exp(-KiPs))/(7i - J0) (13)
and
SP = {exp{-KiPs) - expi-K iP^/K ihexpl-BC Pm ) (14)
T hus a t a given value of rm values for I\ and Jo can  be obtained which then  allow values 
for Pm and  SP to be determ ined from equations 13 and 14. Taking B  as 1 /36  which 
represents a 67% reduction in viscosity between 40 and 80°C the value of Pm of 1130 
b a r occurs a t rm =18.3 mm, b u t SP h as  increased in m agnitude to 2 .2 x 1 0 1 2  (cf 
6.7x1011). More im portantly the resulting pressure distribution will not produce 
sufficient resisting force. Even with Pm as high as 1666 b a r the pressure distribution, 
shown by graph (c) in  Fig 2, still produces less force th a n  th a t required, as can  be seen 
by com parison with th a t of graph (a). At th is condition the m agnitude of SP has 
increased to 5 .37x 1012 (2.81 tim es greater th a n  for the case of constan t viscosity). The 
effect of tem perature on viscosity due to viscous heating is th u s  seen to have a 
significant effect on the rate  a t which the film closes during the squeeze film process.
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3 .0  SUMMARY FO R THE PARALLEL CLEARANCE CASE
To sum m arise th is  exam ination of squeeze film effects for a parallel clearance the 
process probably falls between those obtained for isotherm al ( ie B=0  ) and adiabatic 
conditions. The value of Sp for the constan t viscosity case falls roughly between these 
two extremes. Fuller20 refers to experimental work carried out using optically flat 
p la tes w hich produced tim es to close the gap th a t were significantly greater th a n  those 
predicted by the  theoretical constan t viscosity model, particularly  w hen the film 
th ickness w as less th a n  about 1 micron.
Because of the squeeze film effect, surfaces can  therefore rem ain separated  for quite 
considerable periods of time. Thus, for example, closure of the film to the level of 0.1 
m icron would take, for conditions of constan t viscosity of 0.05 Nsmr2, approximately 4s. 
For the m otor operating a t 3.4 rev /m in  the time for one half revolution is 8 .8s. A shaft 
movement of 5° either side of 90°, when the con rod is a t its m axim um  angle, creates a 
displacem ent in  the bearing of 8 .6xl0-4m during a  period of 0.25s. T hus for the bearing 
surfaces th a t are parallel, the squeeze film effect can  play an  im portant role in 
minimising possible surface contact.
For the con rod bearing dim ensions given in Fig 1, contact between the two spheres 
occurs a t the rad ius rc a t an  angle to the centre line of 45°. The clearance between the 
two com ponents varies with angular position about the contact point as shown in Fig 4. 
This clearance is, however, extremely sensitive to the effect of distortion of the piston 
cup. For a constan t pressure of 1000 b a r applied to the cup the resulting distortion, 
obtained by finite element m ethods, is also shown in Fig 4. This produces an  upward 
bulge in the cup and causes the sphere to contact the cup a t a slightly sm aller rad ius 
shown by point A  in  Fig 4. This creates inward and  outw ard flows th a t pass through 
clearances th a t are varying divergently with a critical rad ius rm th a t will be less than  
the rad ius corresponding to the new contact point at A  (see Fig 4).
The effect of tapered films between the two surfaces can  be examined using the analysis 
of Appendix n  with particular reference to a determ ination of the influence th a t th is  has 
on the  time for reducing the film thickness.
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4 .0  TAPERED CLEARANCES
A1
/  7 7 7  77 7 /.
In the analysis of Appendix II, for a given change in clearance with rad ius the integrals 
lb, Io and  I\ can  be obtained for a given value of rm. Here Id is the  integral th a t is 
obtained from considering the flow in  the radially divergent region for r>rc.
Using equation 21 of Appendix II produces a value for 6[idh/dt  ( referred to a s  Dp) which 
enables values for Pm and  Pc and the pressure distribution to be calculated.
The problem here is th a t Dr is a function of the level of clearance. Consequently the 
value of Dp needs to be determ ined at different clearances, the closure time being the 
area under the graph of d t / d h  against h.
The clearance variation in Appendix II is defined by the slope of the surface which is 
denoted by the dim ensionless param eter a. Some resulting pressure distributions for 
values of a  of 0.0002 and  0.0004 are shown in Fig 5 for two different clearances.
Referring to Fig 4, the clearance variation for a slope of 0.0004 is shown in relation to 
th a t for the bearing cup. The bearing pressure distributions, as can  be seen from Fig 5, 
have a m uch more pronounced peak th a n  th a t obtained for a parallel clearance. For a 
given peak pressure the closing rate between the  two faces is greater th a n  th a t of the 
parallel clearance resulting in  the closing time being reduced. The variation in  clearance 
represented by the chosen values of a  are:
a  .0004 .0002 .00004
Ho-Hi(pnj) 4.18 2.0 .418
These variations in clearance are small b u t they become significant w hen the m inim um  
thickness (Hi) falls to less th an  1pm. The calculated rate a t which the film thickness 
reduces becom es sm aller as H i reduces.
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IThe variation of d t/d h  with H l is shown in Fig 6  for a peak pressure of 1130 bar, giving 
a time for the clearances to close from 0.6 to 0.1 micron that is approximately l /5 0 th  of 
that for the parallel clearance. For a peak pressure of 3000 bar th is time would reduce 
to 1 / 1 0 0 th of tha t for the parallel plate.
The m inimum possible clearance will depend on the surface finish of the components, 
the actual shape of the surfaces and the properties of the fluid. If hydrodynamic 
lubrication is possible this will determine the final level of clearance after the squeeze 
film effect has ceased. The next sections will examine these aspects in order to establish 
the lubrication m echanism s that are likely to prevail under the range of operating 
conditions.
5.0 COMPONENT DISTORTION
5.1 Con Rod Bearing
It was shown in section 3 tha t the levels of distortion generated by a pressure of 1000 
bar are of the same order of magnitude as the shape of the clearance path between the 
sphere and the cup in the con rod bearing.
The degree of distortion that is obtained when the piston force is impressed on the 
bearing can be determined approximately by using the equations for the contact 
between two discs whose length is tha t of the contact path. Here the piston cup is a 
disc the surface of which has negative curvature. The Hertzian equations for this 
situation, represented in the following diagram and summarised by Cam eron18, 
produce the following relationships:
D i s t r i b u t i o n 1
c u p
SURFACE
S a d i a l
S E f t f i i N C
C E N T R E L IN E
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P m a x r O A m E W / R D l ^
and  a  = 1.52(WR/LE)i/2 (semi width of the contact zone) 
where Poisson’s Ratio =0.3
For the ball jo in t the rad ius of curvature R = Rc2/ c
where c= difference in the two radii
From Figl we have Rc=29.2 mm
For a contact angle of 45° and a rad ius of the sphere of 28.51 mm  
we get:
c = 0.69 mm  
R= 1.24 m 
L=130 mm
For £= 2 .1x10!1 Nm-2 and W =96000xl.414 N  (piston force resolved norm al to the 
contacting surface for Ps =200 bar) gives.
f?max= 1758 b a r
and a= 3.77 mm
The pressure distribution for the contact conditions is given by:
P=Pmax(l-(x/a)2)l/2
From the diagram  the rad ius r  = RBsin(45 - <j>) or RBsin(45 + <j>) 
and  <}> = x/JRb
where the circumference of the circle is assum ed to be a straight line over the angle <|>.
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For the dim ensions of the bearing, th is p ressure distribution is shown by graph (a) in 
Fig 7. Fig 7 graph (b) shows the pressure distribution for the squeeze film for the 
parallel plate as derived in section 2.1.0 and shown in Fig 2 (a). Applying the squeeze 
film analysis to the Hertz contact width produces the p ressure distribution show n by 
graph (c) in  Fig 7. This produces a squeeze rate which is 7 tim es greater th a n  th a t for 
the  larger area. The corresponding tim es to squeeze down to 0.1 and 0.05 pm would be 
0 .57s and 2.26s respectively.
The p ressure on either side of the contact zone will depend on the am ount of 
hydrodynam ic effect th a t is present. The presence of such  pressure will reduce the  force 
across the contact zone and hence the level of distortion th u s  created. The presence of 
supply p ressure (Ps) will also reduce the contact force and  alter the level of distortion.
5 .2  Slipper Bearing
The clearance between the slipper bearing face and the eccentric will vaiy either side of 
the line of contact by an  am ount th a t is dependent on the value of e^. There will be 
distortion around the rectangular periphery of the slipper which will create increases in 
the clearance. It will also cause the clearance to be tapered in the outw ard direction by 
varying am ounts around the periphery. This will resu lt in  increased leakage and 
reduced pressure force on the  slipper lands which will increase the m agnitude of the 
contact force (FJ. The effect of th is will be sim ilar to th a t caused by increasing the 
slipper rad ius in relation to th a t of the eccentric. The effect of changing th is  param eter 
w as dem onstrated in C hapter 2 to have a considerable influence on m otor efficiency.
Kobayashi and  Ikeya7 have carried out a s tructu ra l analysis of the piston to slipper pad 
ball jo in t for an  axial piston swash plate pum p using finite element m ethods. This 
configuration is axisymmetric and the flow through the slipper clearance w as obtained 
by integration of the variation in clearance with radius. The film clearance between the 
slipper pad and the swash plate was then  adjusted to give a hydrostatic p ressure force 
which balanced th a t of the piston by considering the pressure drop across the 
hydrostatic feed restrictor.
The work showed how the film thickness and leakage flow varied with the th ickness of 
the slipper pad. This analysis for static conditions did not include the condition where 
the slipper comes into contact with the swashplate in order to overcome friction in  the 
ball joint.
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The con rod and  slipper com ponent in the  radial piston m otor h a s  a  complex shape 
which is not axisymmetrical and  involves a complex distribution of the  various forces. 
The evaluation of th is  situation using finite element m ethods would be considerably 
m ore complex th a n  th a t for the axial piston m achine described. Such techniques are 
not generally available a t the cu rren t time.
5 .3  Piston and Cylinder Distortion
The resu lts  obtained by Ezato and  Ikeya6 showed th a t the friction coefficient between 
the piston and  cylinder of an  axial piston m achine varied with the p ressure, speed and 
the angular position of the shaft. For a given shaft position and speed there were no 
significant differences in the values of the friction coefficient with changes in pressure. 
This tends to indicate th a t distortion of the com ponents a t the point of contact has  little 
effect on the conditions a t the contact. As with the  ball jo in t the shapes of the 
com ponents and the force distribution are complex for which com putational techniques 
are not available a t the present time to solve th is type of problem.
5 .4  Summary
There are varying degrees of distortion in  the sliding faces of the m otor w hich cannot be 
determ ined accurately. As a  resu lt it is difficult to define, with any precision, the 
lubricating m echanism  in the bearings. However it is worthwhile, despite the difficulties 
introduced by the  effect of distortion, to investigate the  possibility of hydrodynamic 
lubrication.
6 .0  Hydrodynamic Lubrication
The existence of hydrodynamic lubrication largely depends on the film thickness which 
can be estim ated using well know n m ethods. For th is  section the m ethods described by 
Fuller20 are used for examining the con rod and  slipper bearings. Fuller p resents the 
resu lts of num erical m ethods developed separately by Karelitz2* and  Needs22 for the 
solution of Sommerfeld’s theory for journal bearings.
The contact force between the slipper and the eccentric arises w hen there is insufficient 
force from the hydrostatic pressure. This force h as  to be carried by the  rectangular 
edges of the hydrostatic slipper bearing pocket. For th is  situation  the num erical 
m ethod produces a film thickness of less th a n  0.3 m icron a t a speed of 50 rev /m in  for a
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value of ec of 25 micron. This would be considered too small to support hydrodynamic 
lubrication and a t the  te st speeds of 3.4 and 9.2 rev /m in  the  bearing m u st therefore be 
operating under boundary lubrication conditions.
A ssum ing th a t the con rod bearing h as  retained its circular shape b u t th a t the 
distortion h as  reduced the difference in  radii of the com ponents to 2.5 micron, film 
th icknesses of less th a n  0.2 m icron a t speeds less th a n  50 rev /m in  are obtained. The 
distorted shape of the bearing will be far from circular (at the level of elastic 
displacem ents less th a n  10 micron) b u t it may be th a t wedge shapes are created which 
could conceivably generate hydrodynamic effects.
The surface finish of the com ponents is of great im portance and  it is the experience of 
the au tho r th a t w hen th is is greater th a n  around 0.3 micron, poor performance and 
failure will result. It is interesting to note th a t after initial operation of m otors for a few 
ten s  of hours the surface of the sphere becomes sm ooth to a level of less th a n  0.03 
micron.
The operation of m otors with high back  p ressure for even relatively short periods of time 
can  cause failure of the con rod bearing. W hen operating under these conditions the 
sliding surfaces are continuously loaded. U nder conditions of low backpressure these 
surfaces are unloaded for one half of the cycle during which time the film thickness 
between these surfaces can increase. The fact th a t the presence of backpressure 
causes failure indicates the im portance of the squeeze film effect on the lubricating 
m echanism .
The w ear problem reported in  C hapter 3 w hen operating with w ater based fluids is 
likely to be due to poor lubricity b u t th is m ay also be associated with a reduction in 
squeeze film effects due to reduced viscosity.
It is interesting to note th a t some earlier types of radial piston m otors did not have 
hydrostatic bearings in  the slippers. During stall conditions squeeze film effects in the 
slipper bearing caused the mechanical efficiency to reduce to around 25% after a period 
of 40 to 50 seconds. This would have required the slipper coefficient of friction to rise to 
a level of about 0.45.
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IIn th is  context the loss of torque during the veiy low speed test at low m otor 
displacem ent, described in C hapter 3, m ust have been due to squeeze film effects 
eventually resulting in a breakdow n of the boundary lubrication conditions.
7 .0  EVALUATION OF THE MODEL USING VARIABLE FRICTION COEFFICIENTS
7.1  Introduction
The difference between the m echanical losses obtained from the model for constant 
values of the friction coefficients and the m easured results, a s  described in C hapter 2, 
can  be ascribed to:
a) The conditions of lubrication between the contact surfaces.
b) The solid body assum ption used to describe the forces acting at the contact 
interfaces.
In section 6.0 it w as shown th a t the possibility of hydrodynamic lubrication in the 
slipper bearing a t speeds lower th a n  50 rev /m in  is unlikely. In the the con rod bearing 
the possibility of hydrodynamic lubrication is dependent on the level of distortion of the 
com ponents. However, even w hen severe distortion is assum ed, it w as shown in section
6.0 th a t hydrodynamic lubrication is unlikely.
In th is  section the model is used  to show how variations in the friction coefficients can 
produce a sim ilar variation of the losses as those obtained from the tests. As there are 
three different coefficients to consider the analysis is far from exact, particu lar in view 
of the limiting assum ptions th a t are implicit in the model.
7 .2  The Effect o f V elocity and Lubrication on Friction
In the work by Ezato and  Ikeya6 the friction force between the piston and cylinder of an  
axial piston sw ashplate pum p w as m easured using a special purpose test rig. Their 
resu lts  obtained friction coefficients th a t varied between 0.3 and  0.1 over a speed range 
of 0.3 to 6 rev/m in. At the low speed condition the friction coefficient increased from 
0.09 to 0.3 as the piston moved out of the cylinder bore with increasing shaft angle.
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The paper by C ausem ann14 gave resu lts  for the piston friction in a radial piston motor 
using  a special purpose te st rig. This indicated values of the friction coefficient th a t 
were in  the  region of 0.09 at 6.5 rev/m in falling to 0.06 at 50 rev/m in. In the axial 
p iston  u n its  the piston is in bending due to the side load from the action of the slipper 
against the sw ashplate. This increases as the piston moves out of the cylinder.
In the  radial piston m otor there is a bending m om ent only w hen the con rod bearing 
centre moves out of the cylinder bcre and in  some designs th is situation  never arises 
th u s  minim ising the forces on the piston. However the length to diam eter ratio of the 
p iston  is sm aller by a factor of around 3 or 4:1 in the radial units. The use of piston 
seals in radial m otors also allows the piston to cylinder clearance to be increased. Both 
of these factors would, in  general, create an  increase in the friction in th is sliding joint.
The experimental work by Kobayashi7 et al obtained values for the  static friction 
coefficient for the piston to slipper ball jo in t in  an  axial piston m achine. These ranged 
betw een 0.65 and  0.3 for inlet p ressures of 20 b a r to 130 bar. The m aterials used  were 
a  high strength  steel ball with a slipper cup bearing of high strength brass.
At 3 .4  rev /m in  the velocities of the contacting surfaces are extremely small. For the con 
rod bearing the velocity ranges from 1.6xl0-3ms-i a t TDC to zero a t 90° shaft angle 
w hilst for the slipper these velocities are 0.037 and 0.02 ms-1. If the con rod bearing 
becom es dry the friction coefficient can increase to around 0.7. For the slipper, 
completely dry conditions would not be expected and  the m axim um  values of the 
friction coefficients would be likely to be of the order of 0.3 to 0.4.
The work by Rabinowicz23 on the dependence of the kinetic friction coefficient on 
previous sliding history, showed wide variations in  its value a t very low speeds of 
contact. The values are also strongly dependent on the degree of prevailing lubrication. 
For steel on steel the coefficients range between 0.05 for perfect lubrication and 0.7 for 
unlubricated  surfaces a t a velocity of lO-Sms-1. At 10-3m s-i these values change to 0.1 
and  0.6  respectively.
An im portant feature was the dependence of the coefficient on the previous history of 
velocity with time particularly with reference to the distance travelled. Rabinowicz 
showed th a t the coefficient changes gradually and only after a sliding distance of the 
order of 10*5m. The static coefficient can, in fact, m aintain  its initial value unchanged 
for the first 2x 10* ^ .
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This effect is dem onstrated by the stick slip motion th a t w as shown by the te sts  at 3.4 
rev /m in  (Chapter 3) b u t which was not apparent a t 9.2 rev/m in. The effect of p ressure 
rise ra te  during the locked shaft test (Chapter 3) also dem onstrates th is  phenom ena by 
causing  larger rotational movements as the pressure rise rate is increased.
7 .3  Variable Friction Coefficients
7.3.1 The Model Results for the 3.4 rev /m in  condition
The resu lts  from the model using constan t values of the  friction coefficients for the 3.4 
rev /m in  case shown in Fig 5 C hapter 2 were principally at variance with the m easured 
resu lts  in  particu lar ranges of the shaft rotation.
For the analysis discussed in 5.1, with direct contact between the con rod bearing 
com ponents at 100 b a r supply pressure, the peak radial stress  would be 880 b a r in the 
centre for the contact zone. The resulting pressure distribution would be im pressed on 
any  fluid present in  the bearing film. The bearing takes Is  to rotate through the shaft 
angle range of 80° to 100° w hen the con rod angle changes by only +- 0 .20. It is likely 
th a t the film in th is region is extremely thin. The am ount of fluid th a t is both retained 
in  the  film and brought in during small movements of the bearing will, to a large extent, 
depend on the lubricity of the fluid. The process will also be influenced by any squeeze 
film effects.
The variation in  the friction coefficients shown in Fig 8 w as based on a general increase 
over the  one half revolution cycle with > 0.147 in the  cylinder a t 900. This causes the 
piston to be tilted in the cylinder bore as described in 8.2 C hapter 2. The piston then  
experiences full rotation in the two regions of F\ = 0 followed by F2 = 0. This also 
causes the reduction in  the losses at 18° m otor shaft angle, shown in Fig 9, when 
piston rotation commences with F\ = 0.
The reduction in  the frictional coefficients between 130° and 180° was found to be 
necessary to establish the m agnitude of the torque step at 36° m otor shaft angle. This 
depends entirely on the values of the friction coefficients th a t relate to the  cylinder for 
which the shaft angle is 180° w hen the m otor shaft angle is 36°. A reduction in the 
value of / b is felt to be realistic if it can  be accepted th a t the introduction of fresh fluid 
into the  con rod bearing will sufficiently improve the conditions between the surfaces.
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The resu lts  from the model, shown in Fig 9, provide particularly good agreem ent in  the 
range of 15° to 300 shaft angle. The model shows that, in  th is region, rotation of the 
p iston in its clearance with the cylinder occurs which causes the reduction in  the losses 
between 18° and 25°.
The resu lts  displayed in Figs 5 Chapter 3 show small variations in the m easured cyclic 
fluctuations in  m otor torque. These variations will be caused by differences in 
com ponent dim ensions, clearances, surface roughness and so on. In particu lar the 
torque loss would be expected to increase w hen a piston is pressurised  a t each cyclic 
interval of 720 as predicted by the model. The m easured resu lts  do not show th is which 
is probably due to overlap in the distributor valve.
At the TDC position, the initial film thickness would have been relatively large as the 
piston had  been under only 2 to 3 bar pressure immediately prior to th is position. The 
rotational movement to 10°, which takes 0.5s, will be associated with a squeeze film 
effect in all three of the bearing surfaces. The model w as altered slightly, as shown by 
the dotted lines in  Fig 8 , to reflect th is situation which has caused a reduction in the 
m echanical loss of 0.007 (0.7%) at 0° shaft angle as shown in Fig 9.
The purpose of the analysis h as  been to obtain a model th a t is a  realistic representation 
of the m otor under given conditions. This can then  be used  for design purposes in 
order to examine the effect of changes to various param eters or im provements in the 
design principles used in the motor. The values of the friction coefficients shown in Fig 
8 are probably higher th an  might have been presum ed in the absence of a suitable 
model. These are shown in section 7.3.3 to have a significant effect on the forces acting 
in the m otor components.
7.3.2 The Model Result for the 9.2 rev/m in condition
The m easured losses a t 9.2 rev/m in shown in Fig 9 are generally sim ilar in  shape to 
those of 3.4 rev /m in  for shaft angles above 36°. However in the range 0° to 360 the 
increase is sm oother and the m agnitude of the step at 36° is reduced. Here the general 
level of the frictional losses has obviously reduced bu t th is  h as  been accom panied by 
the absence of piston rotational movements after 18° shaft angle.
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Fig 8 shows the reduced level of the friction coefficients and the overall shape assum ed 
for th e  analysis. The m axim um  value for fe at 0.19 is considered realistic. Here the 
shaft takes 0 .18s to rotate through 10°. For 10° either side of the stationary point at 
90° the  elapsed time is probably still significant in term s of the squeeze film effect. 
However, the value of fg a t 90° is such th a t the piston is kept against the cylinder wall 
and  piston rotation does not occur.
Torque variations from cycle to  cycle are noticeable in  the  test resu lts  of Fig 6 Chapter 
3. For the single cycle recording in Fig 4, Chapter 3, the torque a t 720 shaft angle is 
lower th a n  it is a t 0° shaft angle. The m easured difference represents a higher 
m echanical loss of 0.014 (1.4%). This level of variation is significant representing, for 
example, the effect of a change in the coefficients fa or fc of around 0.05.
7 .3 .3  Motor Param eters
The variation of the piston forces for an  individual cylinder during the p ressure cycle of 
one half of a  shaft revolution is shown in Fig 10 together with the values for the original 
constan t coefficient model shown for comparison.
The increasing values of the friction coefficients which, a s  seen from Fig 8 , are lower at 
th e  s ta rt of the  cycle th a n  in  the constan t coefficient model, cause the piston forces to 
gradually Increase with rotation of the shaft. These forces eventually reach significantly 
h igher values in  the region 90° to 1800.
In particular, the changes in the range of 90° to 100° shaft angle reflect the  rotational 
m ovement of the piston. As described in Chapter 2, the value of fe is such  th a t the 
p iston  is always tilted in the cylinder bore which creates the fluctuations in  torque and 
m echanical losses in  th is region. T hus at 90° shaft angle, Fi falls to zero as the piston 
ro ta tes in  the reverse direction. W hen the piston becomes flat against the cylinder wall 
a t 96° shaft angle, F2 becomes zero and the piston pivots about its lower edge when F\ 
increases. On the completion of the piston rotation both F\ and F2 increase to 
m axim um  values th a t are 33% and 44% greater th an  the values predicted by the 
constan t coefficient model.
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The sum  of the piston forces h as  a  m axim um  value of 0 .77 which creates a  m echanical 
loss of 7.7%. These large changes in the  piston forces are partly responsible for the 
changes in the hydraulic slipper pressure ratio Pr which ranges from 0.73 to 0.875 as 
shown in Fig 13.
The effect of the higher values of the friction coefficients has caused a  43% increase in 
the slipper contact force ( see Fig 14 ) a t 130° shaft angle. The variation of the contact 
force is associated with the changes in the slipper contact angle and  the slipper pocket 
pressure ratio shown in Figs 12 and 13.
A com parison of Fig 9 with Fig 16 of C hapter 2 shows th a t the m otor m echanical losses 
predicted by the two models are the same in the shaft angle range 0 < 0 < 90°. However 
the individual losses in each of the three cylinders th a t are operating in  th is  region are 
substantially  different as is shown in Fig 11. These reflect the effect of the changing 
frictional conditions in the sliding surfaces which are mainly a resu lt of those th a t 
occur in the con rod bearing.
8 .0  CONCLUSION
This Chapter has  attem pted to show tha t, even for speeds up  to 50 rev /m in  or more, 
the sliding com ponents in the motor are probably under conditions of boundary 
lubrication. These surfaces experience velocities th a t vary cyclically. In particular, the 
velocity in the con rod bearing falls to zero half way through the cycle.
Static friction coefficients vary considerably with velocity and the level of lubrication. In 
the motor, squeeze film effects are shown to be capable of having an  influence on the 
lubricating m echanism  even at speeds down to 3 rev/m in. For speeds lower th a n  this, 
as w as described in C hapter 3, the m echanical efficiency of the m otor w as shown 
momentarily to fall alm ost to zero. This w as considered to be the resu lt of the bearings 
being statically loaded for periods of time th a t were appreciably greater th a n  th a t of the 
squeeze film process, th u s  creating excessively high values of the friction coefficients.
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As w as show n in section 4.0, the rate at which com ponent surfaces approach each 
other during the squeeze film process is very sensitive to the presence of non 
parallelism  betw een the surfaces. In the con rod bearing, the high un it loading creates 
relatively large distortions which cause the surfaces to be conformal in  the region of 
contact. This ensu res th a t the surfaces are absolutely parallel and the area of contact, 
although relatively small, is still sufficient to create a significant squeeze film effect 
between the  com ponents.
The th ickness of the film can  be of the same order as tha t of the com ponent surface 
finishes, in  w hich case, it is possible for the squeeze film process to last for periods of 
time th a t are significant, even a t low speeds.
The effectiveness of the  squeeze film process will be considerably influenced by the 
properties of the fluid. For fluids of low lubricity th a t also have no piezo viscous 
properties, the squeeze film process will last for m uch shorter periods of time. These 
tim es m ay be sm aller th a n  those required even for operation a t the speeds of 50 to 100 
rev/min  th a t are typical of the levels used  for endurance testing by the coal industry  for 
6 0 /4 0  w ater based fluids. It is in th is type of application th a t the con rod bearing 
experiences problem s of insufficient life which, as w as described in  C hapter 3, was 
improved considerably by the use of a phosphor bronze bearing in  the piston.
For the slipper and piston  bearing faces, the m uch lower u n it loadings will not create 
such  high levels of surface parallelism  as in the con rod bearing. As a consequence, 
therefore, these are no t likely to experience the same benefit from squeeze films.
The values of the friction coefficients in the model generally fall in the range of those 
obtained by the various researchers cited. As described in 7.3.1, the variation o f /e  at
3.4 rev/min  w as based on th a t which caused the piston to be tilted in  the cylinder bore 
w hen its  shaft angle had  reached 90°. The agreement with the m easured resu lts  could 
have been improved if had  been assum ed to increase to higher values in the shaft 
angle range of 100° to 1300.
However, the variations of all three coefficients were chosen in order to obtain the best 
overall fit w ith the m easured  losses for the particular motor under th e  given operating 
conditions. More detailed te st m ethods would be required in  order to establish these 
changes more accurately.
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Despite these lim itations the  resu lts  from the model are considered to be accurate a t a 
level th a t would enable it to be applied to examine m ethods for improving the  design 
and performance of the m otor. It can also be used to determ ine how the  perform ance is 
affected by variations in com ponent dim ensions, surface finish, clearances and  so on. 
Chapter 5 will be concerned with such  applications and the use of the model for 
forming the basis of a n  alternative operating principle in a radial piston motor.
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Fig 1 Cross section of the con rod bearing
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Fig 13 Hydrostatic slipper pressure ratio with variable friction coefficients
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APPENDIX I
Squeeze film effects of a spherical bearing
This analysis considers the effect of the squeeze film between a sphere and a spherical 
cup whose radius is slightly greater than  that of the sphere. The diagram shows the 
centre of the cup ( O2 ) to be offset to one side of the sphere centreline. Contact 
therefore occurs at an  angle (3C to the vertical which is determined by the am ount of 
offset and the difference in the sphere and cup radii. With the cup displaced vertically a 
distance hi above the sphere it is necessary to establish the variation in h with the 
angle (3 from the contact line.
CUP
From the cosine rule:
(Rb + h ) 2 = R2b + 2Rb h  + h2 = e 2 + R2cc o s p 
for h2 and  e 2 ~ 0
. . ( r *  -  Rg ) = (Rc -  Rg )(R c + Rg ) = 2CR = 2R h + 2eR cos P
/. h = c -  e  cos p
Point 0
CONTACT




Consider the cup to be displaced a distance 'h i' vertically up from the ball along the 
vertical centreline.
Now hj = c -  e cos pc 
c -  h.
e = 1
COS pc
and from equation (1)
h = c - ! COS p
COS Pc






Now consider the  cup to be moving tow ards the ball with velocity -  . For the
conditions where the p ressu re  a t r0 is the supply pressure Ps, the  p ressu re  in the 
clearance will increase to a m axim um  of Pm a t r = rm and in  h is region the squeeze 
flow will be radially inwards.
Neglecting com pressibility effects, the  flow displaced radially inw ards a t rad iu s  V 
will be given by:
—2  7t ( r 2 -  r 2) ——-
v m } d t  (3)
This flow will be equal to the viscous flow through the increm ental distance Rsdfi  a t 
clearance 'h! which is given by:-
(4)
-2  n h 3rdp 
12 n R Bdfi
dp
where is negative.
Putting equation (3) equal to equation (4) yields:
/ r2 2\ d h i „ h 3r <*P
} dt  12 pRB dJ3 (5)
Now r  = Rg s ln ( / jc -  fs)
and  so r j , -  r 2 = R * (s in 2 ( p c -  pm) - s i n 2( ^ c -  p ) )  (6)
We have from equation (2) h  as  a function of /3 and  consequently  substitu ting  th is
and equation (6) into* equation (5) and rearranging term s gives:
Ra(sln2( P' ~ Pm) “ sln2( A -  P)) 1211 cos3pc dhj-------------------------------------------------------------- 3 - — ^  = dp
sin (j3c -  p)(c  (cos j3c -  cos p  ) + h x cos p)  ^
dh.
The solution of th is  equation, for a given value of , requires the  in tegration of 
the LHS between the limits of pm and Po and the RHS between the limits of Pm and Ps .
The com plete solu tion  of th e  problem  can  be achieved by obtaining a sim ilar 
equation for the outward flow r  > rm . Expressing both  of these equations in  term s
dh.
of the m axim um  p ressu re  Pm will give ^ T " as  a  function of rm. E quating  the
separating force, which is J*2 nprdr,  w ith th a t acting on the  piston cup, will then
dh.
determine the value of rm th a t applies to the situation and the closing rate —r— .
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APPENDIX n
Squeeze film effect between an  annu lar ring and  a flat surface 
1.0 Case of radially reducing clearance
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
Clearance h =  H 0 + a ( r 0 -  r ) and  a  =
h  = Hc -  ar  
w here H c = HQ + arQ
For th is  s itua tion  for the  m axim um  pressure P m > P s w hich occurs a t rad iu s  rm 
dp
where - r — = 0  , the flow will be radially inward from rm to to . dr
T hus for th is  inner ring:
_ „ ( r * _ r 2 ) ^ L = _ £ L 2 * r ^
v m '  d t  12 p  dr
dp fiu
w here is positive and ^  dr  dt
dp
' d r  6 ^ d t
d h  ( r m ~ r 2) = _6Mg L  frm  -  r 2)
rh" dt  3^ r  \HC -  ar)
For P = Pm a t r = r m 
and p  = P s a t r  = r Q
d h  f r K -  r 2)d r
^  r /  tt Vm r (Hc -  ar)
dp
(1)
For the outer ring, the flow is radially outward when is negative
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. ,_ )r( r 2 _ r 2 ) ^  = _ . £ L 2 ) t r 4P
v m} dt  12 fi dr  
hence p  = 0  a t r  = rj 
and p  = Pm at r  = rm
.d h  r r (rm -  r 2)d r
••P ^ d t  J r f ,3r" r (Hc -  a r )  (2)
We need to solve for Pm and rm which can be done by integrating equations (1) and (2) 
between the  limits tq and rm and  rj and rm respectively.
.3.
aL r-n r  (H c -  a r )
= 6 U— I,  + P
dt  1 s (4)
n  d h  f ( r m ~ r 2)d rA lso P m= 6 /i-5 r J -----------------3 (5)
rm r ( H c -  a r )
dt  °  (6)
Equations (4) and (6) give:
P*
f°  ~ dh
dt  (7)
dh
T hus a given value of ■gp will determ ine the value of rm from equation (7) which can 
th en  be used  in either equation (4) or (6) to obtain the value of Pm and  the pressure 
d istribution from equations (1) and (2).
The integral f
r  (Hc -  a r ) 3
r 2mdr  f r rdr
- I  3 - J
r"* r (Hc -  a r ) 3 r-n (H c -  a r ) 3
put y  = H c -  ar
H c - ydy  = - a d r  and  r  = a
F o rJ i using the Heavyside expansion method gives:
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a I + - L ^  + - ^ + 1
r ( H c - a r f  (H c -  y  ) y J [ h ^(H c -  y ) H cy °  H 2y 2 H c°y
a
ady
(Hc -  y ) y 3a
=  - r 2  -
= r 2
U ar
tn(H e - y  ) 
1
i i n y
+
H c3 + 2 (HC -  a r ) 2H c + «^ (H C -  a r )  H3
2H c y 2 H 2y H 3 
l n(H c -  a r ) 1
an d  for Io
1
rdr
(Hc -  ar)' - J








2(H c - a r ) 2 W 7 z r ar)  
2a r  -
L2( H c - a r ) J  
Inserting the limits into equations (8) and (9) gives:
r r ( r m ~ r 2)dr  r j ,  r  /  H c -  ar^, r
3 ”  V rtr
r"» (H c -  a r )  r H 3 K H c -  a r
\  r  2 
1 m




H c" l ( H c -  a r ) ( Hc - a r m)
2a ( r 2lr -  r mr 2) + H c( r 2 -  r%Q 
2 (HC -  a r ) 2(Hc -  a r j 2 ( 10)
■Using equation (7) to obtain rm as a /  (dh / d t ) it is necessary to obtain  the integrals 
Io  and  ijfrom equation 10 where r  is replaced by ro for 1/  and r j for Io.
T hus Io - h  is given by:-
r 2 r. m , 1
3" n r H . 0
' H c - a V r ^m r 1 1 ^
2H C ( Hc - a r i ) 2 ( Hc -  a r 0) 2y H c2 K « c  -  « r , )  ( « c  -  « ro)
Z a ^ r ,  -  r mr 2) + H c( r 2 -  r 2,) 2a ( r 2, r Q -  r mr 2) + H c( r 2 -  r 2 )
2 (H C-  a r m)2(Hc -  a r ,)2 2 (HC -  a rmf ( H c -  a r Q) 2
( 11)
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Iwhich is equal to e d h  
6 " d T
2.0 Parallel Gap
For a parallel gap the value of 'a' is zero.
Therefore H c -  H Q= h
and equations (7) and (11) give:
3 Mdh Ps
3 d t
\ ro ) ( 12)
1 dfxT hus for a parallel gap and  a given value of Ps , the value of 3 is associated with
h aL
a unique value of rm regardless of the value of the clearance h. For the tapered  
clearance th is is not so because the value of the clearance is not explicit in equation 
( 11 ).
Thus with a  = 0, we get from equation (4).
P m = 2 l n
\ r m  J
+ ir + p.
and  from equation (6)
P„ = 3 d t V r m J \ r  m + 1
3.0
3.1
Force on the plate for parallel gap 
For r m > r > r Q
From equations (1) and (13) we have:
3 Mdh  2 
P = p ’ + T T d T + 1 -  21 n j:— + ( ~ -  II
(13)
(14)
= P S + 3 H d h  2 « h 3 d t  Pm (15)
f mForce F[ = 2 k  J prdr
ro
now  f r [ r d f  = i l l  r _ f l l l d r  = — I r -  —j  n o n J o  r “- O n 4
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. p  _  _ p  ( - 2  _  r 2 \  _  & n P d h  
' / * \  m  o )  ^3  d t
f  ( T \  r 4 3 r 4 ^r 4 | f ' m ]  0 m . r2r 2
m nl r 7 J  4 4 ° m (16)
3.2 For > r > r,
From equation (2) and  (14) we have:
P =
3 p d h  
h 3 d t
21 n rm  y V r m + 1 + N M  -  1 - 2 1
3 p d h  
3 dt . w w - f e ) ’
n  r .
(17)
r
Now FQ = 2 k  J prdr
w hich from (17) gives:
~  G nPdh  
Fo = lh 3
Total separating  force is:
j.4 i —21-----1— —r 4 + r 2r 2
m Lrt r .  4  4  m l m
F = F  + FT  I O
4.0 Case 1 with radially increasing clearance
p z 0
w w w
K " Ho+  CLt 
H o -  Hi -
(18)
Here the  radially  increasing  gap is im mediately outside the radially reducing gap 
described in 1.0 where r c = r 1 and p  = P c a t r = r c .
For the boundary conditions, equations (2) and (5) give:
P m = e M ^ - l ,  + p s = p c + 6 M§ - / 0
Here IQ is obtained by replacing V with 'rc' in equation (10)
The outward flow from rad ius rc for p  = 0 a t r = r j gives from equation 2:
(19)
r. * d h  f
P c = 6 M h t J
 r r‘ -  r 2)dr
dt * 3r- r ( H D + ar)
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T hus equations (19) and (20) give:
dh_ _ p s_____
d t  ( /D + IQ -  / j )
J  L
T hus for given values of rm and Hi the corresponding value of can  be obtained
from equation (21).
CHAPTER 5
THE INFLUENCE OF THE MOTOR DESIGN ON PERFORMANCE
1.0 INTRODUCTION
It h as  been  shown in C hapter 4 th a t the model of the m otor generally provides a good 
prediction of the m otor performance on the basis of assum ed variations In the friction 
coefficients. In th is chapter the model Is used  to  explore the effect of changes to various 
design param eters and, particularly, those th a t resu lt in  im provements to the 
performance. Following a discussion on some developments in HTLS m otors the model 
is th e n  extended to evaluate an  alternative design proposed by the author.
2 .0  SENSITIVITY OF THE DESIGN TO PARAMETER VARIATIONS
In C hapter 2 it w as dem onstrated th a t the  efficiency of the m otor w as strongly affected 
by the value of e,c. From a design point of view distortion of the  slipper should be 
minim ised and the face rad ius m achined to within 25pm of th a t of the eccentric. For 
the m otor in  question there is, unfortunately, no scope to reduce the distortion of the 
slipper w ithout increasing the overall size of the motor.
O ther param eters th a t can  be varied include:
a) The con rod bearing contact angle.
b) The slipper feed orifice diameter.
c) The effective slipper area.
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d) The con rod bearing friction coefficient.
2 .1  Con rod bearing contact angle
The force norm al to the con rod bearing surface will be dependent on the contact angle 
in  the  bearing, the force reducing as the angle is reduced. However, the hydrostatic 
force on the piston above the bearing also reduces with the  angle.
The sim ulated effect of th is  angle on losses is shown in Fig 1; there is a reduction in the 
losses of around 0.5% for 5° either side of 45°. From the w ear and  distortion viewpoint 
45° w as probably chosen as an  optimum angle. These changes in angle lie w ithin the 
ban d  of m anufacturing tolerances for the two com ponents of the  bearing.
2 .2  Slipper feed orifice diam eter
The size of the slipper feed orifice was normally standardised a t 0.57 m m  although in 
special situations it w as altered in order to obtain im provements in m otor starting 
torque. As w as described in  Chapter 3 th is  was not always a success, particularly when 
using w ater based  fluids.
The sim ulated resu lts in Fig 2 show the effect of the feed restric tor on m otor 
perform ance a t a shaft angle of 10°. The trend  is to reduce the m echanical losses with 
increasing size of the restrictor, although th is reduction does appear to depend on the 
values of the  friction coefficients.
As can  also be seen from Fig 2 the effect on leakage, which is an  im portant operational 
factor, is quite m arked. For th is reason, the  standard  size of the restric tor was 
increased in dual displacem ent m otors to provide improved cooling of the slipper at 
increased operating speeds.
2 .3  Slipper effective area
The design philosophy originally adopted in the Staffa m otor was based  on using a 
slipper effective area greater th an  th a t of the piston. This would be expected to 
minimise the contact force between the slipper and the eccentric and  th u s  maximise the 
m echanical efficiency.
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In m ost o ther m otors of the eccentric type, the effective area of the slipper is , as far as 
is known to the author, sm aller th a n  th a t of the  piston. Reducing the slipper area in 
the  model h as  the effect on the losses shown in Fig 3(a). For both the  standard  and  
reduced areas the m echanical loss varies strongly with the value of ec bu t, a t low values 
of et, the  effect of changing the area is small. The m ajor advantage is the  reduction in 
leakage th a t is obtained as shown in Fig 3(b) which is due to the com pensating effect of 
the  feed restrictor.
The reduced effect of the area on the loss arises because, for low values of ec. the 
slipper contact angle moves to the value limited to th a t of the  m axim um  slipper arc 
w hen (3 = pm. The slipper pressure is then  adjusted by the action of the slipper tilting 
slightly about the outer edge in  contact with the eccentric in the m anner discussed in 
C hapter 2.
As shown in the diagram, th is  will occur if the contact force (Fci) required for radial 
equilibrium  at pm is less th an  th a t required for rotation of the con rod (Fc3). If the 
slipper area is too small the contact force th a t satisfies both requirem ents will occur at 
angles less th a n  pm (as indicated in the diagram).
As the  area is reduced, the required slipper pressure is increased bu t, for the situations 
where p = pm, the hydrostatic pressure force will be unchanged. This is because the 
contact force (Fc3) needs to be the same, as depicted by Fc3a  on the previous diagram; 
the action of the slipper tilting causing Fci to increase to the level of Fq3a-
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The variation of FCl with ec is shown in Fig 3(c) for two of the cylinders a t a  m otor shaft 
angle of 10° where it can be seen th a t for the cylinder a t 100, Fci Is less th a n  th a t for 
the reduced area. This is because for th is cylinder (3 < J3m. At 820 shaft angle however, 
P = pm w hen ec = 25pm, and  the values of FC1 for the two areas are the same.
The variation in  the forces F ci, and  Fc3 with pi are shown in  Fig 4(a) for ec values of 25 
and  127p.m. For 127pm the higher value of * c i is caused by the  low slipper pressure 
ratio, Pr, a s  shown in Fig 4(b). For 25pm the  slipper p ressure is alm ost equal to the 
m otor supply p ressure which resu lts  in Fc i being less th a n  Fc3 w hen p = pm as in  Fig 
4(a). The effect on Pr and  Fci when the slipper is tilting is shown in  Fig 4(c).
The reduced slipper area of 4700 mm2 represents a nom inal net clamping force on the 
slipper of around 5% of th a t of the piston. However a nom inal clamping force of 5% has 
resulted  in  a  contact force of 7.8%
In some designs the nom inal clamping force can  be as high as 10% or 15% of th a t of 
the  piston. From the foregoing it is evident th a t care h a s  to be taken  to determ ine the 
force a t the  contact condition as th is could increase to unacceptable levels. It is also 
im portant th a t ec is m aintained a t less th a n  the m axim um  value th a t is consistent with 
minimising the contact force.
2 .4  Con rod bearing friction coefficient
The sim ulated resu lts of C hapter 4 show th a t the  con rod bearing experiences the 
highest frictional coefficient. As was explained th is would be expected because of the 
high u n it loading a t the bearing contact.
From a design viewpoint, any changes th a t could improve the situation  of th is bearing 
would resu lt in  a  worthwhile improvement in the m otor performance. The significance 
of th is coefficient is dem onstrated in Fig 5 which shows the reduction in the  m echanical 
loss w hen com pared with the s tandard  variable coefficient model developed in  C hapter 
4. T hus modifications to the con rod bearing th a t effectively reduce the level of friction 
have the potential of providing considerable improvements to the m otor efficiency.
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2 .5  M odified  c o n  ro d
The effect of friction In the con rod bearing on the m otor perform ance can  be reduced if 
the  bearing diam eter is reduced. The m aterials used  in the cu rren t m otor for the piston 
and  the con rod do not provide an  ideal com bination for th is  bearing. This was 
dem onstrated  by th e  improved life obtained from the phosphor bronze piston cup insert 
reported in  C hapter 3. Some limited te sts  were carried out w ith con rods of alum inium  
bronze which gave favourable results. In the m otor m anufactured by the  German 
com pany, Ja h n s , shown in Fig 6 , th is  bearing is of alum inium  bronze against steel and 
h a s  a  relatively sm aller diam eter th a n  th a t of the  Staffa motor.
An additional advantage obtained from reducing the bearing diam eter is the possibility 
of relocating the bearing centre radially outwards. This will resu lt in reduced piston 
forces a t extended piston positions. This modification, shown in Fig 7, also avoids the 
condition th a t occurs in the s tandard  m otor of the bearing centre extending from the 
cylinder ( i.e. length L$ is always positive).
2.5.1 M echanical losses
The modified con rod h a s  a significant effect on the m echanical losses obtained from the 
model, show n in  Fig 8 (a), which are reduced by between 2 and  3% (an improvement of 
20 to 30%) over the  m ajor p art of the cycle for operation a t m axim um  displacem ent.
The region of the piston rotating in  its clearance space, following 18° shaft angle, is 
reduced because of the increased piston length. This also causes the p iston  to be forced 
against the cylinder wall because of the increased m om ent created by the side force Ft 
abou t the inner cylinder opening.
As w as seen from the m easured results, operation a t reduced m otor displacem ent is 
associated with reduced m echanical efficiency. The m agnitude of th is reduction is 
strongly dependent on the speed of rotation. The losses obtained from the model a t the 
low displacem ent with the sam e frictional coefficients as  were used for the m axim um  
displacem ent, are shown in  Fig 8 (b). As can be seen, on com parison with Fig 8 (a), this 
change of displacem ent has caused the losses to increase by between 0.10 and  0.15.
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This change is sim ilar to th a t of the m easured resu lts  although the frictional conditions 
at the low displacem ent, particularly in  the con rod bearing and the p iston to cylinder 
interface, m ay well be different. At the lower displacem ent the con rod bearing ro tates 
th rough a  sm aller angle and  at lower rotational velocities. Also the piston moves 
through a sm aller distance and the associated lower velocity could well increase the 
frictional resistance.
The position of the piston midway in its stroke, which occurs at 90° shaft angle, is 
virtually unaffected by the m otor displacement. Thus, as the displacem ent is reduced, 
the radial distance of the piston from the eccentric centre for 9 > 90° increases. This 
resu lts  in the piston emerging a sm aller distance from the cylinder bore a t 180° shaft 
angle with a  consequent reduction in the p iston forces and  the associated frictional 
losses. The losses obtained from the modified con rod at the low m otor displacem ent 
condition are 4 to 5% less th a n  for the standard  design (representing an  improvement of 
around 25%). This would provide a considerable benefit in  the application of m otors of 
th is  type.
In C hapter 3 the m easured variation in m echanical efficiency with speed a t two different 
m otor displacem ents showed th a t at 30 rev /m in  the  m echanical losses had  the same 
value. The m ean value of the actual m otor torque occurs at a shaft angle of 
approxim ately 10°. The values of the friction coefficients th a t predict the sam e 
efficiencies as  the m easured values a t 30 rev /m in  are shown as follows:
Jc  J b Maximum Displacement! measured-95.5% )
0.03 0.09 95.4%
0.05 0.07 95.6%
Minimum D isplacem ent(m easured-83.5%)
0.07 0.13 83.5%
0.09 0.10 83.7%
For the  modified m otor the predicted efficiencies with these coefficients would be 96.8% 
and 88% respectively. For the low displacem ent th is represents an  improvement of 
5.4% b u t more im portantly, operation at increased speed m ay be possible because of 
reduced frictional heating of the slipper.
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2.5.2 Piston and slipper forces
The modification to the  con rod h as  a significant effect on the  piston forces for shaft 
angles greater th a n  90°. This is due to the  increasing m om ent arm  created by the 
increased length between the con rod bearing centre and the point of application of the 
inner p iston force F\. As the difference between F\ and F2 is  equal to the side force F t 
acting a t the  con rod centre, the outer piston force F2 is also reduced. The m axim um  
reduction of these forces, shown in  Fig 9, is in the region of 50% which, aside from the 
benefit of reducing the losses, will resu lt in a  reduction in w ear to the  piston and  the 
cylinder bore.
The slipper contact force, shown in Fig 10, is also reduced b u t not in the sam e 
proportion a s  the  p iston  forces. This is because the contact force required for radial 
equilibrium  is unaffected by the change.
As shown in the preceding diagram, the reduced force required for rotation of the con 
rod causes the  angle (3 to reduce from points A  to B. If the value of ec is small enough 
th en  p would be equal to J3m and as a consequence Fci would reduce proportionally 
w ith the rad ius, Rb , of the con rod bearing ( ie from points C to D ). However the 
reduction in  th is  force, which ranges between 10 and 25%, would, as for the piston, 
resu lt in reduced wear and reduced frictional heating of the slipper.
Providing the  change in  m aterials of the piston and con rod is such  th a t the sm aller 
diam eter bearing can be utilised without increasing the  friction (and w ear in  th is  Joint), 
the reduced levels of the piston and slipper forces could allow the operating p ressure of 
the m otor to be increased by between 10 and 15% and more if ec can  be kept at a 
sufficiently small value.
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3 .0  SOM E ALTERNATIVE MOTOR DESIGN CONCEPTS
Radial p iston  eccentric m otors th a t employ different types of oscillating jo in t 
m echanism s were discussed in Chapter 1. Each of these concepts have specific 
advantages from a com bination of param eters th a t include; size, cost, weight, m axim um  
pressure, m axim um  speed, efficiency, the capability of operating with w ater based and 
synthetic fluids and  other param eters of lesser importance.
In the UK, the low priority given to R and D investm ent, has pu t constrain ts on the 
scope for im provements th a t the engineer can  pursue. With high speed pum ps and 
m otors, R and  D has, in general, been able to lead and, to some extent, create its 
m arket. As a  result, in recent years, the high speed m otor and  gearbox u n it has, except 
in  specific areas, replaced low speed high torque (LSHT) un its  in m any applications for 
w hich they had  been traditionally the autom atic choice.
A consequence of th is h a s  been for some LSHT m otor m anufacturers to search for 
m ethods to reduce the cost of the product. This aim can  be in direct conflict with tha t 
of developing the product to obtain increased performance. To p u rsue  higher 
perform ance from the Staffa motor, the scheme shown in Fig 11 w as developed. The 
intention w as to obtain a higher pressure capability by increasing the th ickness of the 
slipper, the length of the con rod and the th ickness of the m otor casing. This design 
increased the size, weight and  cost of the product.
The G erm an com pany D usterloh produces a m otor in which the con rod bearing is of 
the gudgeon pin type. This requires very accurate line boring of the m otor case to 
obtain the  necessary alignment of the shaft bearings. Work by Klie24, in h is PhD thesis, 
describes how the  slipper was designed to obtain m inimal distortion of the slipper face. 
As a resu lt th is  m otor h as  a  m uch higher power rating th a n  the Staffa product, as it Is 
able to operate a t m axim um  pressure at higher speeds. However it h as  a m uch higher 
cost and therefore tends to find a limited application range.
In con trast to the approach of Fig 11 an  alternative scheme, show n in Fig 12 was 
developed. Here the em phasis was on reduced cost by the elim ination of the cylinder 
m achining operation in  the m otor case and the use of cylinder end caps. There is also a 
technical advantage in th is inverted piston design in  th a t it elim inates the  side force 
com ponent between the piston and the cylinder. The reduction in friction obtained by 
th is  change would increase the efficiency by around 2 or 3%.
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Kawasaki of Jap an , licencees of Staffa, in the pusu it of reduced cost, carried out 
extended testing of the  design shown in Fig 13. This m ethod is used  in the ben t axis 
pum p, m anufactured  by the Swedish company Volvo, where the p iston centre line 
moves 20 out of line with the cylinder. In th is radial piston motor, the con rod rotates 
through an  angle of 10° which changes the sealing gap by an  am ount th a t would be 
considered unacceptable, as shown in the diagram with Fig 13.
Kawasaki obtained a reasonable life of 2000 to 3000 hours a t 175 b a r with their initial 
testing b u t subsequent tests  were unsatisfactory due to apparent sm all differences in 
the sealing material. The author, when with the Staffa organisation, had  neither the 
finance to m anufacture com ponents nor the personnel to perform the necessary project 
work. The ability of Kawasaki to te st th is design is dem onstrative of the ir a ttitude to R 
and  D.
The organisation evaluates prototypes on a regular basis which often involves quite 
significant changes in approach and  accepts th a t only a percentage will provide the 
basis for m anufacture. The design offers a 15% saving in overall cost for a 7 cylinder 
m achine. From a technical viewpoint friction in the con rod bearing is eliminated. 
Providing th a t the side force a t the piston to cylinder contact can  be satisfactorily 
accom m odated, there would be a considerable gain in m echanical efficiency.
If the full cylinder pressure acts around the seal periphery, there will be no side force on 
the piston. The side force com ponent will therefore be a resu lt of the p ressure area 
show n hatched  in the diagram  with Fig 13. In the event th a t there is a  pressure 
gradient below the line AA  (see Fig 13) parallel to the cylinder axis through the centre of 
the sphere some of the side force will be carried by contact of the piston with the 
cylinder. The theoretical solution of th is problem and its successful development would 
enable the motor to have a competitive edge in term s of price and  reduced overall 
diameter.
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4 .0  ALTERNATIVE CON ROD BEARING DESIGN
As w as show n in  2.4, significant improvements in  efficiency are obtained by reducing 
the  con rod bearing friction coefficient. The m echanical losses obtained from the 
s tandard  model with a value of -  0 .04 are shown in Fig 5 com pared with those for 
the  variable coefficient model. In addition to the benefit of reduced losses at m axim um  
m otor displacem ent (giving an  improvement of up to 70%), it is seen th a t the losses a t 
the  lower displacem ent are also lower th a n  those for the s tandard  model a t m axim um  
displacem ent. Com m ensurate with th is improvement is the  reduced torque step a t 36° 
w hich can  cause speed oscillations in some applications w hen operating a t low speeds.
T hus the  key to improving the design of th is type of m otor lies in the utilisation of an  
oscillating jo in t having a reduced un it loading.
4 .1  Motors w ith pressure balanced oscillating bearings
4.1.1 Calzoni m otor
In the radial piston m otor,because the spherical bearing is inside the p iston ,there is 
insufficient area to obtain any significant hydrostatic force to separate the com ponents. 
In the  axial piston m achine, the ball jo in t is outside of the cylinder and  consequently it 
can  be of greater area th a n  the piston.
In the  m otor m anufactured by the Italian com pany Calzoni (shown in Fig 9 C hapter 1 
and  here in Fig 14a), a  telescopic cylinder arrangem ent is used to transm it the  pressure 
force onto the  eccentric. Both the outer bearing and the eccentric have spherical 
surfaces and  the m agnitude of the contact forces can be set by appropriate choice of the 
relevant tube diam eters (this aspect will be discussed in Section 5).
The spring is used  to reta in  the com ponents when the m otor is unpressurised  or, 
possibly during overrunning w hen the cylinder pressure is lower th a n  th a t in  the m otor 
casing. It can  be seen th a t there is a central rod and b ush  to improve the location of 
the  two cylinders when they are fully extended.
Calzoni have recently redesigned th is motor, shown in Fig 14b, which incorporates the 
following changes:
a) Elimination of the central rod.
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b) Reversal of the cylinders by moving the  larger diam eter com ponent from the outer to 
the inner position.
c) Elim ination of the cylinder end caps by splitting the m otor case across the radial 
section shown in Fig 14b.
Com parision of the Calzoni design with th a t of Staifa show th a t there is no piston side 
force com ponent. This, together with the significant reduction of the  friction in  the 
oscillating jo int, provides a  considerable reduction in  the m echanical losses. Tests 
carried ou t by Staffa show th a t the starting  and low speed m echanical efficiency are at 
least 5% higher th a n  th a t in  the  Staffa unit.
The spherical surface on the eccentric allows the slipper to be circular which reduces 
m anufacturing cost. More importantly, any distortion of the  slipper face will be 
axisym metric which could well m ain tain  parallelism  of the clearance space. The 
consequence of th is would be a negligible loss of p ressure support giving improved 
perform ance w hen operating a t high speeds and  pressures.
4.1.2 Design proposed by the au thor
In 1982 the au th o r proposed the design shown in Fig 15 which is of a  sim ilar concept to 
th a t of Calzoni except th a t the outer bearing cup is concave instead of convex. The 
reasons for using th is approach are threefold these being as follows:
a) The upper cylinder can  be located at its centre of rotation by a spring loaded pivot. 
In con trast to the Calzoni design th is  spring is not required to flex with every piston 
stroke th u s  reducing the likelihood of fatigue failure.
b) This arrangem ent simplifies assembly of the motor, it being possible to push  the 
complete cylinder and  cup assem bly radially outw ards from the centre of the m otor 
casing.
c) The convex shape allows the inlet port to the cylinder to be accommodated within a 
sm aller overall diam eter of the  motor.
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It is an  im portant consideration to m aintain the overall diameter and the mounting bolt 
pitch circle diameter within the dimensions that pertain to those of other 
m anufacturers. These dimensions for four different types of motors are shown plotted 
against the motor displacement in Fig 16. The dimensions obtained for two 
displacem ents of the proposed design are also shown in this figure and are seen to 
follow the general trend.
Fig 16 also has a scale line relating the linear dimension as a function of the one third 
power of displacement (D1/ 3). It is interesting to note that at small displacements the 
size of existing motors increases at a lower rate with displacement bu t above 1250 
cm3/rev  they fall onto a line varying with Di/3.
The Calzoni motor uses the smallest possible eccentric diameter consistent with 
obtaining separation of adjacent slippers around its periphery at their position of 
nearest approach.
Motor displacement is obtained from the product of the piston area and the eccentricity. 
There are many combinations of these two param eters. To achieve a given 
displacement within the constraints of a given overall diameter and peripheral length 
around the eccentric requires various design alternatives to be considered.
For the proposed motor, the minimum diameter of the eccentric was limited in order to 
allow variable displacement. This limitation is caused by the space required for the 
displacement change pistons in the shaft as used, for example, in the Staffa design (see 
Fig 11). This constraint produces a piston diameter that is relatively larger and an 
eccentricity tha t is relatively smaller than  in the Calzoni design.
There is also a choice of whether to place the larger diameter cylinder component 
against the eccentric or the outer bearing cup. Designs were carried out for both of 
these alternative arrangements.
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From these arrangem ents, shown in the diagram, the au thor found, for all the various 
considerations, the alternative (b) to be the m ost suitable. This is the type used  in Fig 
15 from it w hich it can  be seen th a t an  acceptable spacing of the slippers around the 
eccentric is obtained. It can also be seen that, at the point of m axim um  extension of 
the cylinders, sufficient insertion of the inner cylinder is obtained.
An indication of the way in which the design w as originally refined in  order to reduce 
the overall size is shown in  Fig 17 which com pares two earlier designs having the same 
displacem ent. This design is virtually Identical to th a t proposed in  Fig 15 except tha t 
the outer cup is located in a different m anner and h as  a larger spherical radius. The 
reduction in  size shown h as  been obtained by reducing the size of the com ponents and 
a reduced insertion length for the two cylinders.
A com parision Is shown in Fig 18 of the proposed design with th a t of a Staffa m otor 
piston and  con rod assem bly of sim ilar displacement. The m ass of the reciprocating 
com ponents for the Staffa design is several tim es greater th a n  th a t of the proposed 
design. In the Staffa m otor the  piston force h as  to be transferred through the con rod 
bearing and the con rod in order to apply the hydrostatic slipper p ressure force onto the 
eccentric. In the dual cylinder m ethod this force transference is avoided by applying a 
large proportion of the p ressure force directly onto the eccentric.
The G erm an com pany Pleiger who produce the m otor type shown in Fig 6 of C hapter 1 
have. In the la st two years, launched the new design as shown in Fig 19. This is seen to 
use the  sam e outer cup arrangem ent as in  the design proposed by the author, bu t 
interestingly, with the  cylinders arranged in  reverse order as in the new Calzoni m otor 
and  shown in the arrangem ent (a) above. This m otor uses individual spool valves to 
distribute the flow to the cylinders. These valves, located in the  cylinder end caps, are 
operated by the oscillating m otion of the cylinders.
To assess the proposed design an  analysis, sim ilar to th a t developed in C hapter 2, was 
used  which is described in section 5.0
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5 .0  ANALYSIS U SED  FOR THE PRO PO SED DESIGN
The design as proposed in Fig 15 does not have a feed restrictor in the supply to the 
hydrostatic slipper. This results in the hydrostatic pressure force, to a large extent, 
being unaffected by the contact angle p. The contact force required for radial 
equilibrium is therefore only affected by the geometrical relationship of those forces 
which are dependent on p. It is assum ed tha t the pressure distribution across the 
slipper lands is unaffected by the value of ec, this only affecting the leakage flow.
The method used for obtaining the slipper force, Fci, is identical to tha t developed in 
Chapter 2 Thus, as pi is varied, the value of Fci for equilibrium of the radial forces is 
compared with that which is required, Fc3 , to overcome the frictional torque for rotation 
of the outer cylinder in the outer cup bearing. The equilibrium (or operating) value of Pi 
is th u s  that at which these two forces are equal. The analysis for this situation is 
developed in the Appendix which, for 0 < 0 < 90°, gives the following equation for the 
force Fci (as shown in the diagram):





Here the  piston area, Ap, Is determ ined by the piston diam eter (dd and th a t of the 
recess In the slipper (di). The separating force, Fu, is then  determ ined by the diameter, 
dg. Fs is the frictional force created by the piston seal and Jp the friction coefficient 
between the  cylinders. The values of the coefficients A, E  and C are all dependent on 
the angle pi.
The force required to rotate the cylinder in the bearing cup, Fc3, is given by:
Fq3 = I b Fb Si /  [fciLc cos pi - Fd) + Ic sin  p i )
The geom etry of the bearing cup is shown in the following diagram.
The area, Ab , resulting from the diameter, d2, and the piston diameter, do  determ ines 
the pressure force on the upper bearing less the frictional forces from the cylinders and 
the piston seal. As in the slipper, the hydrostatic force will depend on the diameter, du. 
These, together with the spring force,Fr, determ ine the  value of the force Fn . The side 
force, Fp, is obtained from the effects of the com ponents of F ci and  f c Fci resolved 
norm al to the cylinder axis.
As shown in the Appendix, these can be used to determine the values of the angle, y, 




The m ajor difference between the design principle used  in  the Staffa type of m otor and 
th a t proposed here lies in the  ability to select the areas Ap and  Ab , which can  be m uch 
sm aller th a n  th a t of the piston itself. The areas of the lands of the slipper and the  outer 
bearing, which are determ ined by appropriate choice of the diam eters, d j and  du, can 
be selected to give a  level of clamping force th a t is necessary to m ain tain  contact 
between the com ponents.
For shaft angles in  the range 90° to 180° the forces are obtained in  a sim ilar m anner to 
those obtained above except th a t the outer bearing frictional torque h as  changed 
direction as  the angle a  is reducing.
5.1  D im ensional data for th e proposed design
Dimensional da ta  for the proposed m otor is given as follows:
Cylinder diam eter dc = 6 4  nun
Eccentricity Re = 25mm
Eccentric to cup  bearing centre distance Lq = 1 4 7  m m
Eccentric rad ius Rd = 66.5 mm
Slipper
Hydrostatic pocket diam eter d\ = 53.2 mm
Slipper ou ter diam eter ds = 72 mm
D atum  length of lower cylinder L2 = 86.5 mm
O uter c u p  bearing
Bearing cup rad ius Kb = 45.5 mm
Bearing pocket diam eter d2 = 53.2 mm
Bearing outer diam eter du =72 mm
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For the  hydrostatic bearings the path  lengths are a small proportion of the  spherical 
circumference. It is therefore assum ed th a t the contact areas are cones having a 
constan t film thickness. Using the equation for a flat circular plate gives for the 
p ressu re  distribution and separating force:
p  = P (1 - logi r / r i ) /  log{ r0/ n  ))
and  Fs = nP (( r02 - n2 ) /  ( 2 log (rQ /  n) - n2 }
The sam e dim ensions have been used for both bearings hence: n ,  r<i = q and  rs, ru = rQ 
These give Ap and Ab = 0.001 m2
For operation a t a pressure of 100 bar the following forces are obtained:
Forces acting on the bearings, Fp and Fb = 10000 N
The separating forces, Fu and Fd from the equation above are therefore = 8320 N
The net clamping force is therefore = 1680 N  This represents 16.8% of the available 
force b u t only 0.52% of the total pressure force on the full piston area (32000 N).
5 .2  Model analysis
Using the  equations from the Appendix, together with the software m ethods developed 
in  C hapter 2, predicted values were obtained for the m otor performance. These are 
presented in  Fig 20 which show the variation of the m echanical efficiency with motor 
shaft angle for the p ressure force areas ( Ap and Ab ) of 0.001 m2 for an  operating 
p ressure of 100 b a r
A significant feature of Fig 20 is the very high efficiency th a t is obtained which gives an  
alm ost constan t m echanical loss over the cycle. The torque discontinuity a t 36° is 
alm ost imperceptible which is, as has  been seen, a notable feature of the Staffa design.
This im provement in m echanical efficiency over th a t of the Staffa design is, to a great 
extent, due to the reduction of the frictional torque in the outer cup bearing in relation 
to th a t created in  the spherical con rod bearing.
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In the  Staffa con rod bearing, the effect of the hydrostatic area between the  piston and 
the con rod bearing reduces the contact force to approximately 75% of the force from 
the piston. In the proposed design the pressure area of 0.001 m2 in the two bearings is 
31% of th a t of the piston (0.0032 m2). The nominal clamping force a t 15% of the applied 
p ressure force, represents only 5% of the total piston force. The net force transferred 
across the  contact face is therefore only 6.7% of th a t transferred in the Staffa type of 
spherical con rod bearing. The apparent reduction in the frictional torque th u s  created 
h as  to be offset against the increase in the cup rad ius in relation to th a t of the con rod 
type (about 2 : 1).
However, the level of clamping force at 100 b ar operating pressure, represents a m ean 
p ressu re  of 8.7 b a r in the contact area. The level of th is  pressure in the con rod 
bearing, as was shown in Chapter 4, is of the order of 400 bar at the sam e operating 
pressure.
The effect of th is reduction in the m ean pressure on the contact conditions would be 
expected to resu lt in lower values of the friction coefficient, particularly a t low speeds. 
In general term s, the frictional torque should, therefore, be reduced by around 90% in 
relation to th a t generated in the con rod spherical bearing.
For a  50% increase in  the pressurised areas (Ap and  Ab), which represents a 
considerable increase in the clamping forces, it can  be seen from Fig 20 th a t the 
efficiency reduces only by a m axim um  of 1.2%.
Fig 20 also shows the predicted m echanical efficiency for the m otor displacem ent 
reduced in  the ratio of 3.6 : 1. This h as  caused the efficiency to be reduced by 7.0% 
com pared to a predicted change in the Staffa un it of up to 15%.
5.3  The levels o f the piston and the contact forces
The contact forces, nominally designed to be 15% of the applied force, are slightly less 
th an  th is  level due to the effect of the friction between the cylinders and in the piston 
seal. T hus a t 100 bar, w hen the applied force is 10000 N ,. the contact force is in the 
region of 1350 N  which varies by less th an  4% over the pressure cycle.
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The piston forces (Fx and  F2) vary considerably over the cycle because of the changing 
depth of insertion of the cylinders, as is seen in  Fig 21. However, the  m axim um  values 
of F\ and  F2 only represent 2% of the full piston force. For the Staffa m otor these forces 
were predicted to reach a m axim um  of around 45% of th a t from the piston .
It is  also seen from Fig 21 th a t for 0 < 90° the  force F i is considerably greater th a n  F2. 
However for 0> 90°, w hen the cylinder angle a  begins to reduce, F2 increases to a  value 
th a t is slightly greater th a n  th a t of F\. This is because, for 0 < 90°, the frictional force 
between the  eccentric and  the slipper is in the direction to assist rotation of the 
cylinders w hen a  increasing. W hen 0 > 90°, the torque created by th is  friction force 
about the  outer cup bearing centre is now acting in  the sam e direction as th a t caused 
by the  friction in  the outer bearing.
Now the side force Fp = F\ - F2 = Fq2  (sin P2 - f c  cos P2)
The slipper contact angle necessary to obtain the required torque from the contact force 
is such  th a t w hen 0 > 90°, Fc2 Jb cos P2 is slightly greater th a n  Fq2 sin  P2. Hence Fp is 
negative which resu lts in  F2 being greater th a n  F\.
For 0 < 90°, the side force Fp -  Fci (sin pi + fc  cos pi) which resu lts  in  F i being greater 
th a n  F2. If pi is negative, th is  situation still prevails providing tan pi < /c .
The m inim um  depth of engagement of the cylinders w hen they are fully extended is 
critically im portant. Comparing Figs 15 and 7 shows th a t the ratio of the engaged 
length to the diam eter in the proposed design is a t least 3 tim es greater th a n  th a t in the 
Staffa design. The distance of the cup centre from the point of contact between the 
cylinders is relatively greater in  the proposed design. This, together with the m uch 
reduced level of the bearing frictional torque and the low side force, should avoid 
problem s of w ear in  these com ponents.
5 .4  OPERATION AT LOW PRESSURE
For operation a t low pressure it is necessaiy to ensure th a t there is sufficient available 
force to overcome friction in  the cylinders. The locating spring for the outer cylinder is 
selected to provide a force of 150 N  bu t, for the inner cylinder, the only restrain t 
m aintaining contact is obtained by the loose fitting retaining ring (see Fig 15). This 
could only be expected to hold the  com ponent to w ithin a m inim um  of 1 mm  of the 
surface of the  eccentric.
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The leakage flow through th is  clearance could be such  th a t insufficient pressure is 
generated in  the  supply. In th is event the  slipper m ay not move into contact with the 
slipper. At a  p ressure of 2 b a r it is found from the model th a t there is a net closing 
force of 20 N  which m ay be insufficient w hen operating a t high speed. To avoid loss of 
contact a  feed restrictor could be used  as in  the Staffa m otor which is also used  in the 
new m otor by Pleiger (see Fig 19). The size of th is restrictor could be such  th a t it is only 
required w hen th is  condition arises, with the p ressure drop created u nder norm al 
conditions being minimal.
The design needs to be evaluated in order to ensure th a t the  levels of distortion do not 
create values of ec th a t resu lt in  problem s of leakage from the slipper. In th is 
connection, it is interesting to note th a t the m otor of J a h n s  (see Fig 6), is designed to 
produce zero leakage and, as  a  consequence, is very successfully used  for flow dividing 
applications.
The problem  of leakage is tha t, in  addition to causing rotational creep w hen loaded with 
blocked ports, the flow varies with the shaft angle. This causes variations in speed 
which increase as the speed is reduced. These speed fluctuations can  become 
particularly  noticeable w hen the motor speed is such  th a t the pulse frequency, which is 
related to th e  num ber of pistons, is close to the n a tu ra l frequency of the  hydraulic 
system.
This aspect w as the subject of a paper by the au tho ri which dem onstrated the use of 
sim ulation techniques for a study of the problem. The work also showed tha t 
predictions using linear techniques provided a reasonably accurate assessm ent of the 
situation. The speed fluctuations caused by torque ripple and  changes in 
in stan taneous displacem ent were shown to be of lesser im portance. However the 
torque discontinuity, as m easured in  the radial piston motor, can  create problem s 
particularly as m ost hydraulic system s have low levels of damping.
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High speed low torque m otors [HSLT) with speed reducers have a  particu lar advantage 
in  th is  situation  because of th e  increased m otor speed in  relation to the  hydraulic 
n a tu ra l frequency. This advantage h as  to be set against the lower m echanical efficiency 
obtained from such  drives a t low operating speeds when com pared with LSHT  motors. 
In the  paper by Clifford25- w hich com pared the efficiency obtained from both  these 
types of m otors, it was shown tha t, under starting  conditions, high speed un its  with 
gear reducers have a m echanical efficiency th a t is between 10 and 25% less th a n  th a t of 
some low speed motors. At higher speeds th is difference reduces to around 10 to 15%.
In order to take advantage of their higher m echanical efficiency a t low speed it is 
therefore essential th a t the design of LSHT  m otors should be aimed a t reducing the level 
of leakage and  its variation with shaft angle, together with any discontinuities in  the 
generated torque.
6 .0  OTHER DESIGN APPROACHES
As discussed in C hapter 1 (see Fig 10) the cam  type of radial piston m otor provides the 
lowest torque to weight ratio of all the various types of motors. Of the two types of cam  
m otors shown in  Fig 10 C hapter 1, th a t which incorporates a single roller between the 
p iston and  the cam  track  provides a un it th a t is exceptionally compact.
A cam  m otor of th is  type designed by the author, is shown in  Fig 22, for which a patent 
application w as subm itted in  1980. It can  be seen from Fig 22 th a t it h as  a m uch 
sm aller diam eter th a t an  eccentric type of the sam e displacem ent. Motors of th is  type 
are currently  being m anufactured by Rexroth of Germany and Poclain of France. The 
m axim um  speed of these m otors is limited because of the  high rotational speed of the 
roller. Also, because of the  side load conditions on the pistons, the  m axim um  
m echanical efficiency is generally in the range of 85 to 90%.
These m otors are usually limited to operating with a single displacem ent w hereas in the 
eccentric m otors, as shown in  Fig 11, variable displacem ent is possible by changing the 
eccentricity.
D isplacem ent control is a useful feature as it allows the m otor speed to be increased 
w ithout increasing the  size of the pum p th u s  reducing the overall system  cost.
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In axial p iston  sw ash plate m otors the sw ash plate is not a rotating com ponent and, as 
a consequence, the control of its position can  be facilitated. In eccentric motors, 
because the eccentric rotates, control of its position is difficult to achieve. However 
closed loop control of either the supply pressure (at constan t flow - which gives a 
constan t power characteristic), or the speed can  be performed. These are a desirable 
features in  some applications.
The au th o r developed a pressure control, a dynamic analysis of which w as presented in 
a p ap er13 in  1981. The incorporation of the hydrom echanical control onto the m otor is 
shown in Fig 23 which responded to changes in load as shown in the figure. The 
application in th is case w as a ship winch th a t required a low loop gain in order to 
provide a n  adequate stability m argin for the control system.
The limits imposed by the performance of the slipper placed a restriction on the speed 
range th a t could be used  for th is control and, consequently, the m axim um  power 
rating. Developments to improve th is situation would th u s  increase the available power 
and improve the versatility of the controller and its range of application.
The stability aspect appears generally to require a low value of the gain. The valve 
shown in  Fig 23 was th u s  designed tp su it as wide a range of applications as possible. 
With the introduction of integrated electronics it is now possible to incorporate 
proportional type valves th a t also allow speed governing to be performed by controlling 
the m otor displacement.
7 .0  CONCLUSION
This C hapter has been concerned with applying the analytical m ethod for assessing the 
affects of various param eter changes on the m otor performance. In particu lar it is 
noted th a t the benefit of reduced leakage can be obtained from reducing the slipper 
area providing th a t a small value of ec is m aintained. To achieve th is, account has to 
be taken  of both  the m ethod of m anufacturing the com ponents, and  their structu ra l 
rigidity.
The analysis h as  also shown th a t modifying the piston and con rod can  reduce the 
m echanical losses by up to 20% and 25% respectively a t m axim um  and m inim um  
displacement. The general reduction in the level of the forces experienced by the 
com ponents could enable the rating of the m otor to be increased by up to 15% and 
possibly more if the value of ec can be kept to a minimal level.
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'p ie  Incorporation of a slipper having reduced area with the modified con rod provides 
benefit of reduced leakage w ithout any loss of m otor efficiency.
A design proposed by the au thor shows a predicted m echanical efficiency th a t is up to 
9% greater th a n  th a t of the Staffa design for the sam e frictional conditions. W hen the 
displacem ent is reduced by a factor of 3.6 : 1 the m echanical efficiency reduces by 
7.0%. In the  Staffa m otor th is change was of the order of 15%. In applications where 
sm ooth operation a t low speeds is required th is approach would provide a m otor tha t 
could com pete effectively with HSLT drives. If the m otor speed can be increased above 
cu rren t levels LSHT  m otors with single ratio gear reducers would be able to compete in 
some applications th a t are now dominated by HSLT drive system s.
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Fig 1 Variation of the losses with the con rod contact angle
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Fig 3 The effect of reduced slipper area
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Fig 23 Constant pressure controlled motor
For th e  geometry shown in Fig. 1
A ppendix
a  = ta n  1
Re s in  9 /  
KL d  ~  R e  c o s  6 (1)
X  =
L d -  Re c o s  9 '
-  Lr
cos 9 
For 0  < 9 < 90°
Slipper and piston forces 
The forces for th is  situation  are shown in Fig.2. 
F i "  F2 = cos f t  + s in  f t)F c j
(2)
= CFc 1
Taking m om ents about O4 
C fpd c
F,(L2 '  L l )  +  —3—  =  F C l(L Sln Pi + /c L5C0S A ) 
r dw here L = L  —
5 cos f t
(3)
F i(L2 -  Li) = E -
Cfpdc '
c 1
T hus from equations (3) and (5)




For the  dim ensions shown in Fig.3 
A p = f ( d c2 - d f )
For the supply pressure P th e  net force on the slipper piston is PAp  less the piston 
friction Jp(Fi + F2) and seal friction Fs. The slipper area provides an  opposing force 
Fu together with the norm al com ponent of F c\.
P A p -  f  P(F j + F 2) -  F 5 = Fu + Fc x( c o s  f t  -  f e s in  f t)  
pu tting  A = cos f t  -  / c s in  ft and substituting for F\ and F2 gives:-
F  = c 1
PA p -  Fu -  F,
2E
VL2 - L1
-  C 1 +
/ o f tP C




U pper bearing forces
For the conditions shown in Fig.4, the values of the contact force S i and  the 
angle yean  be determ ined as follows:
T hus S. = -----------------   (8)1 cos y + fry s in  y
F
also  S, = — ---------^ — -----  (9)
1 s in  y -  f  cos y
F f  + F
These give ta n  y = N~ - T - (10)
N ~ T*B
Now from equation (3) FT = F 1-  F 2 -  CFQ 
From Fig.4 the area a b = ~
The net force m aintaining the  cylinder against the upper bearing is given by:
F « = P A b - F 0 - r *  -  f p (F , + Fy) + F k 
where: FD is the hydrostatic force in the  bearing,
Fk is the  force from the cylinder retaining spring 
The angle yean  be determ ined from equation 10.
The m om ent generated by the slipper contact force th a t is required to overcome the 
friction in the upper bearing can  be obtained from the geometry of Fig.2.
This force, Fq3 is given by:
f 1F  =c 3 ( f c(Lcc o s /J j-  R d ) + L csinjSj) (11)
For 90° < 6  < 180°
Slipper and piston forces
The slipper and piston forces are obtained in  the sam e way as those for 0  < 90° and 
are shown in Fig. 5.
Thus:
F 1 -  F2 = (Sln f t  -  Sc C0S f t ) FC 2 = DFC 2 (12)
_  J F C 2 D F C p d c
1 = L 2 “ f t  _ 2 ( f t - f t )
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F = F -  DF 2 1 c 2 (13)
where J  = L s in  /?2 -  / cL5cos /J2 
and L5 is as given in equation (4)
P A p - F u - F s
F  =  
C 2
2J - D 1 +




w here B  = cos + f c s in  p2 
U pper bearing
For the geometry shown in Fig. 6 :
S =
1 cos y + f n s in  y (15)
ta n  y =
F f  + FN J  B  T
F -  F f  n  k T J B (16)
The contact force required to overcome the frictional torque of the upper bearing is 
given by:


























The thesis h as  shown th a t in the radial piston eccentric m otor the design of the 
oscillating jo in t is of crucial im portance for the achievem ent of high m echanical 
efficiency a t low speeds. It is considered th a t hydrodynamic lubrication in the bearing 
surfaces is unlikely for speeds less th a n  around 50 rev/m tn , the frictional m echanism  
being largely dependent on boundary lubrication.
The model predictions using constant values for the friction coefficients did not show 
the sam e variation of the m echanical losses with shaft angle th a t w as obtained from the 
m easured results. Different values of the coefficients obtained from the model 
sensitivity analysis, based on obtaining a  particular loss a t a particu lar shaft angle, 
produced sim ilar variations of the losses with shaft angle. Because of the difference 
between these model predictions and the m easured resu lts, particularly for shaft 
angles above 25°, it w as concluded th a t the coefficients vary during the pressure cycle.
Realistic predictions were obtained from the model using coefficient values th a t vary 
with the m otor geometry. The m agnitude of the friction coefficients suggest th a t some 
of the bearing surfaces, notably th a t of the  con rod, are operating a t the  extreme limits 
of boundary lubrication. This supposition w as supported by the resu lts  of the very low 
speed te st when the  motor temporarily stopped rotating. Here it was considered th a t 
the con rod bearing surfaces had  become alm ost dry.
This conclusion is also supported by the resu lts  of the theoretical squeeze film analysis. 
This shows th a t the time for the film to reduce to a th ickness less th a n  around 0.1 pm 
is likely to be achieved during the period w hen the con rod bearing is stationary a t 90° 
shaft angle. The very smooth surface finish of the  bearing created by only short periods 
of operation, together with the failure problem s with w ater based  fluids and those w hen 
operating with backpressure, dem onstrate the sensitivity of th is bearing to the squeeze 
film process.
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The model has  th u s  provided the m eans to determ ine the conditions of the bearing 
surfaces in the m otor and gives values of the friction coefficients th a t were found to lie 
w ithin the range of resu lts  obtained from tests  of other researchers In the field. On th is 
basis  it w as therefore considered th a t the model provides a realistic representation of 
the m otor performance under the given operating conditions.
The model can  then  be used  to:
a) Determine the level of the forces in the m otor and their sensitivity to changes in 
param eters th a t are influenced by the design and m anufacture of the com ponents.
b) Exam ine the effect of changes to the design for the improvement of the motor 
performance.
c) Provide a  basis for investigating the effect of m ajor changes to the design concept for 
m otors of th is  type.
The objective of achieving high m echanical efficiency at low speed is best served by the 
avoidance of bearings th a t have little, if any, hydrostatic support. Successful use of the 
ball jo in t type of bearing depends on the rate of reduction in the film thickness from the 
squeeze film th a t arises during the time period th a t the bearing is loaded and 
stationary. This has to be such th a t the film is always th ick  enough to provide 
adequate separation of the components.
This process is limiting in  term s of the m inim um  speed of operation and  is seriously 
affected by the type of fluid th a t is used. For the general application of the m otors this 
situation  is unsatisfactory and the type of m otor design described by the au thor is 
intended to avoid such  problems.
O ther m eans can  be employed to avoid high friction at low speeds. The au th o r has 
experience of surface trea tm ents such as TUFFTRIDING, or SULFINIZING, which 
reduces friction and wear. This process is used in m any pum ps and m otors available on 
the m arket. The work by Ezato6 on piston friction included resu lts  th a t had been 
obtained using different m aterials and surface treatm ents, some of which provided 
considerable improvements in performance.
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There appears to be little reported work on the type of spherical jo in t th a t is used in the 
radial piston m otor and  in the high speed swash and  bent axis designs. As described in 
C hapter 1, the increased degrees of freedom in the  axial u n its  reduce, to some extent, 
the oscillating requirem ents of the bearing as com pared to th a t of the radial motor.
In the  axial m achines, the effect of friction in the ball jo in t creates a localised contact 
between the slipper and  the sw ashplate which is probably responsible for their lower 
starting  efficiency. At high speeds, whilst friction in  the  ball jo in t h as  a complex 
interaction with th e  slipper, as shown by Hooke26-27, hydrodynamic lubrication appears 
to largely avoid contact between the slipper and  the swashplate.
In the ben t axis u n its  friction in  the ball jo in t h a s  a m uch lower effect on the 
performance of the m otor a t low speed which is probably the reason for th is  type being 
more frequently used  for m otor applications th a n  the sw ashplate unit.
T hus we see in the high speed m achines a dem arcation th a t is dictated by function and, 
probably, their cost. However, there are strong similarities in  the  technologies involved 
for the m anufacture of the swash and ben t axis types w hich enables them  to be 
produced in the sam e plant.
The high torque m otor m anufacturer is therefore caught in  the situation of having a 
small m arket base th a t h as  a wide diversity of application requirem ents. The m ain 
problem is the inability of the m otor to operate a t higher speed, for which there are 
various reasons th a t are largely dependent on the operating principles employed in  the 
m otor design.
A m ajor cause of constrain t lies in  the  the necessity of ensuring th a t the com ponents 
have adequate rigidity of hydrostatic support th u s  ensuring good m echanical efficiency 
a t low speed. This, however can  be in direct conflict with the flexibility required to 
generate hydrodynamic lubrication for high speed operation.
As the model predictions have shown in the thesis, a m otor design having hydrostatic 
support of the oscillating ball jo in t provides significant im provements to the low speed 
efficiency. The low fricton in th is bearing should, then , create no particu lar lim itation 
to operation at high speed. These improvements to the oscillating jo in t considerably 
reduce the unbalanced forces in the slipper. Even so, the  slipper would appear to 
provide the  obstacle to  high speed operation which is largely the resu lt of its inability to 
create conditions of hydrodynamic lubrication.
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As w as shown in  C hapter 1, the use of gearbox reducers provides a considerable degree 
of flexibility in obtaining differing effective displacem ents from a given motor. Thus, for 
example, a m otor of 150 cm?/rev  displacem ent operating a t 2000 rev/m in  w ith a 7:1 
reduction gearbox is equivalent to a LSHT m otor of 1050 cm3/rev  displacem ent 
operating a t 300 rev/m in. Referring to Fig 12 C hapter 1, th is speed is about three tim es 
th a t of m ost available LSHT  m otors, b u t the increased range of available applications 
could allow a considerable reduction in overall cost.
The type of hydrostatic slipper used in the high torque m otor has  a narrow  land 
surrounding  the slipper pocket which provides little, or no, benefit from the squeeze 
films th a t are considered necessary to allow satisfactory operation a t high speeds. This 
relatively small area  with the a ttendan t rigidity of the slipper s tructu re  allows little, if 
any, scope for the generation of hydrodynamic lubrication.
The m anufacture of relatively large p art - circular faces a t the required level of accuracy 
is  probably more difficult to achieve th an  the production of sm aller flat surfaces as 
found in  the  axial sw ashplate units. Additionally, it is practically impossible to create 
the type of pad with an n u lar grooves th a t are used  in  some of these axial m achines. 
These are considered to provide a n  area th a t allows the generation of squeeze films and, 
consequently, improved separation of the slipper face from th a t of the sw ashplate. It is 
also difficult to see how a  slipper edge profile can be produced th a t will assist in the 
creation of hydrodynamic lubrication in  the m anner described by Hooke27 for axial 
p iston sw ashplate m achines.
It is the considered view of the au tho r th a t research work on the  design of slippers 
could provide a solution to th is problem. This should involve the consideration of 
m anufacturing techniques together w ith the investigation of surface trea tm ents and 
alternative m aterials in  order to obtain the required performance a t an  optim um  cost.
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